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HOW TO GET YOUR RECORDS TO 250 
COLLEGE STATIONS NATIONALLY... 

WITH ONLY ONE PHONE CALL 
— NOW SERVING — 

* Our daughter FAV. Music Pub. (BMI) 

* Taboo Records 

* Primal Lunch Records 

* Miller Records 

* And Many Local Bands 

* Perfect for Independent Bands 

* Inexpensive — Efficient 

* 1.2 Million Person Audience 

* Free Trade Magazine Advertising 

* We Service 45's, EP's, LP's, tapes 

CALL TODAY FOR DETAILS! 

PLATINUM COLLEGE PROMOTIONS • (714) 371-4793 
8033 SUNSET BLVD., SUITE 472, LOS ANGELES, CA 90046 

TABOO ZOO BUDDY REED & 
THE RIP IT UPS 

"Too Close" "Tough Enough" 

WHEN KIDS 
ARE ALONE 

"Forever till Never" 

24 TRACK (RATE INCLUDES EVERYTHING) 
$30/HR 
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FEATURING: KURZWEIL 250 AND THE LINN 9000 
"In the ever changing climate of hi-tech, our qualified engineers will take the mystery out of programming. 
All you do is play." 

JOHN ROSS / OWNER 

THE CONDITIONZ 

"Weird America" 

MILLER BROTHERS 

"Millertime" 
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Burning the Midnight Oil 
With Peter Garrett 
by Randal A. Case 
Midnight Oil's Peter Garrett bears about as much resemblance to yer 
typical rock frontman as Godzilla does to a skink. He's big, he's 
forthright (and how), and he's extremely bright. This singular fellow 
is the most visible figure in what some are calling "THE band of the 
Eighties."   12 

The Other Oils 
by Phil Tripp 
Midnight Oil ain't no one-man band, as you'll soon discover. 15 

The Carter Saga: 
Digging Precious Metals— From 
"Acapulco Gold" to Multiplatinum 
by John Bitzer 
This "music biz vet" first got his feet wet as the lyricist on a couple 
trash klassix from the Original Psychedelic Era. He's been playing 
leftfield ever since as a producer (Tina Turner, Motels, Burning 
Sensations. . . we could go on) and A&R man. Recently, Carter moved 
from Capitol to A&M, and he's also sworn off producing since Tina, 
choosing to quit while he's ahead. Otherwise, he's the same ole 
quipster  16 

Aesthetic Alchemy: 
Turning Your Craft into Art 
Musicianly musings by Billy Cioffi 
If you want to write well, read eloquent writing—all kinds of it. Likewise, 
if you want to play artfully, listen to the masters—and not just those 
who play your own instrument or in your stylistic preference. These 
and other helpful hints can be found within the text. Help is on the 
way, right, Billy"  18 

The 1st Annual Moyers & Shakers 
lacationTape Spree 
Compiled by Bud Scoppa 
Music biz heavies take a busman's holiday in this illuminating litany 
of commercial and cult faves  20 
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Feedback 
Them's Fightin' Words 
Dear Music Connection: 

I am sick and tired of these headbangers 
whining about how KMET and KLOS have cut 
their favorite dinosaur band from their playlists. 
These heavy metal monsters with their louder-
the-better mentality should crawl back into the 
La Brea tarpits from whence they came. The in-
ability of their tiny brains to adapt to changing 
surroundings and conditions caused the extinc-
tion of the dinosaurs the first time. Now enlight-
ened programmers are recognizing that songs 
from the past are still good and that there is a 
lot of great new music available. Quality rock & 
roll, with meaningful lyrics and real melodies, 
can now retake the airways. Of course, there is 
still a long way to go. U2 and the Talking Heads 
are gaining recognition. L.A. has finally grown 
hip to Bruce Springsteen—thank God. Fuck the 
Scorpions, Ratt, Quiet Riot, and all of their 
prehistoric cousins. Our ears will be saved as 
well as our souls. 

Scott Rhodes 
Los Angeles, CA 

Benmont Entrenched 
Dear Music Connection: 

It's about time that L.A:s best players made 
their way to a cover story ("Visionary Team 
Players' July 22). Benmont Tench is usually 
found in the background, and for once it was 
wonderful to see him up front. His humbleness 
and style make him attractive, and his keyboard 
playing makes him an indispensable artist. 
Thanks, Benmont and Music Connection. 

Amy Zurowski 
Calabasas, CA 

One From the Heart 
Dear Music Connection: 

Having read Steve Hochman's review of the 
Jane Siberry album, No Borders Here (July 22), 
a few days ago, I would like to make a sugges-
tion. I don't know if the albums reviewed in your 
magazine are by choice or design, but if it is 
the former, I would strongly recommend that you 
listen to the latest Dalbello album, whomanfour-
says. 

Dalbello, like Siberry, is a Canadian lass who 
is producing music that goes several steps be-
yond what we unfortunately find in the Top 40. 
Her appeal is one that would run strong in the 
Kate Bush camp, while at the same time being 
a bit more viable to the AOR crowd. 

The album in question—that's whomanfour-
says—is out on Capitol/EMI, who have done ab-
solutely nothing that I've seen to promote it. It 

is because this self-same record gave me hope 
to go on for another year that I find a need to 
do whatever I can to promote it (no, I do not 
stand to make any money off it). Just the knowl-
edge that I played some small part in getting 
her music out to the public would let me die a 
happy and fulfilled man. 

I am now passing on the torch to you... 
please, don't let it die. Greg Davids 

Woodland Hills, CA 
Ed. note: Our reviewer felt the same see page 
28. 

Tale of Two Cities 
Dear Music Connection: 

I would like to congratulate you on publishing 
a truly superb and informative magazine. I op-
erate a small independent label, and am a book-
ing agent from Chicago. Recently, I have been 
the catalyst of a city-wide movement to promote 
our local scene and get people to believe in 
themselves and cooperate with each other. I 
came to L.A. to unlock the secrets of the myth-
ical "big time:' Without the help of your maga-
zine, I probably would only have been able to 
accomplish half as much as I did. I commend 
you for putting out a very well put-together 
publication. Thanks so much for all the help that 
your staff gave to me during my short stay. 

Tony LaBarbera 
Silver Fin Records 

Chicago, IL Reverb 
Dear Music Connection: 

Re Michael Fremer's "We'll Get It Wrong in 
the Mix" (Aug. 5)—RIGHT ON! This should be 
mandatory reading for everyone involved in re-
cording. Granted that in pop or rock music one 
is more concerned with effect than with fidelity, 
I bemoan the number of times I have been 
made to mix sound that originally went on tape 
punchy, resonant, and full-bodied into a thin, 
harsh, nasal clank because that is someone's 
idea of what a record should sound like. One 
winds up having to add lots of processing to 
what's left of the sound in an attempt to restore 
some of the dimension that is no longer there. 
There are two major reasons for this sonic mu-
tilation: (1) People easily confuse brightness with 
clarity, and (2) people tend to lack confidence 
in the way they actually sound. Producers 
should concern themselves with bringing out 
and enhancing those qualities that make an ar-
tist appealing and unique rather than trying to 
cop the sound of someone else's record. 

As someone who knows that a big cymbal 
puts out lots of bass, and as someone who likes 
to be able to tell if a snare drum is being hit on 
the head or on the rim, my congratulations to 
Fremer and to those customers of ours who 
have avoided this particular pitfall. The rest of 
you guys, wise up! Phil Singher 

Telstar Sound Recorders 
Burbank, CA 
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ATTENTION SONGWRITERS 

DANCEABLE, HIT TARGETED POP-ROCK COMPOSITIONS 

NEEDED FOR HOT, NEW, YOUNG AND ENERGETIC 

VOCALIST WITH MAJOR PROMOTIONAL CAMPAIGN, 

MANAGEMENT, FINANCIAL BACKING, 

INTERNATIONAL DISTRIBUTION AND 

RECORD COMPANY CONTRACT. 

(Currently on 260 Rodio Stations Throughout America) 

Send cassettes with lyric sheets to: 

Don Kaufman 

MOZART MIDNIGHT PRODUCTIONS, INC. 

One Magnificent Mile 

980 N. Michigan Ave. 

Chicago, IL 60611 

(312) 642-3992 

A SPECIAL MUSICAL EVENT 

CLARE 
FISCHER 
PLUS 
2 + 2 
& SALSA PICANTE 

2 SHOWS AUGUST 18 

8:30 P.M. & 11:00 RM. 
AT 

HOP SINGH'S 

4110 Lincoln Blvd., Marina del Rey 

Plus a personal opening performance by 
Clare Fischer and his guests: Jeff Berlin 
on bass and Joe Brancato on drums. 

congratulates 

FL'IJ CIA NO 

special guest star LANI HALL 

Universal Amphitheatre 
August 25th 
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GUEST 
COMMENTARY 

Three Strikes 
Against Her? 

I know, I know. No one ever 
promised it was going to be easy. 
But still, trying to form a band in 
Los Angeles is a task that can try 
the patience of a saint. Since the 
fall of 1982, I have been attempt-
ing to form a Sixties-flavored rock 
band (or join up with an already 
existing group). As of this writing, 
I seem to be no closer to my goal 
than I was nearly three years ago. 

I'm a vocalist/lyricist in my 
mid-20's. I have some keyboards 
ability and I'm also learning to 
play the guitar. Music has been 
my greatest love for more than 15 
years now, and I am quite willing 
to work as hard as necessary to 
become a success. So what's the 
problem? I seem to have three 
major strikes against me: (1) I'm 
black; (2) I'm not exactly what 
you'd call slim and trim; (3) I have 
an offbeat, Cyndi Lauper-ish style 
of dress. None of this seems to 
go over big with white male 
musicians. 

In a town where not looking 
like Terri Nunn or Natalie Pace 
appears to be a felony offense, 
your ego can really take a beat-
ing. Believe me, mine has. Here's 
a sample of the charming ques-
tions I've been asked over the 
phone by male musicians: 

"Are you a blonde?" 
"How much do you weigh?" 
"Do you think you're a sexual 

person?" 
"Have you got big tits?" 
What are these guys looking 

for, anyway? Lead singers or bed 
partners? In my darker moments, 
I try to bolster my spirits by tell-
ing myself that Alison Moyet and 
Jennifer Holliday must have gone 
through this same bullshit; I wish 
I knew how they coped. 

Yes, I am aware that rock 
bands are not obligated to be 
equal-opportunity employers; 
they have the right to hire 
whomever they please for what-
ever motive. But is it asking too 
much of people to exhibit a little 
more respect and tolerance for 
performers (male or female) who 
don't happen to fit into the narrow, 
MTV-inspired definition of 
glamor? Today's freakish undesir-
able can easily become tomor-
row's hot new star. (Just ask Cyn-
di Lauper, my number-one idol). 

Now, if you'll excuse me, I 
have to go dream up a delicious-
ly cutting retort for the next guy 
who asks me what my measure-
ments are. 

—Down But Not Out 

C I. O S E t P: 

Siegel & Feldstein: Rock CPAs 

Feldstein (left) and Siegel have Amnia, lava in neckwear. 

by Murdoch McBride 

Four years ago, Barry Siegel 
and Richard Feldstein were work-
ing together in a large accounting 
firm when they decided to make 
their own bold statement in the 
music industry. They struck out on 
their own, taking their clients with 
them, and established Siegel and 
Feldstein, a business management 
office. 

Today, from their comfortable 
second-floor suite in Beverly Hills, 
these two young entrepreneurs di-
rect the financial affairs of some 
impressive music celebrities; cli-
ents include such notables as San-
tana, Air Supply, Men at Work, 
Yes, and Eddie Money. As Barry 
Siegel explains, his office deals 
with specific aspects of an artist's 
affair. "We're CPA's. and our firm 
is a CPA firm, but our practice is 
specifically directed toward enter-
tainment, and our clients are in the 
entertainment industry. Our job is 
to act as their business manager. 
Being a business manager means 
handling all the financial affairs of 
the artist, acting as a support unit 
to their personal manager, pro-
viding budgets when the act is on 
the road, doing royalty analysis 
from record company statements. 
handling personal living expenses. 
writing checks and all that stuff. 
We also do tax planning, invest-
ment planning, and we review in-
vestments to make sure they are 
proper and safe:' 

In the ultra-sophisticated arena 
of artist management, the general 
task now breaks down into a num-
ber of specialized roles, with per-

sonal managers, business man-
agers, lawyers, and accountants 
among others, all contributing dis-
tinct support services to an act. 
Siegel is careful to draw.the line 
between the services he offers and 
those of a traditional manager. 
-The personal manager directs the 
career of the artist. As business 
managers. we support the personal 
manager, helping him to make his 
decisions, but they are his decisions 
to make as far as career direction 
goes:' Siegel explains. "We really 
work on the financial end, making 
sure financial matters are handled 
properly and that the client makes 
the right decisions in that area. We 
do things they normally don't do. 
Like we write the checks for the 
client; we write the commission 
checks to the personal manager 
so he doesn't have a conflict of 
interest in handling client money 
and paying his own management 
commission:' 

Siegel's partner, Richard Feld-
stein, concurs with this basic out-
line of their role as business 
managers and elaborates on some 
of the more frontline work they 
engage in for their acts: "We do get 
involved in things like contract 
negotiations' Feldstein says. "Nor-
nally. when there's a new record 
deal being worked on or negoti-
ated, you'll have the lawyers, the 
personal manager and the business 
manager or accountant present. 
The reason being, they bring us in 
to review the different tax effects 
on how the deal is structured. They 
make the deals, but we see many, 
many deals, so we have a very 

good idea as to what's a good deal 
and what's a bad deal. As far as 
touring goes, most personal man-
agers rely on the information we 
provide about profitability. We ac-
tually put together a budget as to 
how profitable it's gonna be or 
what the loss is gonna be for an act 
to he on the road. We make sure 
the insurance coverage is there for 
concert liability, workman's com-
pensation, equipment insurance, 

-g the whole works. We work a lot of 
hours!" 

While Siegel and Feldstein have 
›, developed a remarkable list of 
2 clients, there is always room for 
2 growth. At the start of the year, 

they merged with the firm of Parks, 
Palmer, Turner & Yemenidjian, an-
other business management firm 
that features a very strong invest-
ment and international tax depart-
ment—both of which are important 
services that Siegel and Feldstein 
sought to offer their clients. With 
the Parks group interested in 
strengthening their entertainment 
share of the business management 
market, the merger went off 
smoothly. Both firms were able to 
open a New York office simulta-
neously, and they now boast one of 
the largest business management 
firms in the nation, with a total of 
13 partners and 130 employees. 

However big and successful 
they have become, S&F display a 
firm commitment to the industry, 
which is reflected in their approach 
to new talent. "Many times we'll 
have a new act come to us:' Siegel 
offers, "and they've been touring 
locally, but they don't have a record 
deal. They have a lot of public ac-
ceptance, and a following, and 
they'll say, 'Will you help us? What 
do we do next?' We always say two 
things: First, we tell them they 
need a personal manager, and then 
we tell them they need a lawyer. If 
they say they want to manage them-
selves, we tell them they [ still] need 
a lawyer. I think it's important for 
that new act to have a team that can 
work for the act. People who know 
the industry, who are capable of 
guiding the act down the right 
road. Our normal fee structure is 
five percent of the gross paid to the 
act, whereas a personal manager 
gets between 15 and 20 percent. 
That's pretty much a standard in 
the industry. I might tell these new 
acts that if they want us to help 
them out, we will. But in reality, 
they don't need our day-to-day, full-
blown management services until 
they're signing their record deal. At 
that point, we can begin to really 
participate:' 

Siegel & Feldstein/Parks, Palm-
er, Turner & Yemenidjian are lo-
cated at 1135 S. Beverly Drive. 
Beverly Hills, CA 90035. 
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News 
DECEPTION  

Los Angeles Musicians 
Hoodwinked by Bogus 
Songwriter/Musician 

The bogus Roger Cook, aka Kei Shumacher (left), bears a resell:-
btance to the real Roger Cook (right, a Nashville-based songwriter. 

by Billy Cioffi 

Los ANGFIE%—Over the last few 
months, the local music community 
has apparently been victimized by 
a man masquerading as English 
songwriter Roger Cook. The man, 
whose real name is believed to be 
Ken Shumacher, has utilized sev-
eral of the information and net-
working centers in the Hollywood 
area, among them the Musicians' 
Contact Service and the Musicians' 
Institute of Technology. 

The real Roger Cook is a re-
spected songwriter and publisher 
who makes his home in Nashville. 
He has written hits for Don Wil-
liams ("I Believe in You"), the For-
tunes ("Here Comes That Rainy 
Day Feeling"), and many others 
over the last 20 years. According 
to musicians. songwriters, and 
other industry people who have 
come in contact with him, Shu-
macher takes credit for having 
written all of Cook's songs. In ad-
dition, he claims to be an original 
member of Bmwnsville Station and 
writer of their hit (and current 
Motley Crue single). "Smokin in 
the Boys Room" 

The bogus Cook represents him-
self as affiliated with a company 
called Columbia Management Cor-
poration—a virtually nonexistent 
entity with an answering service 
and post office box. Shumacher is 
apparently well-versed in the ac-
complishments and background of 

Roger Cook, and is very convinc-
ing, according to those he has vic-
timized. When this reporter met 
Shumacher at a local studio several 
months ago. he explained that there 
were two Roger Cooks and that the 
name confusion had plagued both 
throughout their successful careers. 
He then proceeded to list a number 
of his compositions, all of which 
were songs actually written by the 
real Roger Cook. 

In early May of this year. the 
bogus Cook placed notices in the 
Musicians' Contact Service to en-
list musicians to play high- paying 
nightclubs and tour with Hall & 
Oates. The notices also alluded to 
the making of a $120,000 video fol-
lowed by a recording contract at the 
conclusion of the tour. What sep-
arated Shumacher from other typ-
ical Hollywood hustlers was the 
length he went to maintain his 
elaborate ruse. 

Flaunting an apartment deco-
rated with phony gold records, 
forged celebrity autographs, fake 
scrapbooks, and mementoes. Shu-
macher deceived the unsuspecting 
musicians into believing he was 
legitimate. When these musicians 
finally realized he was bogus and 
gave notice. Columbia Manage-
ment sent letters informing them 
that they were being sued for 
$150,000. The letters appeared to be 
signed by a certain Mort Saul, 

who Shumacher claimed was head 
of Columbia Management Corpo-
ration. Saul's management firm 
subsequently denied any knowl-
edge of either Shumacher, Cook, 
or Columbia Management Corpo-
ration. "The first time I met him:' 
said one of the female singers audi-
tioned by Shumacher, "he pulled 
out this letter from Mort Saul and 
Columbia Management saying that 
he had $125,000 for a video and 
record. What can I say? I got 
suckered in:' 

Another member of the ill-fated 
band said he first met Shumacher 
when they worked together at the 
Hollywood Guitar Center. Shu-
macher claimed he had legally 
changed his name to Roger Cook 
—a fact verified when the musi-
cians saw his driver's license and 
other identification. When con-
tacted at his Nashville publishing, 
company, the Picalic Group, the 
real Roger Cook was obviously 
distressed. 

"A girl called me and told me 
all about this guy and the fact that 
he was ripping people off, threaten-
ing bodily harm, and scaring them 
to death:' he said. "So I called the 
F.B.I. and found out they already 
had tabs on him because of record 
piracy. He's got a prison record!" 

To make matters more confus-
ing, Shumacher vaguely resembles 

Shumacher has left his mark on 
other Los Angeles musicians, 
among them Larry Dean & the 
Straight Shooters. Country singer 
Dean first met Shumacher at the 
Longhorn nightclub, where Shu-
macher introduced himself as the 
co-writer of the John Prine/Roger 
Cook hit, "Love on a Roll:' "He 
put me through a lot of mental 
changes for a while," said Dean. 
"He said he had money and wanted 
to back an album. The studio got 
hurt on that one. All I know is 
we're done with him. Somebody 
should do something about him:' 
Dean's contacts in Nashville alerted 
him to Shumacher's ruse before he 
got too involved. "It's really amaz-
ing how well he has researched his 
subject:' Dean concluded. "He has 
enough knowledge to cover himself 
on most of his lies. I think he is 
a compulsive liar and believes 
everything he says. In fact, if he 
heard me talking he would totally 
believe / was lying!" 

Shumacher has been imperson-
ating Roger Cook for at least two 
years. He was dismissed from a 
band he was leading at the Sheraton 
Hotel in Anchorage, Alaska, where 
the group was being billed as the 
"new" Brownsville Station. This 
was substantiated by Peter Stanton, 
who performed on the gig with 
Shumacher and continued the en-
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each q aie. and also one . re in Ns Angeles to co-ordinate oc. 

by... attepted to call It., tt telephone to -.101K 011, „• r• 
far. .t vuurenal to soralyeen'onlv . considered tuft.. 

You aFe posyIni sevéral 
art. Never tuthor 

/ vise ;),› Iipe/elYS 

v>/anf 

fo 

One of the letters from "Mort Saul" threatening legal action on behalf 
of "Cook." The name of the recipient has been removed. 

Roger Cook. He has been known 
to demonstrate his identity by car-
tying authentic Roger Cook album 
covers, claiming they are his 
records. "He looks enough like me 
that he can carry my albums 
around and get away with it:' 
lamented Cook. "It's a bit of a 
nightmare, if you know what I 
mean:' 

gagement after Shumacher was 
fired. 

"About halfway through the gig, 
the bass player came running into 
my room and told me the agent 
from Northern Stage Productions 
had located the real Roger Cook 
and that the bogus Cook had been 
fired:' said Stanton. "He was 

Continued on page 8 
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SIGNINGS & -News 
ASSIGNMENTS 

by Ben Brooks 

Bug Music has opened a Nashville 
office with Garry Velletri appointed to 
the position of general manager. Velletri 
comes to Bug after a stint with the Nash-
ville Music Group, and before that, IRS 
Records' distribution arm, Faulty Products. 

Arista Records' new West Coast pro-
motion director is Kelly Norris. Norris was 
program director at KRQ in Tucson, 
Arizona. 

Jobete Music's Vice President Roger 
Gordon 

Roger Gordon has been appointed 
to the new post of vice president of 
Jobete Music and director of Nashville 
operations. Gordon will be stationed in 
Nashville. He was previously vice presi-
dent of Chappell Music and West Coast 
manager. 

The Record Plant has named Rick 
Winquest as scoring administrator for 
all scoring operations in both Studio "M" 
on the Paramount lot and at the Third 
Street studios. He was promoted from 
assistant scoring administrator. 

John "Jellybean" Benitez has signed 
Jocelyn Brown to his Warner Bros-dis-
tributed label. Ms. Brown is the first ar-
tist to be signed to the new label, and 
is currently the featured female vocalist 
on tour with Culture Club, 

local band Field Day has signed with 
the William Morris Agency. Field Day is 
managed by Di Brukin and can be 
reached at (213) 274-2670. 

Sue Steinberg has been named op-
erations manager of Kris Stevens Enter-
prises, the producers of special program-
ming for radio. Steinberg was previous-
ly music director of KMET. 

,Chris Adams has been promoted to 
the position of program director for KIK 
FM in Orange, CA. Adams has been an 
air personality and production manager 
for the station over the last five years. 

Rick Alden has been promoted to the 
new position of Northeast regional pro-
motion/national special projects for Elek-
tra/Asylum Records. Based at the WEA 
branch in Philadelphia, Alden has been 
a promotion man over the past 13 years 
with RCA, Atlantic, and Infinity. He has 
been with Elektra/Asylum for the past five 
years. 

Extra Sensor Promotion has been 
launched by John Enrico. The North 
Hollywood-based firm specializes in na-
tional record promotion and marketing 
for independent jazz labels. 

Chicago band Jinx has changed its 
name to Wild Blue. Album and video are 
due in September on Chrysalis Records. 

DECEPTION ( .ontinued from previous page 
banned from the Sheraton and 
couldn't go in except to collect his 
stuff. I asked him who he actually 
was and he said his name was Ken-
neth Shumacher and his stage 
name was Roger Cook. 

"Then I ran into him about nine 
months ago. He said he was work-
ing with Columbia Management 
and had this gig in Hawaii, so I 
gave him the benefit of the doubt 
and got involved. He bragged about 
all the musicians he had in the band 
and told me that the drummer had 
played with Zappa and all this 
stuff. Then I found out after the 
rehearsal that he had told them I 
had played with Kansas and Asia!" 

According to Stanton, it wasn't 
until all the band members started 
comparing notes that they dis-
covered how Shumacher had lied 
about their individual credits. At 

that point, several of the musicians 
had quit jobs or relocated based on 
bogus contracts for a nonexistent, 
high-paying gig in Hawaii. Shu-
macher's believability seems to lie 
in his low-key charm and extensive 
knowledge of Roger Cook's long 
career. 

Among those musicians who 
have known him, Shumacher's true 
background is a mystery. There is 
speculation that he might have once 
worked as a roadie, because he 
seems to know sound equipment 
and stage setup techniques. All 

agree his guitar playing is "mar-
ginal." According to Stanton, Shu-
macher performed in Alaska with 
his guitar volume turned off, and 
apparently tried to do the same 
with his most recent band. He has 
passed out a tape of original ma-
terial to prospective band members 

which he claims to have written. 
However, there is substantial doubt 
among those who have heard the 
tape that Shumacher actually wrote 
the songs. 

Post Script: On Wednesday, July 
31, 1985, Music Connection talked 
to Shumacher by telephone about 
arranging an interview with him. 
He claimed he was Roger Cook 
and called attention to the new 
Motley Crue record and his author-
ship of "Smokin' in the Boys Room." 
He said he was no longer vorking 
with Larry Dean because Dean 
wanted too much creative control 
and wanted to direct his own video 
and produce his (AVII record. He 
stated he was getting ready to kale 
for the Orient and might not he 
able to do an interview because of 
time constraints. He did say he had 
some songs we might he interested 
in, and that hed send a tape. When 
called the next day, the voice im-
itating Richard Nixon on his phone 
answering machine said he wasn't 
home... . 

RADIO 

KIQQ Sees New Light: 
Station Changes Format, 
A/C Flavor Prevails 

by Neil E. Gorov 

Los ANGELES-At midnight. 
Sunday July 28, local contemporary 
hit radio station KIQQ assumed 
Transtar's adult contemporary "For-
mat 41" and moniker "The New K-
LIGHT:' 

Outlet Communications, KIQQ's 
corporate owners, have named Tom 
Mosher vice president/general man-
ager. Mosher comes to L.A. from 
WSNE in Providence, Rhode Is-
land—another Outlet Communica-
tions station. He replaces long-time 
GM George Wilson. 

According to Mosher, the format 
change was a response to "an ero-
sion of KIQQ's audience and an at-
tempt to fill a void in the L.A. 
market:' Outlet Communications 
had been considering new format 
options for some time before final-
ly selecting "Format 41:' proven in 
major markets like Atlanta and 
Miami. 

K-LIGHT's new target audience 
is adults 25-54, a broad demograph-
ic sweep. "The on-air sell line, 'All 
Music All Memories; is different 
from a beautiful music station:' ex-
plained Mosher. "We play mainly 
vocal music that is well tested. We 
put across a mood:' 

The new syndicated format elim-
inates the need for a traditional pro-
gramming department. Bob Sky has 

been named operations director and 
will oversee' programming deci-
sions. Due to the drastic change, 
complete revamping of the air staff 
is in the works. but Mosher has yet 
to name any air personalities."It's 
something we're working on:' he 
said. 

When asked how long he felt it 
would take to build up an audience, 
Mosher replied, "Well, I don't have 
a crystal ball, but we are looking at 
having a favorable reflection of the 
format within the first part of the 
new year and hope that we will be 
in the two-share range within a year. 
I'm conservative:' He added that he 
will be implementing a "very ag-
gressive" outdoor and television 
advertising campaign to develop K-
LIGHT's audience. "There's a lot 
to do:' he admitted, "but I have 
great people working with me. That 

really helps:' 
Floundering in the competitive 

L.A. CHR market for some time, 
KIQQ was long known by record 
promotion people for its lack of ac-
cessibility, and nepotism in the pro-
gramming department. KIQQ was 
managed by George Wilson and 
programmed by his wife Paula 
Mathews. Wilson's son-in-law 
Robert Moorhead was music direc-
tor, and his son from a previous 
marriage, G.W. McCoy, was an 
evening air personality. 

In tandem with steady ratings 
dives over the last two years, KIQQ 
was plagued with heavy competition 
from relatively new CHR heavy-
weights KI1S-FM and KKHR, as 
well as poor programming deci-
sions. In April of this year, the sta-
tion was effectively boycotted by 
Warner Bros. Records in response 
to a tirade of well-publicized Prince 
criticism by afternoon deejay Jeff 
Thomas. While Thomas claimed 
his anti-Prince campaign was not a 
reflection of the station's beliefs, the 
-management did not silence him. 

K-LIGHT is located at FM 100.3 
on the radio dial. • 

LABELS 

Labels Pool New Acts, 
Launch "Monster" Tour 

by Murdoch McBride 

LOS ANGEus—Three major labels 
have joined together.. present a 
rock & roll tour for the summer of 

'85. The unusual multi-label effort 
is called the "Monsters of the Uni-
verse Tour '85:' and features three 
new bands on Atlantic, Elektra. 
and Geffen Records respectively. 
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The concept tour was developed 
in response to what one source 
called a "soft summer market" for 
tours. Major labels still place a 
high value on touring as a factor in 
increased record sales. By pooling 
resources, the labels hope to limit 
their risks while promoting new 
acts and their debut albums on the 
mad. 

The Monster Tour lineup in-
cludes Atlantic's Savatage. a 
Florida band with their first album 
Potter of the Night: Elektra's Rogue 
Male, from the UK, with their 
debut album First Visit: and Gel 
fen Records' Illusion, an Atlanta 
group with their self-titled album 
Illusion. 

The summer tour began in Hart-
ford. Connecticut on July 13, and 
will cover 37 dates across the court-

Photo b Ford Smith 

Elusion. one if three co-haulliners in the multi-label Monster "lino: 
try betbre wrapping up in Denver, 
Colorado on August 25. There will 
be one Los Angeles date, at the 
Wadsworth Theatre near West-
wood, on August 19. 

Monster Tour bands share the 
headlining slot on a rotating basis, 
and every band has its own van on 
the road. Common equipment is 
shipped in one large trailer by a six-
man road crew comprised of two 
members from each band's original 
crew. Each band has their own road 
manager. who reports to a super-
visory manager. 

In lieu of large venues. Interna-

tional Creative Management ( ICH) 
is booking the tour into smaller, 
more intimate venues. Alex Hod-
ges, vice-president of ICM's music 
division, explained part of ICM's 
approach to selecting venues: "We 
consider this to be an innovative 
and creative alternative for expos-
ing new hands to new audiences. 
By booking these bands into small-
er venues, the kids will have a 
closer proximity to the bands and 
will be an intrinsic part of the show. 
We expect the houses to be 
packed:' • 

INDEPENDENTS 

Enigma/Greenworld 
Label Goes Corporate, 
Creates European Base 

lb Ben Brook, 

a SEGuNDo—After eight years Of 
steady gmwth together, Enigma Rec-
ords and Greenworld Distribution 
have parted ways, dissolving umbrella 
company Greenworld Records Ltd: 
The "amicable decision" comes at a 
time when Enigma is basking in the 
glow of long-sought success. 

"Both Enigma and Greenworld 
are going through substantial growth 
—especially Enigma—and it just 
made sense to dissolve the holding 
company structure:* said Wesley 
Hein, now exclusive to-owner of 
Enigma with brother William. Steve 
Bedrwux retains sole ownership of 
Greenworld Distribution, having 
bought out the Hein brothers' interest 
in the company. 

Au:tinting to Hein, the division of 
L.A:s most talked-about independent 
record organization was a natural 
evolution. "Bill and I have been put-
ting 100 percent of our time into 
Enigma over the last few yea's while 
Steve (Bedreaux) has been doing the 
same with Greenworld:' he said. "I 
think Giwnwkl Id felt inhibited about 
starting their own latid because of 
Enigma. At the same time. Enigma 
was tied to a distributor, which wasn't 
a positive with our other distributors. 
They saw it as working with the 
enemy. We've had a tremendous re-
sponse from our artists who in the 
past fèlt we fell track on Greenworld 
as an excuse km- weak sales. Enigma 
never actually fell back on Green-
world. but there was that feeling 
among some pLopler In recent years. 
Enigma enlisted Big State, Important, 

and JEN1 distributors, iffectively sup-
plemonting Greenworld's efforts. 

Present and future plans for 
Greenwoild include expansion of its 
distribution base. production and 
distribution deals with independent 
labels, and the launching of Green-
world Records. "The Enigma iabel 
was a very good thing: said Green-
world's ItLx1reaux,"and there's no 
reason why it can't be done again. 
espe...iall.v when you consider that 
we've learned from the mistakes we 
made with that label. We will con-
tinue to sign and distribute alternative 
music, hut we have no limitations per 
se. As îtr as our national distribution 
Minis go, I'd like to see us get more 
coverage in the Midwest. Well be 
Loncentetting on that, too:' 

While Greenworld remains at the 
Torrance offices that Itoustx1 both 
companies until June. Enigma has 
'limed to El Segundo, where the 
rapidly growing company has 
doubled its staff. Among other per-
sonnel. the Hein brothers have' 
hired spec ialists in promotion and-
markettig. "The added staff has 
token over a lot of the tasks, free-
ing us up to think about other 
things besides just signing bands,' 
ping records:* explained Wesley Hein. 
"Mie're developing our fireign licen-
sing and we've just about secured 
eNA.l.y foreign territory in the world 
(we've recently incorporated in Am-
sterdam, with an independent label 
calkx1 Enigma Europa B.V. That will 
be our European base). We're even 
geting into office computers:* 

If it sounds like the colorful grass 
loots label—known for punk, heavy 
ioctal, and an occasional children's 
record—is going corporate, there's 
some truth to the concept. "We want 
to go corporate so we can sell more 
"'SOL records:' enthused Hein. " It 
almost sounds like a contradiction. 
Most of our acts air very uncommer-
cial, but I don't think that uncommer-
cial and corporate are like oil and 
water. We don't want to wear suits 
and be uptight. At the same time, we 
want to he able to run the company 
in the most cost-effective way so we 
can put the money and emphasis on 
the acts. 

"I don't think we'll ever try to go 
head on with the major companies. 
We're just not interested in what 
they're signing. What we've seen 
many times is independent labels with 
some success, who then turn around 
and hire expensive promotion people 
and try to compete with CBS. We'll 
never adopt that attitude. But break-
ing into contemporary hit radio is 
looming on the horizon. Vttie deal-
ing with AOR now, and well see how 
we do with that format first:' 

With successful campaigns 
launched fin- TSOL, Stryper, Motley 
Crue. and Alan Holdsmorth. Enigma 
is currently touting Finnish "glam 
rock" band Smack, the soundtrack 
album for the film Return of the Liv-
ing Dead, a new album by Fear 
called More Beer, and due in 
December. a country compilation 
album entitled A 7imn South (y• 
Bakersfield. 

"We really want to stand on our 
own and make it or break it solely 
on the success of our artists:* con-
cluded Hein. "Now there's no excuse 
for Enigma not to succeed. We'll put 
out our records and they're going to 
sell—they hate to. • 

RADIO 
REPORT 

by Kenny Ryback 
Listed below are local bands currently being 
played on Southern California AOR/MODERN MUSIC 
radio stations. New additions to the playlist be-
ing broadcast on a regular rotation are marked 
with an *. In addition, selected local talent 
featured on specialty shows are noted. 

ILi!2} FM 
What Is I! - 
Outgo Boingc 
Mr Mister 
Living Daylights 
X 
Motels 
Untouchables 
Three O'Clock 

7/2( FM 
Mop Nixon' 
Outgo Bono* 
Mr Mister' 
Motels 
Died Pretty 
Army of Love 
Lone Justice 
X 
Cock Robin 

(K LOS 95.5) FM 
Motels' 
Mr. Mister' 
X 
Motlef Crue 
Ratt 
Local Music Show 
World Sitizenz 
Rebel Faction 
Bill Boy 
Dare 
Protege 
Lone Justice 

• 

52.3.119? Ma, FM 
Mr Mister' 
What Is This` 
Motels 
Lone Justice 
X 
Weird Al 
Cock Robin 
Ratt 
Textones 

FINE TUNING: 

Y\nac-105.5 F" 
¿wog Dayfight.%' 
What Is This' 
Oingo Boingo 
Untouchables 
X 
Alamo Bay/Lee Ving 
Motels 
Legal Weapon 
Mr. Mister 
Cruzados 
Chums 
Knitters 
Beach Boys 
Three O'Clock 
016 
Lone Justice 
Fishbone 
Blasters 
Textones 
What's New For Lunch 
Group Think 
Cock Robin 
Wall of Voodoo 
Automatics 
little Girls 

101 KGB FM 
Motels' 
Mr. Mister 
Motley Crue 
Weird Al 
Lone Justice 
Cock Robin 
Ratt 
Beat Farmers 
Homegrown Hour 
Living Daylights 
Unstoppable 
Private Domain 
Trees 
Bible Black 
NE! 
Rule 42 
Limbo Slam 
lnsex 

KLOS PUTS THE MUTE ON METAL LA.- home of 
America's metal kings Dio. Quiet Riot, Motley Crue 
and Ratt. L.A the city without heavy metal on 
AOR radio Fi- st there was KMET's removal of the 
Mighty Metal Shop and MTV's cutting back on 
metal videos Now the longstanding Heavy Metal 
Six-Pack has had its teeth kicked out by KLOS. 
Want to hear the Crue? Try KIIS-FM and turn up 
the DEES-cibies. The Six-Pack will still be heard 
weeknights at 11-00 p.m., but the new hook is 
six hits from 19so-and-so. If we're lucky, we might 
even get to relive a half hour of that exciting year 
we called 1971. 

AMERICA—KGB WANTS TO TALK TO YOU: San 
Diego has just installed a new phone line. It's 
KGB-FM's "Input Line," a new show running Sun-
day night at & 30-1000 p.m., with Jim McInnes 
handling two way conversations with listeners. An 
extra insight will be given by guest artists each 
week. Topics will cover just about wherever you 
take them. Artists interested in lending a word 
can contact KGB-FM assistant P.D. Ted Edwards 
at the station. The Input Line is waiting to hear 
from you at (6191 284-6788. 

CBS DOES THEIR ABC'S: Up & coming CBS-owned 
KKHR (you've seen their ads) has made a brilliant 
choice in hiring Diane Morales as promotion direc 
tor. " Big D" is a fouryear vet from ABC-owned 
KLOS, having spent the last 18 months as their 
assistant promotion director. Look for KKHR's con 
sumer image to be a bit more on the rock & rol 
side. 
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LOCAL 
NOTES 
Compiled by Bud Scoppa 

Contributors to this section 
include Sharon Al/bright. Karen 
Burch, Randal A. Case, Ronald 
Coleman. Michael Corrigan, Vince 
Cummings and firs Malongv 

PRINCE BANGLES—THE PLOT 
THICKENS: When Prince attended 
the Bangles show at the Palace 
late last year. we couldn't help 
but notice the attention the Kid 
was lavishing on the band's 
petite singer/guitarist, Susanna 
Notts, and we told you about it. 
Prince's interest in the talented 
Hoffs turns out to be a great 
deal more than idle curiosity, 
Susanna has been given a star-
ring role in Prince's upcoming 
feature, Under the Cherry Moon, 
set to begin filming soon in 
France, with video whiz Mary 
Lambert directing. She'll play the 
daughter of Charlotte Rampling 
(we can well imagine where this 
is going, plot-wise) and Terence 
Stamp Rumor has it that the 
movie will be shot in black & 
white, which suggests a blending 
of film noir and Diva. It all 
sounds VERY interesting so far. 

»RD: MC Art Director David> 
Pascal was apparentiy seeing 
double when he took this shot 
of OfillYs Andy McClusky at the 
band's recent sellout show at 
the Palladium. 

CROSSTOWN RIVALS USC & UCLA 
both have studio/recording 
courses coming up. On August 
24th, UCLA Extension will hold a 
one- day seminar for aspiring 
studiophiles, the seminar, to be 
held on the UCLA campus, is 
called "Professional Practices for 
the Recording Engineer:' Call (213) 
825-9064 for all the details. Not 
long after --- September 7th, to be 
exact---the USG Continuing 
Education Program will kick off 
(get it?) a pair of 15-week 
courses. "Recording Arts 
Workshop" and "Record Production 
Management' A third course, 
"Studio Musicians' Workshop" 
starts on the following Monday 
(9i9). Call (213) 743-7469, extension 
500, for the complete skinny. 

"SURFIN' DEW an early-Roxy- > 
like churner by the Cramps 
(hey, there's Nick, Ivy, and lux 
in their new official photo!). 
kicks off the bitchen soundtrack 
LP from the soon-to-be-released 
flick. Return of the Living Dead, 
just out on Enigma. The album 
also contains cuts by the Damn-
ed, TSOL, 45 Grave, Roky 
Erickson. the Flesheaters. the 
Tall Boys. the Jet Black Berries. 
and SSG. The above info should 
tell you whether you want it, 
you need it, or you'll love it. 

WORKING COUPLES: "He Won't 
Give In . is the apt title of the 
first Johnny Pierce song anybody 
has CO ; Mercury's Kathy Mattea 
recorded it, and it's just been 
released as a single. Two years 
ago. Pierce left Juice Newton's 
band. swapping his bass for a 
ballpoirt and embarking on a 
new career. A metaphorical 
"female version" of Pierce's career 
move is being enacted by his 
wife, singer Joanne Christy, who's 
about te be "developed" as a 
country artist by Kenny Rogers 
Productions. 

EAST ON SUNSET: Be on the look-
out for Echo Park, a forthcoming 
film featuring some of LAS finest 
new musical talent on its A&M 
soundtrack. The film, starring 
Tom Hulce and Susan Dey, is 
very "LA.orientee says Aaron 
Jacoves of A&M. Jacoves and Jeff 
Eyrich scouted around for local 
talent, and came up with Black 
Patti, the Sights, and everyone's 
favorite booker and crooner, Jim-
mie Wood. among others. Look for 
Echo Park to be released in 
spring, 1986. —KT 

STICK FIGURE: Local drummer 
Denny Fongheiser, who just fin-
ished playing West Germany with 
local songstress Lisa Nemzo, will 
be on a track on Stevie Nicks' 
new LP While initially invited 
"just to play the tom and add 
cymbal crashes to help spark off 
a drum machine tract( 
Fongheiser ending up pounding 
his kit for the entire song. Last 
September and October, 
Fongheiser toured the U.S. and 
Canada with Andy Fraser, onetime 
writer/bassist with Free and now 
a solo artist on Island. —RAC 

IS IT ROLLING, BOB? Mark 
Knopfler of Dire Straits joined the 
Everly Brothers onstage July 31 at 
Roy Thomas Hall in Toronto, 
Canada. Knopfler played his un-
mistakable guitar on his self-
penned song, ' Why Worry:' which 
the Everlys have already recorded 
for their upcoming Dave Ed-
munds-produced album (great 
choice). Knopfler stayed onstage 
to play guitar on such Everlys 
classics as "Bye Bye Love7 Sadly, 
no one was on hand to record 
the performance. 

FREE CLASSIFIED FROM MAR-
SHALL CRENSHAW: The long-
awaited third LP from Marshall 
Crerr;haw ships September 9th 
on W13. Said album features a 
diverse lineup that includes Let's 
Activas Mitch Easter, King Crim-
son's Tony Levin, Mickey Curry 
and G.E. Smith from the crack 
Hall & Oates band, and the all. 
Joey, all- Italian rhythm section of 
NRBO, among others; T- Bone 
Burnett and Larry Hirsch co-
produced. Ncw, here's the BIG 
news for you Crenshaw-influenced 
pickers out there. Marshall's look. 
ing to ADD PLAYERS to his tour-
ing band. If you're the guy or gal 
who's perfect for the job, send 
tape and photo to Marshall Cren-
shaw, PO. Box 534, New York, NY 
10185. 

JAYDAY. "Happy Birthday" to A 
Screarnin' Jay Hawkins! The voo-
doo prince of R&B, best-known 
for "I Put a Spell on You" and 
other music to watch ghouls by, 
turned 56 on July 18th. Jay 
recently dug in as a Hollywood 
resident, and often appears at 
Club Lingerie or the Palomino. 
Reportedly, he's mulling over 
movie ffers (The Coffin Club) 
while he polishes off his auto-
biography, The Incredible 
Paradox. Here, Hawkins is seen 
hawkin` his new line of frozen-
dessert treats, Skull-Pops. —11,1 

à° GOING HOLLYWOOD: Newly ap-
z. pointed KIDS PD Tim Kelly will 
o play a game show host in the 

upcomiig featurette, Guide to 
Getting Girls, now shooting 
around town. This instructional 
film will be televised during the 
autumn 

RHINO REISSUES: Yes, friends, 
those Kings of the Klassix are at 
it again, having bolstered the 
line with the following new addi-
tions, Rick Nelson Greatest Hits. 
The Best of the Hingsmen, 
History of the Left Banke, The 
World's Worst Records Volume 2 
(now garnering heavy airplay on 
the Bob & Zip track, "lust a Big 
Ego"). ard Napoleon XIV's long-
outa-prird classic, They're Coming 
to Take Me Ma/ Ha-Haaa! 

SET YOUR TIMERS: Westwood 
One's mobile unit taped a con-
cert by Tom Petty & the Heart-
breakers back in July, and the 
show will be broadcast during 
the Labor Day weekend as part 
of Westwood One's Superstar Con-
cert Series. Considering the 
band's complement of great 
songs, great singing, and great 
playing, there's every reason in 
the world to tune in (In L.A., 
you'll hear it starting at 10,30 
p.m. on Saturday, August 31st, 
over KIDS). Can't wal. In peak 
form and beefed up with horns 
at the Forum earlier this month. 
TP & the Heartbreakers played 
with the expansive and controlled 
fury of the Exile-era Stones. If 
that show was any indication, 
we're in for a real dcozy here, 
folks. 

FORCING THE ISSUE: KIDS and 
Vito Racano's Rockin' the World 
Productions will be presenting 
'Guitar Wars': a contest-type event 
attracting musical talent from the 
Southern California area. The 
goal of "Guitar Wars" s to find 
Southern California's "hottest" 
guitar player This is tne first 
event of its kind to be held in 
the Southern California area. 
Muds for winners of the contest 
include thousands of dollars in 
cash and prizes. The 3ctual con-
test will encompass the live per-
fcrmances of 24 guitar players. 
These piers were selected on 
the basis of 95-second solo tapes 
submitted to various music stores 
in the Southern California area 
and chosen over the hedreds of 
layes entered. There will be six 
finalists. The big showdown takes 
place on August 25, at Gazzarri's 
on the Strip. 

SHEER FANTASY: Berkeleis Fan-
ta3y Records have come up with 
a pair of new wrinkles on Creed-
ence reissues. There's a new 
longplayer called The Movie 
Album, essentially yet another 
best-of. More...er...ncrcel is the 
"new" Creedence single, a medley 
of all the biggies, a la "Stars on 
457 This one is downright... 
er...sublime. And the beef goes 
on. 
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Photo by Ed Colver 
HOME ON THE RIDGE: Guess 
emit they're playing over at 
Northridge-based KCSN (88.5 FM)? 
Country music—that's right. folks 
The yodels, fiddles, and weeping 
pedal steels can be heard every 
Friday from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. 
during a new show called lust 
for You. It's hosted by cowgirls 
Diana Blair (she's a singer/song-
writer) and Lindalee Wakely 
(daughter of the country singer 
Jimmy Wakely). They play the 
good of shit as well as country 
moderne, so you may wanna 
drive out there and listen some-
time (that's the only way yet gon-
na hear it). 

HEAVY HITTERS: Inspired by the 
short-lived baseball strike last 
week, the Fleetwood Mac All-Stars 
(aka the L.A. Groin Pulls) were 
moved to challenge Kragen & Co. 
to a ballgame. They'll play ball 
this Saturday (817) at the Bar-
rington Rec Center in W.L.A. 

SUBTRACTION & ADDITION: Louis 
Gutierrez, Three O'Clock guitarist, 
has left the band due to 
"musical differences" (haven't we 
heard that one before?). His final 
show with the psych-pop quartet 
took place July 28th at Irvine 
Meadows. Not missing a beat, 
the Three O'C'ock have replaced 
Gutierrez with Patrick Winning-
ham, who had previously played 
with San Francisco's New Breed. 
For you trivia buffs, Patrick is the 
brother of Mare Winningham, who 
co-stars in St. Elmo's Fire; Patrick 
appeared in the film as a 
guitarist in a rock band--did you 
spot him? The Three O'Clock (and 
Winningham) are currently on tour 
with another I.R.S. act, REM. 
With his new-found freedom, 
Gutierrez has been spending his 
spare time composing the score 
for a film titled Cutting Loose, 
and has finished co-writing tunes 
with the Bangles' Sue Hofts and 
ex-Polar Bear Jules Shear. And, 
last but not 'east. Gutierrez is 
now auditioning players for his 
new band. Interested parties may 
contact Chris Lamson at L.A PD.. 
(213) 938-5186. —KB 

NUMBER NINE: KCSN listener An-
thony Angel (right) barely 
emerged victorious at the Rock 
Shifts Latenight Burger Party by 
eating nine Tommy's chili 
burgers in eight minutes and 85 
seconds (KCSN is located at 
88.5 on the FM dial). But were 
they singles or doubles? Good 
work in any case, Anthony. V 

O." WHAT SHOULD I WRITE?' A: 
"I DUNNO—YOU'RE THE WRITER:' 
In the photo that accompanies 
these words, veteran music jour-
nalist Chet Flippo autographs a 
copy of his new book, On the 
Road With the Rolling Stones: 

WEBSTER'S BELIEVE IT OR NOT: 
The dictionary contains some 
fascinating stuff, no kiddin: 
Frinstance you might've thought 
the band name Eurythmics was 
a hybrid of "European" and 
"rhythm" We did, too, until our 
sharp-eyed typesetter set us 
straight after perusing litbster's 
Ninth New Collegiate Dictionary 
According to lAtbsters. the word 
"eurythmics" means "the art of 
harmonious bodily movement esp 
through expressive timed move-
ments in response to improvised 
music:* Now you know. You really 
should check out this book— 
there are some terrific band 
names in it. Another good source 
of band names, by the way, is 
the California DMV. How 'bout 
calling your combo Ped Xing, 
Merge Left. Exit Only, or Three 
Cars Per Green? Kelp yourselves 
to any of these, with our 
compliments. 

A MUSIC CONNECTION: Jafada, a 
dub poet reviewed in July for MC, 
had such positive response to his 
article that he pressed a record, 
"Splash It which features fine 
backup tracks by members of 
Third World. —sa 

Twenty Years of Lipstick, Hand-
cuffs, and Chemicals (painstak-
ingly researched, no doubt) for 
Nicolette Larson at a recent 
signing party. How 'bout. "As 
always— Chef". 

WASHBOARD JAM: Following 
R.E.M's sellout performance at 
the Greek Theatre here on July 
27, I.R.S. threw a party for the 
band at the Lhasa Club. Enter-
tainment was provided by 
Enigma recording 'artist Mojo 
Nixon (shown at right) and his 
cohort, Skid Roper (left). As the 
hour advanced, the San Diego 
duo was joined by the Dream 
Syndicate's Steve Wynn (second 
from right) and Peter Buck 
from R.E.M. (with guitar). 

IT PLAYED IN NEW HAVEN: Some 
heavyweights turned out to see 
the Textones on various stops 
back East. Huey Lewis surprised 
the LA. group in New Haven, 
Peter Wolf showed up the next 
night for their Boston gig, and 
Joe Jackson was spotted at the 
New York-City concert. Also cheer-
ing on the band in the Big 
Apple were ex-Textoneiex-Go-Go 
Kathy Valentine, ex- Go-Go Gina 
Schock. and Holly Vincent 
(remember Holly & the Italians?), 
the three of whom have joined 
forces for an as-yet-unnamed 
band. 

MANAGING TO JINGLE: "Music for 
Commercials" and "Managing the 
Career of a Recording Artist" are 
the subjects of a seminar Thurs-
day, August 22nd, from 7 to 10 
p.m. at the Merlin Hotel (2005 N. 
Highland Ave. in Hollywood) in 
the next session of the Los 
Angeles Music Business Sym-
posium. "Music for Commercials" 
will feature Dick Watson, 
VP/Creative Director, Ogilvy and 
Mather: Jim Park, composer/pro-
ducer; and Joe Lubinsky, president 
of H.L.C. "Managing the Career of 
the Recording Artist" will feature 
Ron Kramer of KII Management 
and Eric Gardner of Panacea 
Entertainment Management. The 
LDS Angeles Music Business Sym-
posium is sponsored by William 
Gladstone Management and the 
National Academy of Songwriters. 
For more info, call (213) 4637178. 
Tickets are $15. 

BEEFY BWES: As a duo, the 
Blues Busters (guitarist/vocalists 
Catfish Hodge and Paul Barerre) 
have sold out dozens of dates 
back East in recent months. Now. 
they've beefed up their sound 
with a powerhouse band. and 
they've set out on a 14-city tour. 
The band—including T. Levitts 
from the Dixie Dregs on key-
boards, Jackson Browne vet Larry 
Zack on drums, and Bonnie 
Raitt's bottom line, Freebo, on 
bass and tuba—recently turned 
in a turbocharged performance at 
the Lighthouse that sounded like 
iowlin' Wolf fronting Little Feat at 
raj Mahal's wedding reception. 
Fhey're scheduled to return to the 
_ighthouse on August 31st. If 
Jarn-burnin' blues or white-hot 
ock & roll is your cup of meat, 
be there. —1M 

BIRD DOGS ON TRAIL AGAIN: 
Those crooning choirboys of 
rock'n'roll, the Everly Brothers, 
began their 1985 World Tour July 
19th in Dallas. After completing 
the North American leg of the 
tour in September (including 
Sept. 14 & 15 at the Greek 
Theatre), Don and Phil will enter-
tain in Australia and the United 
Kingdom. To coincide with the 
concert schedule, PolyGram 
Records will release their new 
album in late summer or early 
fall. It's currently being recorded 
under the eye of VkIsh wild man 
Dave Edmunds (who also pro-
duced last year's comeback disc, 
ES 84). The tour band will again 
include guitar wizard Albert 
Lee— as well as Pete Wingfield 
(keys), Phil Cranham (bass). Phil 
Donnelly (guitar), and Lathe Lon-
don (drums). The Everly Brothers' 
string of Fifties and early Sixties 
vocal classics heavily influenced 
Lennon and McCartney's early 
close-harmony work---especially in 
songs like 'This Boy:' There's a 
Place: and 'If I Fell:' But you 
already knew that dincha? —JM 
ARMADILLY: You've heard about it, 
read about it, now you can see 
about it. Austin. Texas, isn't just 
the capitol city of Texas, it's 
become the home of some of the 
freshest American music in years. 
Not since the L.A. band signing 
blitz a half-decade ago has there 
been a buzz of baby bands such 
as the True Believers (considered 
to be one of America's best un-
signed bands), Zeitgeist, Timbuk 
3, the Dharma Bums, Poison 13, 
the Wild Seeds, Doctors Mob, and 
the Tailgators. Vail can take a lit-
tle spin to the Lone Star state's 
capitol on Sunday, August 25, at 
7:30 p m., when the Cutting Edge 
features these groups, as well as 
Joe "King" Carrasco and a few 
other Texas- style twists and turns 
in the Austin Avalanche on MTV. 

Jonathan Dayton, who co' 
directs The Cutting Edge along 
with Valerie Faris, claims the up-
coming show is the first ever to 
concentrate specifically on a 
single music scene. "It's really a 
departure from our regular for-
mat, because the Austin show is 
composed of nothing but original 
footage of these bands and their 
environment: explained Dayton, 
adding "There'll be no videos, just 
live performances and interviews 
with the bands:' Only The Cutting 
Edge could be responsible for an 
hour of MTV without any videos. 
eh? 

Dayton isn't alone in his an-
ticipation of the Austin Aval-
anche: it seems that these acts 
are valuable Texas crude and 
becoming increasingly sought-
after, as Dayton disclosed. " It's 
funny, but a few record com-
panies have called asking for 
copies of the show before we 
even aired it!' So tune in with 
the rest of the prospectors to The 
Cutting Edge for a taste of some 
nouveau Texas cooking. —RC 
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BURNING THE 

MIDNIGHT OIL 
WITH PETER GARRETT 

by Randal A. Case 

The last time Peter Garrett MIS in town, he 
nits irritated with me. Knowing that his 
Australian band, Midnight Oil, luid strong 

petit:al convictions. I interviewed Garrett—lead 
singer for the Oils—mostly on political topics. 
What began as a pleasant comet-swims ended very 
differently "We're also a rock band," Gam* even-
tually snarled. "We also play gui-tars and make 
music." 

Ai the time, I felt my questions were in line: 
This band with passions so keen ("It's better to 
die on yiur feet than live on your knees," Garrett 
bellows on "The Power and the Passion") has 
played benefits fie Save the Whales. Unemployed 
youth, Greenpeace, and the Campaigafitr Nuclear 
Disarmament, among others. Last year in fact. 
the band contributed half-a-milliOn dollars to 
larious causes. Also in '84, the singer entered the 
political arena with a bid for the Australian 
Senate. But the socially consciouSOils also make 
music, and after hearing loads of it, as well as 
catching their Palace dates here last year. I've 
become one of their loyal fans. 

Some history: Midnight Oil did their first US. 
and Canadian tour in early '84 after releasing 
their LP, 10,9,8,7,6,5:1.3.2.1. in those markets. What 
America may find out. Australia already knows,— 
.the band's new and perhaps fine.st record, Red 
Sails in the Sunset, which was released domesti-
cidly July II, popped onto the charts Down Under 
at Number One its first week ow. (This glint p just 
isn't big in their homeland, it's huge.) 

The Oils consist of vocalist Garrett, JiM 

Moginie on guitar and keyboards, Martin Rotsev 
on guitar, Peter Giffin?' on bass, and Rob Hirst 
on drums. The music they make has Iidk and 
synth rock elements; it's erhilarating. yet at times. 
stark and mournful. But even this short descrip-

tion seems long-winded. This music speaks for 
itself and does so eloquently 

In concert, Garrett, who stands six-foot-/ire 
and is completely bald (he shaves Isis lima!), seems 
an othenvorldly, overcranked Mattel toy—a cross 
between Mick Jagger and Hernias, Munster, some-
one once told me. Oit a relayed one-to-one-basis. 
the enormous singer has a gentle, almost spiritual-, 
quality But get Garrett on a subject he feels 
strongly about and his es itement turd-energy are 
endless. And Garrett is a man who feels Novae' 
about many things. 

As a presenter at the last American Music 
Awattls ceremony, not surprisingly. the words Gar-
rett spoke weren't read off of tue cards. He said, 
in part: "In 1985, a billion dollars a day world-
wide is spent on weapons of um: So I guess lin 
coming to say to people, we're musicians, we live 
in the worldwide conummity together. and I hope 
very much that people will recognize me as be-
ing a musician if peace." 

The interview which feint's was held at a - 
Chinese restaurant in Hollywood. (Noted at one 
point in the test are comments by Michael Ameen, 
publicist for the Oils, who was present for a par-
don of the interview) 

MC: Tell me about the American Music 
Awards. It's not the kind of thing I'd expect you 
being involved with. 
PG: We don't believe in music awards in the sense 
that we don't believe music should be a competi-
tion. But because I was invited and because I had 
the opportunity to speak to 70 or 80 or whatever 
million Americans it was, and because our new 
album's coming out and Gary Morris (who man-
ages the band in conjunction with Jerry Wein-
traub's Management III) was coming here to talk 
to record company people about the Red Sails in 
the Sunset album and because we didn't have to 
pay for it, it was a good way of getting here and 
say ing something that needed to he said. 
MC: The new album, Red Sails, was recorded 
in Tokyo. Did that have a great effect on the 
music? 
PG: Most of the songs were written by the time 
we got there, so in that sense it didn't affect the 
'album enormously. We have Japanese musicians 
playing on it, on brass and strings. We had a brass 
band we'd got for the bit at the end of Side One-
-Bakerman." We real Is wanted to have the effect 
of an old brass band or .'jfizz band who were drunk. 
But explaining that to a Japanese high school brass 
hand, ss here they're such perfectionists  They 
were really polite the " ay they played, and we 
wanted to make it raunchy. To script the string 
music and communicate that to a string quartet, 
and to get it the way we heard it. sshich was like 
the Beatles used strings, like a string section saw-
ing their way through the song, instead of the glit-
zy sound you get from synth strings or even from 
really polished strings—that affected it. 

The studio itself—JVC —which is beitutif ally 
crafted, affected it. There're two upstairs studios; 
one is a classical music concert room, but it's all 
timber. In fact. we recorded "Jimmy Sharman's 
(Boxers)" live, and Rob Hirst and Peter Gillian! 
were playing on top of a wooden platform oir the 
-second story of the studio below us. That's a lise 
trac 
MC: It's quite a mos ing song. 
PO: It is, isn't it. It's a Rob Hirst/Jim Moginie 
song. Even I get sort of a thine when l sing it; 
it noves me very strongly. 

VVho's Jimmy Sharman? 
PG: Jimmy Sharman had a boxing troupe which 
used to tour with faire shows around Australia, 
and it mainly had aboriginal boxers in it who were 
paid pretty miserably to fight members of the pub-
lic. And people used to volunteer to go in, and 
they got a-prize or won money if they stayed longer 
than three rounds in the ring, and other people 
would bet on how long their friends would stay 
in. [Sharman was] a very famous character in Aus-
tralian folklore. A bit like your Barnum, I guess. 
His son is a very humus film director in Australia. 
He did the Rocky Horror Picture Show 
MC: What's "The Best of Both Worlds" about? 
PG: 'The song means] that in Australia, we have 
access to the modem world, the technology, and 
we're close to the rest of the world. We're not as 
isolated as we used to be, but we still have Old 
WOrld charm. We're still unspoiled—we've got the 
hest of both worlds. 

MC: What inspired the song "Sleep"? 
PG: Rob and Jim were working with some kind 
of melody and beat around the idea of sleep and 
the late night aspect of Sydney and how it felt— 
all those bums and homeless people and the smack 
freaks and whatever, who are out and about late 
at night. You know, they're up late, but at some 
point they've got to get their heads down, and what 
exactly creates that environment when you sleep? 
Do you achieve peace or are you tortured? We 
started with that, and I tried to fill in the rest and 
make sense out of it for myself. It's just the feel-
ing of Sydney, I think, late at night. 
MC: Do you write entire songs or just stick to 
lyrics? 
PG: This time around I've just done lyrics. That 
varies, I've done songs in the past. There're all 
these crazy combinations of people writing.... 
I can't really describe the whole Midnight Oil pro-
cess, but Moginie and Hirst are very much key 
figures in the whole thing. 
MC: "When Generals Mlle at least in one 
part, seems to be about how gullible people are: 
"the people are appeased / Long live the rev-
olution / The general's very pleased' 
PG: I think that's Rob's reflection on how quick-
ly revolutions are corrupted. 
MC: I've got to tell you, when t sass the lyric 
sheet for Red Sails, I thought "Harrisburg" 
seemed pretty heavy-handed. But the song itself 
is really exceptional. 
PG: I think so, too. There's this poet in Australia, 
this pub poet called Denis Kevans, and he goes 
into the pub circuit where the bands play—he's 
an older guy—and he says his poetry. It's not 
Keats, but it's strong. And that was adapted from 
his poem "Harrisburg:* I think Harrisburg is a 
word which is synonymous everywhere in the 
world now with nuclear power stations leaking 
poison. 
MC: On the 10,9,8 album there was something 
called "Read About It:' What was that about? 
PG: It's just that you keep reading about the same 
stories in the newspapers, but nothing es er hap-
pens about [them]. "The rich get richer / The poor 
get the picture:' In Reagan's America, I don't think 
a truer line's ever been written. (Laughs) Well, 
maybe it has been. But it's one of the truer lines. 
MC: During a lot of the Oils' songs, there's a 
tension I expect to be broken by a loud elec-
tric guitar, but a thunderous acoustic guitar 
comes in. It's a great sound. 
PG: I like that, too. Electric guitar is really a 
hackneyed instrument, you know. A lot of peo-
ple have done a lot of good things with it, but 
the field's well covered. There's so much electric 
guitar music which doesn't feel good. Heavy 
metal's a good example: it's the kind of music that 
makes me ill. And I think Martin and Jim have 
wanted to get back to something which felt a bit 
better. They're very accomplished electric guitar 
players. as you know. But they wanted to go for 
a sound instead of just playing notes loud. 
MC: I ran into someone backstage at a con-
cert, and when I said the Oils were one of my 
favorite groups, he got offended. He said: " I 
don't need people from Australia coming here 
and telling me what's wrong with my country:* 
Has there been much resistance to the band in 
the U.S.? To things like "U.S. Forces" off of 
/R9,8? 
PG: "U.S. Forces" was clearly a song about itn-
perialism and the CIA and those things. It's not 
anti-American. If Americans themselves as peo-
ple believed that the role of America is to oppress 
the world, then I wouldn't bother coming over here 
to play music for them. I know they don't believe 
that. I've got a lot of friends in America. We're 
not anti-America; we're just anti- militarist. "Tin 
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Mines" is a song similarly directed at America 
as it is the Soviets. I would happily go into the 
east and preach just as strong a message against 
them. 
MC: Are we politically aware in the United 
States? 
PG: No. It's really frightening. You're the most 
powerful country in the world, clearly. And I 
doubt whether anyone in this country knows about 
the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty. I think a lot 
of people in other countries know about it, what 
it means. I think a lot of people in other coun-
tries understand nuclear jargon. 
MC: If most people here don't follow what's 
going on, doesn't that make it hard in terms 
of what Midnight Oil has to say? 
PG: I'm sure it makes it very hard. I mean, it's 
an Australian perspective, we use Australian 
words. I hope that people like yourself and others 
who are fans and have a critical insight and ‘..‘ ho 
write will try to disseminate it. But we can only 
do what we do. We can't change to make it palat-
able. It's not palatable. but that doesn't mean it 
shouldn't be taken. 
MC: Tell me about your run for Senate. 
PG: The Nuclear Disarmament Party was formed 
by a physican who believes that the threat of 
nuclear war is the greatest health risk we face. 
He was frustrated because the government wasn't 
doing anything about it. and the Australian stance 
on disarmament was poor. When I came back 
from Japan. they approached me and asked, would 
I be interested in standing as candidate? In other 
words, using my name. and I said yes. 
MC: You took it all seriously? 
PG: Absolutely. I mean, I'd been approached back 
in the early stages to stand, so I knew I was some-
body that they needed and wanted. I felt it needed 
to become an election issue. That was the main 
aim of the Nuclear Disarmament Party, to make 
disarmament an election issue. No more, no less 
than that. 
MC: The aim wasn't to get you into the Senate? 
PG: That was a by-product. No one, not even the 
people in the party, thought we seriously had a 
chance. 
MC: What was the campaign like? 
PG: Hectic. I was touring at the same time—a na-
tional Midnight Oil tour, too, which isn't just 
pussyfooting around the stage for an hour-and-a-
half and then going off to the nightclub. This is 
the real thing. Very strong performances, physical-
ly very demanding, emotionally very demanding. 
The campaign started running after two or three 
weeks, and fortunately that was a quiet week for 
me, 'cause we were between West Australia and 
Sydney. and all the gear was coming back across 
on the trucks. And the campaign broke because 
they found that our percentages were going up and 

up and up. Suddenly I had the Prime Minister 
abusing me and all sorts of leading figures came 
out. 
MC: What did they say? 
PG: Oh, you know. "Punk rocker preaching, 'Yes, 
we are for disarmament: " I mean, everything that 
they would say. They're politicians. They were 
playing the political game. 
MC: So, at that point, it looked like you had 
a fighting chance. 
PG: }bah. I said, "Wait a minute:' and started tak-
ing it really seriously. And I challenged the Prime 
Minister and the Foreign Minister to a debate. 
Publically. 
MC: What happened? 
PG: I got my debate with the Foreign Minister. 
He was on a TV monitor in another state. It was 
a debate with Mr. Schultz about politics. I think 
I won. (Laughs) I feel very good about it. I was 
disappointed at the time because I don't feel he 
was absolutely truthful with me, although he's a 
good man. The general consensus afterward 
seemed to be I did okay out of it. 

MC: You know, there are a lot of people who 
think politics and music shouldn't he mixed. 
PG: It's all life, mate. Look. I don't really hang 
out as a musician. The Oils do more than me, 
probably, but I'm not going to talk about guitar 
solos and new drum heads and hit singles. 
MC: VVell, so much for questions 21 through 30. 
PG: (Laughs) I mean, it's important stuff, it just 
doesn't interest me. It never has. 
MC: I heard a rumor that the Oils weren't 
thrilled with you when you first got together 
with them. 
PG: Naw, I wasn't what they were looking for. 
(Laughs) You'd have to ask them about that, but 
I've always had the feeling that I wasn't. 
MC: I have a question that you don't have to 
answer if you don't want to. 
PG: No, I can answer any of them. 
MC: Did you start shaving your head when you 
started playing in the band? 
PG: No. 
MC: You started before? 
PG: Before, during, and after is really the best 

"I believe the period of time we're entering 
is very exciting, possibly tumultuous, full of 
great conflict. We're in this thing, and I feel 
us getting compelled towards America, so I'm 
not going to push us away:' — Peter Garrett 

MC: Were you ever concerned, if you were 
elected, you wouldn't have had enough time to 
put into the Oils? 
PG: No. There's enough energy and songwriting 
ability in the band and there always has been. I'm 
just one part of it. I have residual faith and con-
fidence in the way they make our music. 
MC: You ended up losing even though you had 
more votes than your opponent. Explain. 
PG: To get elected to the Senate requires you to 
either achieve an absolute number of votes which 
succeeds you in a quote point, but if you fall below 
that, you have an absolute number of primary 
votes plus the preferences which come from other 
political parties. So my opponent had about 
220.000 primary votes and I had about 296,000 
primary votes, but he became elected because he 
had everybody else's preferences. We knew this 
would happen pretty early on because the Labor 
Party—the government—gave its preferences to its 
political opponents so as to prevent me from get-
ting elected, which is the first time that's ever hap-
pened in political history in Australia. These were 
exciting times. 
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answer for that. It [wasl such a long time ago, 
it's really ancient history for me. but it didn't have 
anything to do with me being in Midnight Oil. 
It had to do with me having short hair and want-
ing it shorter and ending up with it as short as 
it could get and finding that that was quite pleas-
ant. It was just going in one direction and I ended 
up at the logical end. 
MC: A lot of people who've seen you perform 
with the band wonder about your gestures. 
PG: Spontaneous, intuitive, combustive dances 
with some kind of Asian influence. I've spent quite 
a bit of my time in Asia, and think the future of 
the world is over there. The future of the world 
isn't around here.... 
MC: Speaking of the future: The title of the 
last album, IA9,8,7,45,4,3,2,1, seemed like the 
countdown to destruction. The new one, Red 
Sails [which has a cover showing Sydney, Aus-
tralia with a fireball and massive craters], 
seems like the next step—the countdown's been 
completed and the bombs have gone off. It's 
a progression to the end of the world. 
PG: I don't think it's a cynical capping off. 
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"I'm not going to talk about guitar solos and new drum heads and hit singles." 

MC: It's the explosion. 
PG: It is. But I must stress this for you: We don't 
ever want it to appear like it's happened or that 
it's going to happen. I think that's very dangerous 
philosophically If you legitimize that in terms of 
your thought and your art and your concept, in 
a sense you're allowing it to happen. We gave Mr. 
Kimura a free reign with that cover. Our idea was 
the cover should show man/nature struggling. You 
know, the desert coming in and taking over Syd-
ney. And he introduced the idea of the orb at the 
front and gave it more of a wasteland view because 
he, like all artists, has become obsessed that the 
world's perilously on the brink. But that's not us 
being cynical. I wouldn't ever want anyone to think 
that. 

MC: This is a little off the subject. But I 
remember that the last time you were in town 
you lit a stage on fire. 
PG: Yes. On The Thieke of the Night show. 
MC: Was that your own idea? 
PG: Ah, we had fun. I wasn't quite meaning to 
turn it into that, but you see. one of the things 
we always try to move away from is falling into 
patterns. Music should he fun and the making of 
it fun as well, even when you're a serious band 
like the Oils, and you're talking about nuclear 
weapons and the environment. We still like to en-
joy ourselves. We don't like to be programmed 
or told what to do, not by anybody. We tend to 
react in environments that are controlled in our 
own way, and that was just one of those things. 
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MC: I'm surprised they let you do it. 
PG: Well, they didn't know we were going to do it. 
MC: It looked really dangerous. The stage was 
littered with newspapers. 
Michael Ameen: It was: They started a fire. And 
they btack it out. You said you have the tape at 
home, Randy? Look at it again and you'll notice 
after he lights it on fire, they go to a computer 
design on the screen. They blanked out the screen 
because the stage was on fire and Michael Lip-
pold ' who handles equipment for the group' ran 
up. 
PG: I told him I was thinking of doing it. I said. 
"Keep your eye on me:' So he was ready, he had 
the fire extinguisher. (Laughs) The funniest part 
about it was when it happened. all the execs... 
headed for the phones and all the TV people 
headed for the fire exists and weren't there. Then 
there was a real panic, wasn't there? You know 
what you're like when there's a panic—there's lots 
of talk, but not much action. 

"We can only do what we 
do. We can't change to 
make it palatable. It's not 
palatable, but that doesn't 
mean it shouldn't be 

taken!' —Peter Garrett 
MC: Why the decision to bring your music to 
America? 
PG: Because it's important ¡ that itl. be heard here. 
Partly it's the message. Partly it's because it will 
give 'America' an idea about another thing. We 
have a young, vibrant, potentially productive en-
vironment in Australia. I really strongly believe 
that we have a place in the whole scheme of things. 
I believe the period of time we're entering is very 
exciting, possibly tumultuous, full of great con-
flict. We're in this thing, and I feel us getting com-
pelled toward America. so I'm not going to push 
us away. 
MC: What are your personal goals for the next 
five years? Do you even think that way? 
PG: No. no, I don't think that far ahead. My life, 
my experience up to this point, has been impos-
sible to predict. I hope that I'm involved in being 
a useful member of the human community. My 
own view is a little different from somebody else's. 
I don't think it's necessarily important for you to 
be too concerned of the conscious aspects of your 
behavior. What I mean to say is, chasing some-
thing takes a lot of energy and thought. I prefer 
to just let it happen. 
MC: There's a lot of optimism in that—thinking 
things will happen when the time's right. 
PG: Absolutely, mate. Absolutely. • 
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The Oils dockside in Sydney (from left to right): Martin Rotsey, Jim Moginie 

The 
Other 

Oils 
Lead singer Peter Garrett's recent run for a 
Senate seat as a candidate for the Nuclear 

Disarmament Party gathered headlines for the 
bald 6'5" frontman and created a curiosity for 
the baud, but the other players are equally as 

notable as this qualified lawyer. 
Drummer Rob Hirst shares the weal duties 

with Garrett and has been voted best 
drummer four years running in Australia. 

Lead guitarist Martin Rotsey is acknowledged 
as the best in his field and, like Hirst and 
Garrett, is degreed from college as well. 
Keyboards and guitar arc handled by Jim 

Moginie, a retiring chap who spends most of 
his time in the basement studio crafting the 
Oils' sound. Bassist Peter Giffied is equally 
low-key—he's often wen working on a car or 
carpentry project rather than making the pub-
crawl rounds of most Oz musos. 

But the major presence of the band is sixth 
member Gary Morris, their manager, who 

plays telephone, telex, and calculator. He is as 
uncompromising in protecting the band from 
the vagaries of record company and promoter 

, Peter Garrett, Peter Gifford, and Rol) Hirst. 

mandates as the band is powerful in playing 
their tunes. Morris, a charismatic Christian, 
is a feared industry identity, having crafted a 
recording deal that allows the band to retain 
cretaive and business control. For example, 

the Oils produce and direct all their own 
videos and recently were able to put together 
a national simulcast of a concert staged on an 

island in the middle of Sydney Harbour. 
Additionally, they have precise control of their 
image and music, with CBS hieing to license 

the cover art and videos from the band. 
Midnight Oil has a catch-cry: " It's better 

to die on your feet than live on your knees." 
Clearly, the band stands by these words. 

—Phil Tripp 
Sydney, Australia 
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THE CARTER SAGA: 
Digging Precious Metals — From 
'Acapulco Gold" to Multiplatinum 

by John Bitzer 

J
ohn Carter talks like this. Short sentences. 
Pauses. Lets the weight of what he just 
told you sink in before he goes on. Lots 

of stories. Colorful stories—if you love the 
music business, anyway. He does. 

You might think this staccato-style speech 
indicates a man who carries himself with an 
air of condescension, a sort of John House-
man of the record business. Nah. Carter's just 
weird. He's been around enough to look 
powerful and sound jaded, but he's still got 
a lot of kid in him. I was waiting in the lobby 
when he emerged from his office discussing 
his schedule with his secretary, and he said 
something like, " First I have to do this fuck-
ing interview:' Then he noticed me, and 
started chuckling with an embarrassed little 
smirk. It looked like an accidental faux pas, 
so Janet, his secretary, rolled with it and tried 
to twist it into a joke, laughing toward me, 
"So. Time for the fucking interview:' But I 
knew this was Carter's little idea of a joke all 
along. I'm no dummy. 
He doesn't even exchange pleasantries 

when he greets you, as if he'd rather conjure 
up creative substitutes for such a chore, like 
the aforementioned intentional faux pas, so 
that you've somehow gotten a feel for him 
already and it's time to dive into the matter 
at hand now. A mutual friend, attempting to 
describe Carter, told me that he has this 
unique way of looking at things, an ingenious 
"slant" through which he manages to find 
ideas and solutions where others have been 
stumped. 

Indeed, Carter bought his ticket to a career 
in the music business by capitalizing on 
something so obvious it's amazing no one 
else could see the forest for the trees. It was 
1966. The drug culture was in full swing. And 
yet no one had ever written a hit song about 
even getting high. So he did—he wrote the 
lyrics to a little ditty entitled 'Acapulco Gold" 
for the Rainy Daze, his roommate's band in 
Denver: " It was phenomenal. It was scary;' 
Carter remembers. "Hitbound to Number 
One with no numbers in between. The most 

requests ever on KYA in San Francisco. Most 
people, including radio and even members 
of the band, didn't know it was about drugs, 
but enough of the audience did. It was such 
a hit on the West Coast over a week or ten 
days, it was mindblowing. But the record was 
really not that great, so Bill Gavin (of the na-
tional radio tipsheet The Gavin Report) said, 
We don't understand it, but we have to report 
it—this could be the biggest record of all 
time: So everybody added it across the coun-
try. And it was such a phenomenon that peo-
ple had to stop and take notice of the words. 
Then somebody finally said, 'You idiot, it's 
about marijuana: So the same Bill Gavin im-
mediately sent out a telegram across the 
country that said, 'We recommend that you 
stop playing this record or your FCC license 
could be jeopardized: So I was a star for 
about three days:' 

Enough to put the lyric-writing bug into 
his ambitious mind. " I saw I could collab-
orate well. I didn't play, but I knew enough 
about music. And I could see that the prob-
lem with most bands at the end of the day 
would be lyrics. They could write a lyric, but 
a great lyric? Something really different? Your 
average bass player just doesn't come up with 
something as esoteric as 'Incense and 
Peppermints: " 

Here Carter pulls out one of the more eye-
catching feathers in his cap. I was just get-
ting to it myself, though. Guess he's not real 
modest. "But, uh..." he blurts quickly, clear-
ing his throat to try to erase the fact that he 
just bragged and hoped I wouldn't notice it 
(just like the "fucking interview" bit). 

So I feed the guy—he's just itching to talk 
about it: "Incense and Peppermints' [by the 
Strawberry Alarm Clock] was, of course, a 
huge—and long-charting—hit. How did you 
come up with the lyrics for that?" 

He bites. "Rhyming dictionary. Flat-out, 
meaningless nouns—that's what the whole 
thing was. I was into it almost as a science, 
not as an emotional release, as most people 
are. I found that in the majority of tunes that 
made it, there was some combination of 

John Carter, Mk ( 111(.(.()I 

nouns and consonants and vowels. So it had 
really gotten down to ingredients in soup, 
and I was mixing them up. As much as Aca-
pulco Gold' had hit me as a colorful expres-
sion, I was trying to find a way to use 'in-
cense'—another symbol of the psychedelic 
culture. But I couldn't rhyme it, until some-
how 'peppermints' came along, and I went 
with it. Of course, that song has been ana-
lyzed to cosmic proportions, but that's all it 
was—meaningless nouns:' 

But, as Carter tells it, " It was not a great 
time to just be a songwriter. You had to be 
your own vehicle, which I never was. So I 
finally gave it up and got a job in promotion, 
which led to a job in A&R, which seemed 
like full cycle because I ended up back on 
the creative side of things, writing songs for 
the artists I produced. Very few records did 
I ever produce that I was not a songwriter 
to some degree. And I can even say for the 
most part [and with all the humility of a 
McEnroe] they would probably be a single. 
I had an unbelievable track record of writing 
The Hit." I got him to list some: "Take the 
L out of Lover" by the Motels, "Red" and 
"Turn Up the Music" by Sammy Hagar, and 
numerous Bob VVelch tunes ("but none of the 
hits"). 

I should mention here that Carter, perhaps 
because of his unique "slant;' appears to have 
always been a principal in the most notorious 
goings-on of each era: writing psychedelic 
classics, then embodying the Seventies as a 
jet-setting Atlantic promo man: "I was on tour 
with bands at all times. Get off the Allman 
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Brothers tour, J. Geils for six weeks; done 
with them, Led Zeppelin for a month; off 
with that, on with the Rolling Stones for six 
weeks—it was fantastic. But I bur-ur-umed my 
little candle at both ends': You get it. Bucks, 
drugs, women, booze, limos, parties, ex-
cesses, hotel damages, the whole bit. Carter, 
evidently, was a fixture of that whole era. 
What next will he claim? Perhaps he was the 
catalyst of a few superstar careers? Yep. 

"My first full-time act as a Capitol A&R rep 
was Bob Seger. I'll take some partial credit— 
as much as anybody in a record company 
can. Now he had had a hit record before, so 
I'm qualifying this—he was obviously real 
talented. I did uncover 'Night Moves; 
though—a song he had recorded years before 
and thought he would never put out. But I 
talked it out of him and, like they say, the 
rest is history. I also signed and developed 
Sammy Hagar, Bob Welch, the Motels, and 
some others that didn't happen': 

I ask him when he came to A&M. He 
doesn't say, " Last November! He doesn't say, 
"About nine months ago': He says, "After sign-
ing and working with Tina Turner at Capitol': 
I figure by this he means he has one more 
of those bright, pretty feathers to show me 
before he goes on. So I feed him again: "Do 
you take responsibility for regenerating her 
career?" After much thought, as if either the 
question was unexpected or he was trying 
to recall what he's always wanted to say in 
a Grammy speech, he replies, quite modestly, 
"It is always a combination of people, and 
I do not want to take away anything from, 
obviously, the artist. Certainly her manage-

ment. But yeah. I signed Tina. And believed, 
and stuck with her for a long time. I was 
lucky enough to produce one of the hits and 
uh ." I have to prod him again—he really 
doesn't want to appear a name-dropper. 
"Which one?" I ask. "'Private Dancer;" he 
jumps. "But on the crest of her enormous 
success:' he continues, "I knew it was a great 
time to move on, and the opportunity came 
up at A&M. I had always had a soft spot for 
this company as being the class of the vinyl 
jungle:' 
Why is this, Carter? "Huh. I don't know 

why it is. I was never into Herb Alpert or the 
Carpenters or the Captain and Tenille or even 
Peter Frampton. My image of this place was 
formed a long time ago, but I can't trace it 
back:' I suggest maybe it's because it's run 
by an artist as opposed to a businessman, like 
the others are, so that since the core of it is 
creative, perhaps that feeling trickles down 
through the other levels. Certainly the loca-
tion of the offices—on the lot of the old 
Charlie Chaplin studios, rather than in a 
monolithic bank building, makes me feel 
much more at home. Carter agrees: "Herb 
Alpert is exactly that way—the sensitive ar-
tist. We have extensive artist development, 
artist relations— it's just artist, artist, artist. At 
Capitol we had two or three people in pub-
licity—something the company could have 
cared less about—here there are like ten peo-
ple in publicity. It is something they care 
deeply about—and it shows. It shows in how 
A&M treats its artists' first record, second 
record, tenth record. It's people we're deal-
ing with, not plastic and paper:' 
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In fact, Carter has a story about how Herb 
feels about artists: "Around the first of the 
year, the A&R department was called into 
Herb's office. Then, in so many words, he 
made this little speech: He said, ' I spend a 
lot of time in our studio complex, and I 
watch over it closely. Well, it's the start of a 
new year, and we lost a couple hundred 
grand in our studios last year. And I don't real-
ly care about the money. What I do care 
about is the fact that there were a lot of times 
when those rooms were empty and dark. 
Now, the way this whole lot is laid out, essen-
tially all the offices are in a circle around the 
studio complex. As long as it's dark in there 
and there's no music coming out, there is 
nothing to be inspired by. So, A&R depart-
ment, I'm giving you this one room in here, 
and it's yours for free. And it's your job to 
keep it full, whether it's a band on our own 
label, one of our songwriters, or somebody 
off the street that we have no intention of 
signing, I don't care. But keep somebody in 
there. As long as there are young people 
making music, everyone on this whole lot 
will feel that. I don't care how much we lose, 
but I want music coming out of there: 

'Well, my mind was blown. I had been 
at another company that it had its own 
studios, and it had cost more to make records 
there than it did on the street. They always 
treated it like a business, like a corporation 
handling its assets. This guy is an artist who 
wants creativity first—that will dictate a 
morale and a morality that will make it great. 
I don't know if it's coincidence or not, but 
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A ST FTC ALCHEVY: 
Turning Your Craft Into Art 
MUSICIANLY 

T
he world of music, musicians, and mu-
sical instruments has never been more 
diverse than it is at this moment. The 

technology of sound continues to hurl us into 
a hyperspace of aural possibilities. Today's 
player, no matter what his or her stylistic pref-
erence, has a seemingly infinite variety of role 
models and examples from which to choose. 
From beginner to pro, the musician has so 

MUSINGS BY BILLY CIOFFI 

Illustration by Brian Talley 

many options available with which to explore 
and alter his sound, improve his technique, 
and train his ear, that the educational choices 
become almost arbitrary. The books, teach-
ers, schools, and courses can explain all the 
technical things you need to know. The 
lessons, study, and practice will help you 
learn all about the great music that's been 
played and composed. But none of this will 
make you a great or even a good player. The 

only teacher who can do that stares back at 
you in the mirror everyday. A Nineteenth-
Century writer named Ralph Waldo Emerson 
said something in an essay on "Self Reliance" 
that applies to all this: "In every work of 
genius, we recognize our own rejected 
thoughts'? 

What makes one player more creative 
than another? People have been exploring 
the nooks and crannies of one another's gray 
matter since the first Cromagnon imitated a 
bird's whistle. Where does one go for inspira-
tion? How can we train our minds to leap 
over the stumbling blocks that it continually 
builds for itself? In other words, how can we 
learn to see the forest instead of just the trees? 
Here are a few ideas that might help your 
thoughts and creative energy take a left turn 
or two. 

1. 
Avoid Fixations 

Too many potentially great players have 
gotten sidetracked by their obsession with the 
style of one particular musician. Most of the 
greatest players would admit to having their 
own particular idols. What is most important 
is knowing when to stop. If, for example, 
you've been listening to Hendrix for the last 
several years as your primary source of tech-
nique, style, and sound, it is time to take a 
break. It goes much further. If you're using 
one particular type of music as your learn-
ing source, you're retarding your musical 
development. The better the player, the big-
ger the ears. The great majority of the truly 
creative players would astound you with the 
varied and eclectic listening they have ex-
posed themselves to. 

2. 
Accept Limitations 

This particular tenet works on a couple 
of levels. Everyone has different physical char-
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acteristics that allow them to do things with 
varying degrees of aptitude. The gunslinger 
attitude is a stupid mentality. There'll al-
ways be someone who is technically superior 
in some respect. The idea is to find out 
what your best assets are in your playing and 
use them as a core around which to build 
your style. There are plenty of renowned 
players whose signature revolves around the 
fretted vibrato as opposed to flashy licks or 
scales. It's sort of like pitchers in baseball— 
some are fastball specialists, others are finesse 
hurlers, and others throw junk. The whole 
idea for the pitcher is to win the game; the 
idea for the musician is to play the tune. 

The other limitation a player has (at least 
one who hasn't hit it big yet) is equipment. 
You can always blame the equipment, but 
all I can say to that is nobody would've ever 
made a record, much less played a note, if 
they had screwed around till they got it 
"perfect" What makes a musician sound 
good and get better is playing and playing 
a lot. What will make you play in tune and 
develop your ear is playing music. So accept 
the imperfections in your equipment and 
your abilities and get after it. Nothing stretch-
es musicians like a gig. 

3. 
Explore & Understand Your Roots 

An important aspect of self-instruction 
comes when a player is trying to move up 
to another level. Recently, I had occasion to 
relearn a Freddie King tune called "Hide 
Away:' A friend of mine provided me with 
a copy of King's original version, as well as 
a version by John Mayan's Blues Breakers 
featuring Eric Clapton doing the same tune. 
Listening to them back-to-back provided a 
great reminder to me of how the modern 
rock guitar tone evolved. King's tone 15 years 
earlier influenced Clapton and dozens of 
other groundbreaking players, and they in 
tum did the same to the next generation. This 
also can be said of Curtis Mayfield employing 
the melodic (i.e., 'Wind Cries Mary") con-
tent of Jimi Hendrix's innovations. There is 
no place like America in terms of musical 
cross-pollination. Behind every piece of 
music you ever dug, there are dozens of 
things just as cool that influenced that piece 
of music and are waiting to be absorbed. (See 
suggestion Number 1.) 

4. 
Never Ignore What's 

Happening/Not Happening 
Col. Tom Parker was once credited with 

saying, "Son, good taste never sold a record!" 
He may have been right. God knows, there 
is quite enough evidence out there to sup-
port him. But, brother, you can't argue with 
$ucce$$. If you want to play music all the 
time, you better figure out how to make a 
few bucks at it. A hit is a hit—somewhere 
in that tune is a spark that's lighting a fire 
under somebody. Phenomenon or hype, 
there is some hard-core communicating go-
ing on, and we are obliged to find out why. 
The same can be said of trends—the Musi-
cians Union is loaded with fat, bald accor-
dion players in tuxedos still waiting for the 
Beatles fad to die down and Dick Contino 
to make a comeback. I believe what makes 
musicians bad is their inability to accept 
change; their unwillingness to try to honest-
ly figure out what it is in any kind of music— 
be it heavy metal or MOR—that touches 
people. 

5. 
Learn to Understand What 

You Don't Like 
This is by far the hardest one, but it has 

its value. If you can put your finger on what 
it is you don't like about a particular sound 
or a particular playing style—if you can hear 
it and explain it—you'll be better at check-
ing yourself out; i.e., you'll slowly learn to 
be more objective. Don't be too surprised if, 
upon reflection, what you don't like about 
another musician becomes just that, a reflec-
tion of some of your own lesser attributes. 

6. 
Understand the Difference 
Between Chops & Heart 

This is the easiest part, because the 
greatest part about music of any kind is its 
ability to transcend barriers and lines. A play-
er/musician has a language that all people 
speak. Whether it is some long-dead blues 
immortal, still anonymous, on a scratchy 78, 
or the cry of love from his descendant, or 
even the rising force of a Swedish maelstrom, 
it will reach out and grab you and make you 
understand what only music can. You, as a 
musician, must hear with an open heart and 
mind first in order to really learn to play. 

RECORDING 
$15/HR 

(213) 850-7751 

C 

8 TRACK Recording Studio 
Rehearsal Studio 

* 16-Channel Board 
* Ibanez HD-1000 Harmonizer 
* Simmons Drums 
* JBL 4312 Studio Monitors 
* Fostex 3180 Stereo Reverb 
* DBX-164 Compressor/Limiter 
* Noise Reduction 

BLOCK 
RECORDING 
3 hrs - $ 40 
8 hrs - $100 
INCLUDES 
ENGINEER 

REHEARSAL 
$9/HR 

RATES 
REHEARSAL 

3 hrs - $25 
8 hrs - $60 

FULL PA. 
& 7 MICS 

OPEN 24 HOURS 

Once you've opened your mind to all its 
possibilities, the difference between, say, 
Philip Glass and Los Lobos ain't that big a 
deal. I guess you could say listening is the 
most important part of being a musician. Sam 
Phillips of Sun Records once said in an in-
terview that Elvis Presley was really a FAN 
of pop music; I think that's the key to any 
good or great player—he/she really loves 
music. As much as practice broadens your 
musical influences as a player, no matter 
what instrument you play, exploring other 
types of music can do just as much. 

7. 
Listen to Other Instruments 
This sounds pretty stupid. Of course you 

listen to other instruments! But do you pay 
attention to the soloing, phrasing, intonation, 
and nuances of sound, no matter how for-
eign? Have we forgotten that innovations in 
electronic outboard gear and footpedals are 
for the soul purpose of making your instru-
ment sound like something other than it real-
ly is? It's really important for the development 
of your ear and sound that you get some idea 
as to why people as diverse as John Coltrane, 
Jeff Beck, or Eno articulate things the way 
they do. This doesn't mean you have to be 
able to play it or even for a second be able 
to thoroughly comprehend any great player's 
precise musical style. Your ears can absorb 
it, and somewhere in the warehouse of your 
brain a particle of it may lodge and later be 
realized in your own playing. 

I've found that the hardest thing to have 
in music is an open mind. Sometimes the 
more you learn on the technical side of 
music, the less you really know. Bo Diddley, 
Eric Clapton, and Alan Holdsworth are all 
really playing the same song—just different 
verses. The more eclectic you train yourself 
to be, the closer you'll be to approaching 
your own individual voice. And when you 
think about it, isn't that what drew you to 
your favorite players in the first place? Their 
own special uniqueness—the glimpse the 
musician gave you of his soul. 
No one, least of all a blockhead like me, 

can be open all the time, and some stuff will 
always seem quite lame to you. Keep in 
mind, though, that it's really difficult to argue 
validity when you're dealing with art. One 
person's feast will always be another's 
poison. • 

mirror-image 
CASSETTE COPIES 

INTRODUCES SOME OLD IDEAS . . . 

1 2 STUDIOS. IN ORDER TO BETTER SERVE OUR 
CLIENTS, WE FEATURE 2 SEPARATE DUPLICATION 
ROOMS, ONE FOR LARGE REAL-TIME ORDERS, THE 
OTHER FOR HIGH SPEED AND SMALL ORDERS. 
BOTH FEATURE THE SAME MIRROR IMAGE QUALITY. 

6605 SUNSET BOULEVARD • HOLLYWOOD, CA • 90028 

* * AUGUST SPECIAL: CHROME CASSETTE COPIES** 
**FOR THE PRICE OF NORMAL COPIES** 
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\>t For our year-end '84 issue, we polled a cross-section of music-biz 
- movers & shakers to find out something about their personal tastes 

i ti.%>, in music; the results were VERY interesting. Earlier this sum-
mer, we queried assorted movers & shakers once again, this time 
plugging into their leisure time listening preferences. What ten 
prerecorded cassettes OR 20-cut compilation tape, we wondered. 
would each of these folks be sure to take along on that much-
needed vacation to Maui? The results are in. Welcome to the... 

ST ANNUAL 

MOVERS & SHAKERS 
de • e 

VACATION-TAPE SPREE! 
Cary Baker 
National Publicity Director 

I.R.S. Records 

REM.: "Carnival of Sorts (Box Cars)" 
Los Lobos: " Don't Worn Baby" 
Big Star: "September Curls-
New Colon, Six: •• I Confess' 
dB's: " Ups: & Downs" 
Shoes: "Hangin' Around With You" 
Buzzeocks: "Something's Gone Wrung 

Again" 
Velvet Underground: "There She Goes 

Again" 
Del-Veus: " last Tinte Around" 
Ige Pop: "Shake Appeal" 
Clear Light: " Mr. Blue" 
13th Floor Elevators: " You're Gonna 

Miss Me" 
Wails 103rd Si. Rhythm Band: " Do 

Your Thing" 
Otis Rush: "All Your Love (I Miss 

Lovinr 
Howlin• Wolf: "How Many More Years" 
Lowell Fullson: " Reconsider Baby" 
A. Bambaatel. Lyndon: "Time Zone" 
James Brown: " I 'Got You, I Feel Good" 
Cheap Trick: "Daddy Should Have 

Stayed in High School" 
Aerosieith: " Lord of the Thighs" 

Bill Bentley 
Publicist 

Slash Records 

Slim Harpo: "TeeNa-N,•• 

Dixi.Kups: " Iko lko-
Ernie K-Doe: "TeeTaTeeTaTa" 
Professor Longhair " In the Night" 
Huey Smith/Clowns: "We Like Birdland" 
lee Dorsey: "Hole Cow" 
Allen Toussaint: "'Southern Nights" 
"Frogman" Henry: "Country Boy" 
Hawkettes: " Mardi Gras Mambo" 
Insta Thomas: "Breakaway" 
Velvet Underground: "Who Loses the 
Sun" 

13th Floor Elevators: "Slip Inside Th.s 
House" 

Big BrotheeHolding Co.: "Down on 
Me" 

Grateful Dead: "Uncle John's Band" 
The Band: "Up on Cripple Creek" 
Rolling Stones: "Empty Heart" 
Animals: "I'm Crying" 
John Mayall/Bluesbreakers: "Have You 

Heard?" 
Stevie Ray Vaughan: "You Can't Change 

It" 
Roby Erikson: "Starry Eyes" 

Teresa Ensenat 
A&R 

Geffen Records 

The Church: all 
Zeitgeist: Translate Slowly 
Waterboys: .4 Pagan Piare 

Chameleons: What Does Anything 
Mean? Basically 

Lone Justice: lane Justice 
Windlireakers: Terminal 
Robyn Hitchcock: Fegrnania! 
REM.: all 
Replacements: Let It Be 
Del Amitri 

Mark Fine 
West Coast A&R 

PolyGram 

TEE: Songs From the Big Chair 
ABC: The Lexicon of Love 
Dire Straits: Brothers in Arms 
Boxy Music: For Your Pleasure 
Phil Collins: :Vo Jacket Required 
Eurythmics: Be Yourself Tonight 
Ale:it Loaf: Bra out of Hell 
Bryan Ferry: Boys & Girls 
Side: Diamond Life 
Tina Turner: Private Dancer 

John Guarnieri 
Manager, A&R Talent Acquisition 

EMI/America 

Kinks: " Plastic Man" 
Troggs: "66.543-2.1" 
Softbovs: " I Wanna Destroy You" 
Dukes« of Stratosphear "2.§ O'Clock" 

long Ryder, "Mason-Dixon Lint, 
Deperhe Mode: " People An, People" 
Who: "Pictures of Lily-
Creedence: "Sweet Hitchhiker" 
Beat Rodeo: "Just Friends" 
The Damned: "Grimly Fiendish" 
Nick Lowe: " Little Hitler" 
Yardbirds: "Happenings Ten Years Tinte 

Ago" 
Fad Gadget: "Collapsing New People" 
Cramps: "New Kind of Rock" 
Howard Jones: "Things Can Only Get 

Better" 
Captain Sensible: "Stop the World" 
Ian Gomm: "Hold On" 
Run DMC: "That's the Was It Is" 
J. Brown A. Bambaata: "Unity" 
TEE "Everybody Wants to Rule the 

World" 

Jeffrey Gold 
Exec Director, Creative Services 

A&M 

Miles Davis: Kind of Blue 
Jimi Hendrix: Electric ladyland 
Various: New' Music ExpressWocket 

Jukebox 
Flying Burrito Brothers: The Gilded 

Palace of Sin 
Bob Dylan: Highway 61 Revisited 
Keith Jarrett: Koln Concerts 
Swamp Dogg: Total Destruction to Your 

&it'd 

THE BEST TRAININ 

Unite, * 
* PeAtedunaltee, * 

1 ELISABETH HOWARD & HOWARD AUSTIN 

The Voice Works Institute 

12131 854-4195 or ( 818) 501-6533 

Nick Drake: Airk Drake 
Various: /976 New Orleans Lass & 

Heritage Fe.airal 
Beach Boys: Pet Sound. 

Mike Gormley 
Vice-President 

LA. Personal Direction 

Mitch Ryder: "Jenny Take. a Ride" 
Rolling Stones: "Rip Thos Joint" 
Oingo Boingo: "Who Do You Want to 
Be" 

Bobby Fuller 4: " I Fought the law" 
X: "True Love Part 2" 
Lonnie Mack: "Wham" 
John Cale: "Dead or Alive" 
Beatles: " I'm Down" 
Jerry lee Lewis: " Drinkin' Wine 
S.podeeodee" 

New York Dolls: " Strandt-d in the 

Jungle"LaurieAnderson: "0 St...errnan" 

OMD: "Architecture & Morality" 
Bangles: "Coin' Down o. Liverpool" 
Catfish Hodge: "Silver Arrow" 
Dire Straits: "Down to the Waterline" 
Rod Stewart: " I Wax Ditty Joking" 
YMO: "Tighten Up" 
Wall of Voodoo: " Far Side of Crazy" 
loo Reed: "Walk on the Wild Sid;" 
Joan Arrnatradinw " I Really Must Be 

Going" 

MAD DOG 
MIDNIGHT MADNESS 

12 Midnight to 8 A.M. 
Special Price 

$35 per hour 
Includes engineer, all our fine equipment, 

and lots of coffee! 
Record at one of L.A:s finest 24-track studios 

at a price you can afford. 

MAD DOG STUDIO 
1715 Lincoln Blvd. 
Venice, CA 90291 306-0950 

(213) 
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Al Kooper 
President 

"What a Score' 

Luther Vandrons: "Never Tim  Much-
Debarge: " In a Special Way" 
Sin Stone: " If U Want Me to Stav" 
Tower of Power. "Still a Young Man-
Deffinicy " Didn't I Blow 'tour Mind -
Spinner,: "One of a Kind [Gm. Aftairf 

Return to Forever ''Spain'' 
little Feat: " Kin. It Off' 
Aretha Franklin: "Walk Softly -
Swan Silvertones: "Sariour Pay Me 
Ni" 

Beach Boys: "God OnIs 
Beach Bins: "Dance Dann. Dance" 
Brach Boys: "Good Vibrations-
And, Pratt: "Avenging Annie-
Steely Dan: ''Ms Old Iiikihool-
Tubek: " Pony" 
Ancrage White 8.11: "Show Shur 

Hand-
Valerie Carter: " Back to MM. S erne 

More" 
Bangles " Hero Takes a Fall-
Prince: • Ikanna Be \Mir liner" 

NleFaddro 
Artist 

Public Display of Affection 

Bruce Springsteen: "irth of July. Asbury 
Park-

Edith Piaf: " Ls Vie en Rose" 
John Hiatt: " You Mar Already Be a 

Winner-
Beach Boss "Wendy -
Bynls: " Feel a Whole tan Remy-
Eno: "Here Come the Warm Jets-
Elyis Costello: " Pram.. I oir & 

Understanding-

Biondi., "Hanel. on the Telephone" 
Geoff Muldaur "Brazil" 
Birds: "Wlw" 

Tuesday: *"Voices Carry -
Rom Music: "Avalo,," 
Marvin Gave: "Men's Men" Mi'' 
Beach Boon: " Please* let Me Wonder-
Ahha: 'When All in Said & 
Georgie Fame: "Yea Yea" 
Jonathan Richman: " Buzz, Buzz. Buzz" 
Steely Dan: "My Old School-

Manin Gaye: " Inner City Blues-
Torn Pettv: "Anything That's Rock & 

Jill] Mal  

.4ssociate Producer 

.4BC11/ On-Air Promotions 

Beatles: " I Saw lier Standing There'. 
Human Beinz: "Nobody hut Me” 
Jackie Wilson: " Higher & Higher" 
Miracles: " I Second That Emotion-
Four Tops: " Bernadette-
Mitch R‘derDetroit Which.: "Secs It to 
Me Wain" 

rdysteriady "% Tears-
Riviera,: "California Sun-
Manfred Slant.: "Do %all Didily -
Beatles: " I Feel Fine-
Jern lay Lewis: " Rmikin• My Life 

Joe Ele: "Must Nona Gotta Irma-
Al Grin,: "Get Back" 
Rolling Stone, " Down die Road 

Apiecti'• 
Blasters: " Tniulde Bound -
The Band: " Up on Cripple Creek" 
Riant Boys: " Don't '&1orn Balo -
Derek111;11i11.1, " Bell Bionorn 
Elvis Pnidn: "Mssten Train' 
Chuck Berry: " bit It Rink" 

lait Matthew: 

Hand 

Stranglers: " Skin Deep" 
Dream :Ara:lion: " Life in a Northern 
Town" * 

John Alan.: "Oyer the Rainbow" 
Smiths: "Headmaster Ritual-
Franco Battiatin " I Want to Ste 

a Dancer-
Dningoy " Eye of the Hurricane-
Blue Nile: " Regret-
Kissing the Pink: " Big Man Restless-
Mark Ishani: " Never Cry Wolf"  
Miracle laigion: " Backyanl" 
Head for Tall Tires: " Star by Star" 
Dase Stewarttarbara Laskin: " Different 

World-
Rick Rock: • Button-
Prefab Sprout: " Fan'', Young" 
lads Smith Black Moninazzo: "Viikani" 
Patti "C  by Here 

Chris Isaak: "Darwin. " 
Sly Stone: " Family Affair" 
IT Pygmies: " Still Water," 

Bob It•rlis 
IR, l'ublicity Director 

Warner Bros. 

Bonin' Sidney: " My Toot Toot" 
Katririal/ines: " Walking on Sunshine" 
Aladonna: " Ion: the Gromii-
Rascal,: " V> hat l - the Reason 
Jerry lai i lewi., " riti on Fin." 
Marty Robbins: " El Paso Cite" 
Chris Kenn,: " Ltnil of 1000 Dances•• 
Etta 1111111, '"lighten Up Your Own 

Thing-
Betty layeire: "He Made a Woman Out 

of Me" 
Buddy Knox: " Parts Doll" 
Link * Richard: " I•eille-
Junior Well,: " I Ihn a Stomach Ache" 
Grateful Dial: "Crean, Puff War'' 
tain Preriiiii, " Farmer John-
Nathan Abshini: "Hey Negresse-
Irma Thomas: " Ruler in NI% Heart-
Clarence Carter: " Road of false" 
Bobby Byrd: " Badk From the Deirol-
Janie. Brown: " I Got the Feeling-
Jackie Wilson: ' Thai Is Why -

Peter Jay Philbin 
A&R, 'Went Acquisition 

Alektra 

MR: Chronicle 
Al Gwen: Greinem 
Ross Music: dhelon 
Bruce Springsteen: Born io Run 
Bob Dyl. Bonging Back Mane 
Rolling irti,tte":S  Girls 
Randy Newman: Good Old Run 
Miles Dinh, Slietche3 of Spaini 
Chuck Berry: Die Green lieentyEight 
*ZZ Inn Elateinatar 

Howard Schlossberg 
Music Director 

KCS.N 

Gene,,is: Iamb Lie., Darin on Rritailway 
Phillip Glass: kovrionayquisi 
Eno: Inking Tiger Mountain (17,-

Strateie7 
Luirie Anderson: Rig Science 

ELECTROSOUND GROUP 
CALIFORNIA IOWA INDIANA NEW YORK 

CUSTOM RECORD 
PRESSINGS AND 

CASSETTE DUPLICATION 

AUDIOPHILE PRESSINGS 
MASTERING & PLATING 
PACKAGING & FULFILLMENT 
PERSONAL SERVICE WITH QUICK TURNAROUND 
FREE STUDIO PICKUPS 
BEST QUALITY PRODUCT IN THE INDUSTRY 

CHECK OUR COMPETITIVE PRICING 
BY CALLING DEBBI REAGAN (818) 767-8833 

• 

• 

QUALITY CASSETTE DUPLICATION 
— While You Walt — 

• Quantity DIscounts 
• Cassette Tape, Rena:rod 

• A0010-Grardi 

• Professional Grade Blank Tapes 
• Self-Service Machines Available 
• P , -Recorded Business & Mobvational T 

05-0800 • 
audio cassette center 
4611 Van Nuys Boulevard • Sherman Oaks CA 91403 

Summer Duplicatmn Sale 

Save Up To 35% 
Take .Adyantage of These New Low Prices 

• 

• 

Talking Heads: More Songs About 
Buildnngs & Food 

Peter Gabriel: Ill 
Dard Bowie: Ziggy Stardust 
Dukes of Stratosphear: 25 O'Clarli 
King Crimson: Discipline 
Jean laic hints: Cosmic Messenger 

Ia.!: Schwartz 
Director. National Pair Publicity 

nrner Bros. 

Aliba: 15e Singles. the Fixa 
Aslihird & Sinipwin: Solid 
Narada Michael Walden: lhe %attire of 

Thingi 
Detnitilie Mode: Some Great Renard 
Bryan Fern: B,,et & Girls 
Nii. ( Inter: bill"' Life 
11:11 Withers: Winching MU Watching 
Me 

W banes Houston: Whitney Douai", 
Earl Kiugh, Soda Fountain Shuffle 
Chris Isaak: Silrerione 

Sp()ek 

Ilanager Contemporary Vasa-

Columbia 

Katrina Wlayii•: " Do Maid Cryild 
Hooters: " She Conn( in Colors" . 

51:nies: " Sun Come, p" 
Alison Aloyer "IOW Resurrection-
dell Beek: "Anything at AIL 
Dionne Vlarmirk: "Walk on Ily -
lido. Tops: " Neon Rainbins -
Strawberry Alarm Clink: " Incense & 

lk pperin nits" 
Bangle, ' Coin' Down to layerpool" 
Long liplorst "I Ilail a Dwain-

(;ary Stewart 
Director of A&R'Licensing 

Rhino Records 

Raspberries: ' Cruisin. Musa' 
Brow & 'Fern: "Summer Means Fun-
Jan & Dean: ' Ride the Wild Surf' 
Itainont, " Bone., Beach-
Hank Ballard: " Lie. G, let's Go. Is-i'. 
Go" 

Katrina Wayes: "Walking on Sunshine" 
Blondie: " In the Sun" 
John Fogerty: " Re. k•:Thill Girls-
Marianne Faithlull ,.. 111nier Nights-

Unit,. Spoonful: "Summer in the City-
Billy Stewart: "Summertime-
Young Rainials: " Grnovin. •• 
War "Summer" 
Beach Boys: "Warnith of the Sun-
Jonathan *Richman: "That Summer 

Feeling" 
Roy Wood: " Former-
Johnny Rivers: "S ttttt flier Rain-
Chris *Stamin: "The Summer Sun" 
Sly•Fainily S;0111.: " Hot Fun in the 

Summertime" 
Sparks: "Oyer the Summer-

Toni Sturges 
Creatice Director 

Chr)salis Music 

Bradt,: Beane, Yid 
Beatles: Sgt. Pepper 
Cynili She's So Unievial 
Prince: Purple Ram 
Rolling Stoney Exile On Main Street 
Phil Collin.: barr Initie 
Chaka Kahn: / lin Ihei 

ht!, 
(S,ell Het 1.101111 S,1111,110111) 

fill11.111,111. (Outran/ 

Ro Makin 
Director of l'rornotions 

Audio Environments, Inc. 

Talking Heads: " Perfect World-
Lou [teed " Pedro Day -
R.E.Ald " Feeling CraritY's Pull-
rY: " Watch the Sun Go*Irown-
Ranione, " Bon," Goes to Bithurg" 
:Ales Chilton: "September Gurls" 
Blaek Uhuru: "What Is tuft'? 
Bob Alarley: "Jamming-
liryar Fern: "Slaw hi Line" 
Nun, Order*: " lJnii Vigilante-
Suzanne Vega: " Small Blue "ling-
Anitha Franklin: " Freeway Id 
Prince: "Around the World in a Da. -
R.B. King: " Into the Night-
Slailinina: " Into the 
Laurie '(harki'', Ibas 
Simple %finds: "[MO.! Vg 

Ahouat Nler 
Happenings: "See in September-
God1,i's ' 1\ aliatioin'  
liait: , ii neid " Walking on Sunshine" 

* NEVER FREE * 

• 
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CARTER 
Continued from page 17 

I understand A&M had a poor year last year. 
And this year has been fantastic. We've had 
two or three Number One hits, the movies 
are happening, R&B hits. And every day you 
walk out into the parking lot and, yeah, 
there's some musician coming out of the 
studio, and some other punk here, and Herb 
there. You really do feel like you're in a 
musical community. I think that separates the 
place from every other record company'? 

So, evidently, Herb Alpert is not as con-
servative as he appears. He lets his A&R staff 
take as many risks as anyone—consider the 
signing of one of this year's most talked-about 
new talents, Suzanne Vega. It could be A&M 
is banking on singer-songwriter types return-
ing to the limelight, but more likely they were 
just struck by her uniqueness. 

Carter: " I do not want to put words in Gil 
Friesen's mouth [he's the president of the 
company], but that might be his most pas-
sionate project. I could show you the memos, 
the marketing plans. Her record has probably 
sold 40,000 copies. And I have heard Gil say 
that already he considers that the biggest suc-
cess story of the year. Not to take anything 
away from Bryan Adams, who's going to sell 
four-million records and five Top Ten singles 
off the same album. Wow. No, he's talking 
about Suzanne Vega, which means he has 
his eye on the future, not the present. For 
anybody who's really in the business, your 
total excitement is new acts. I can be real 
proud about having been there when Bol) 

c35 Vcr7 
VALLEY CENTER STUDIOS 

Sound Proofed and Air Conditioned 

* 5 Rehearsal Studios 
* Great PA. Systems 
* Pro Atmosphere & Privacy 
* Showcase Room 
* Plenty of Storage 
* Excellent Location & Parking 

Seger was still a struggling artist who made 
a difference, but once he's a superstar, is there 
any thrill in being the first guy to hear a song 
and say, 'Well, there's another hit by Bob!' It's 
boring. Now, this place is totally knocked out 
by Suzanne Vega, who is, on some scale, not 
writing hits, not doing any of those things that 
you'd expect a record company to look for—it 
is sheerly her quality that has everyone fall-
ing in love with her?' 

Okay, but surely there are plenty more 
Bryan Adamses and Suzanne Vegas out there 
waiting to be discovered. So I wondered if 
Carter, seasoned vet that he is, still has the 

"I go see a lot of bands. 
It's easy to get me to go 

to the Lingerie." 
—John Carter 

desire to find these hot young acts? 'Ab-
solutely. I think Aaron [Jacoves—his much 
younger colleague at A&M] and I are prob-
ably at VVong's more than anybody. I go see 
a lot of bands. It's easy to get me to go to 
the Lingerie Only requirement is, you 
should have your act together before you bug 
him. You should be creating some kind of 
buzz about your band. "I think that in this 
city there's a very effective network of talent 
scouts. Those can be people at the clubs, 
engineers, managers, attorneys—there is a 
giant net out there. Assuming you can get the 
job at Wong's, or wherever, someone's gon-
na see you. We're all A&R people at large. 
We all have opinions—II-ley, man, have you 

Starting at $6.00/hr. 
5928 VAN NUYS BLVD. • EASY ACCESS 

Call for Further Information: (818) 989-0866 

PRESENT TIME 
RECORDERS 

On Vineland in North Hollywood 

MCI w/Autolocator & VSO 
604 E. & Auratone Monitors 
Lexicon Digital Reverb 
Lexicon Prime Time 
Plate Reverb — Pitch Transposer 
Steinway Grand — DBX Limiters 
Flanger — Doubler — Kepex 
Oberheim DX Drum Machine 
or Prophet 5—$10 per session 

OPEN 24 HOURS 
Chrome Cassette Copies 

$2.25 UP 

(818) 762-5474 

24-TRACK $34/HR 
5 HR BLOCK $31/HR 
16-TRACK $29/HR 

5 HR BLOCK $26/HR 
8-TRACK (1/2 ") S23/HR 
8-TRACK (1") $29/HR 
5 HR BLOCK $26/HR 

(Engineer Included 
 CASH ONLY 

seen that new band?' I hear it constantly. You 
hear the same name twice, you chase it 
down, whether they've got a demo tape or 
not. Most of the time, I'll listen to the tape, 
go, Anhh . . .' But, I really trust this guy's in-
stincts, I'm gonna go see the band, and I go 
and say, 'Shit. These guys are great. How did 
they make that lame fucking tape?' And I'll 
march up and say, 'Lets go make a real demo, 
guys, 'cause boy is yours stinkof So if you 
play, and you're great, the rumor will be out. 
I know people at all these clubs. The phone 
will ring. There are too many young man-
agers in this town who are out hustling. I 
firmly believe that there has not been a fan-
tastic band that has gone unsigned in this 
town?' 

Carter, however, admits he has yet to see 
the highly acclaimed band whose members 
work right under his nose in the A&M mail-
room, the Rave-Ups. "They are a little pet 
around here, but I haven't seen them. I don't 
have a good excuse, either. I don't know why' 
Now, the Rave-Ups may not yet be a "fan-
tastic" band, but you would think that a band 
with such a buzz about them would have at 
least caught the attention of their own com-
pany's director of A&R. But that's typical 
Carter. "There is an exception to every rule 
in this business' he says, fuzzing-up those 
straight lines he just drew. Does this mean 
that maybe great bands can go unsigned in 
this town? Maybe he knows, maybe he does-
n't. At any rate, I say thanks for the fucking 
interview. He says, "Be nice to me But he 
doesn't say goodbye. He's busy thinking up 
something else. 

6148 NW Pico Boulevard 12131152e* 
Los Angelu. Cilllornla 90035 
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SUBJECT: Good Stuff 
MANUFACTURER: See Column 
TEST SITE: Sounder Reconiing. Granada Hills, CA 
REPORTER: Mark Gordon Creamer 

It's time to take a look at some more goodies 
that I've found. 

AXE DI-100 DIRECT BOX 
I have long been a fan of Dean Jensen's 

transformers. They have always sounded great, 
whether they have been used on a mic preamp 
or any other application, including direct boxes. 
I don't think that there is anyone who can build 
them any better than Dean. 

I have also recently become a fan of the TLO 
series of amplifiers built by Texas Instruments. 
They are very clean IC's. 

A company called AXE (Artists X-ponent En-
gineering, Menlo Park, Ca.) has combined these 
two favorites of mine into a very nice direct box 
called the Dl-100, a "hybrid" direct box that com-
bines the best of both the active and the passive 
devices. 

Active (transformerless) devices have always 
looked good on paper and are indeed good until 
you try to get and keep (because of component 
instability) a clean, balanced output from them. 
They work really well in unbalanced applica-
tions, but a direct box has a balanced output. 

Passive devices like transformers work real-
ly well in balanced applications. The only prob-
lem with passive devices is that not only is there 
no gain, but, more often than not, there is a loss 
in level when used. The DI-100 shows me that 
its designers haven't overlooked the obvious. It 
uses an amplifier right after the input On the un-
balanced section of the box) that sends gain to 
a fine transformer for the balanced output. 

The DI-100 will run on either a 9-volt battery 
(500 hours) or Phantom Powering, if your mix-
er has it. The box is capable of enough clean 
gain to run your bass or synth right into the fine-
level inputs of the tape machine, bypassing all 
that junk if you want to. 

The input (1/4" phone jack) routes either 
directly or through a switchable 24dB pad to the 
amplifier. The output of the amp feeds a buf-
fered low-impedance signal to both the unbal-
anced output (to amp) and to the transformer, 
which feeds the balanced output on the box. 

One more neat feature of the DI-100 is that 
there is an adjustable gain trim pot that will give 
you up to 20dB of additional gain. The only— 
and I mean THE ONLY—gripe I have about the 
DI-100 is that it requires an alignment screw-
driver for the gain adjustment. 

The DI-100 sells for $239 and to me is worth 
it. It sounds great. It's very smooth, quiet, and 

1:' 4 
11 I . 

Axe DI-100 Direct Box 
quirk-free. If you are doing a lot of direct record-
ing, this is a very nice " mic" for your bass or 
synth 

THE WILKINSON ROLLER NUT 
Most guitarists either have or have run across 

a stock Fender Straiocaster that iust sounds 
great This sound is almost magic in that the 
components cf the sound ere so interdependent. 
With an electric guitar like a Strat, it's not just 
the pickups, the W000, the frets, or the tremolo 
bridge that are responsible for the sound. Every-
thing contributes to the wonderful tone that a 
fine Strat makes. Change just one thing and, 
more often than not, the sound will be altered 
drast•cally. 

One of the pitfalls of playing a stock Strat is 
the guitar's reluctance to return to an exact pitch 
when the tremolo bar is used. This wasn't as 
much of a problem back when everybody was 
using heavy strings 

Manufacturers have come up with custom 
tremolo bridges that aso use locking nuts to 
remedy the problem; in terms of returning the 
guitar to pitch, these devices have been fairly 
successful. There are t.vvo oroblerns with these 
"bars," however: 

(1) With most of the custom bridges the mass 
(weight) is so much greater than that cf a stock 
assembly that the string's vibration doesn't have 
much of a chance to interact with the wood of 
the guitar. Tie result is generally what is de-
scribed .as a "metallic.' sound. 

(2) These bridge/nut assemblies generally re-
quire much irr the way of irreversibie wood mod-
ification in order to be installed. Anyone who 
would gouge a vintage Sirat for the sake of a 
custom tremolo would probably be tie same 
person who has bull horns mounted on his 
Bentley. 

wit 

The Wilkinson Roller Nut 
Most tuning problems associated with trem-

olo bridges are not a product of the bridge itself, 
but are because of the string binding on the nut 
and string guide (hold-down). 

A fellow named Trey Wilkinson of Charvel 
Guitars ir Vlentone, California, has come up with 
an interesting alternative in the "to gouge or not 
to gouge- issue. He has developed a Roller 
Brelge and string Hold-Down that are just barely 
larger than a stock nut and clamp. Inside the 
nut are six individually-sized precision rollers that 
all but eliminate the problem with strings going 
out of lure ras far as the nut is concerned)_ I 
don't know exactly how they're manufactured, 
but somehow the six rollers are set in what looks 
.ike a sold but low-mass piece of chromed sieel. 
The Hold-Down is small and is fashioned in the 
same manner. 

The guides that the strings fit in are of close 
enough tolerances that there is no noticeable 
side shift of the strings, and according to Trey, 
the nut will be offered for several guitars and 
several siring gauges. 

The only thing that is required to install the 
roller bricge is the widening of the nut channel 
toward the frets by 1/16 ". This is to allow the top 
of the rollers to sit where the front of the nut was, 
so the ihtonation will remain unchanged. 

The Roller Nut that I saw was a prototype, 
and I generally review only production runs, but 
with a price of what will be only $39.95, this lit-
tle goodie could save someone a lot of money, 
not to mention the anguish of knowing that a 
great guitar's been destroyed. • 

If you have, or hear about, something new, write 
to me: Mark Gordon Creamer c/o Sounder 
Recording. 17021 Chatsworth St., Granada 1-iills, 
CA 91344. 
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by Billy Cioffi 

AUDIO 
UPDATE 
From Small Things, Baby. . . 

Take 5 with Bernie Grundman during mastering of Eye to Eye mini-LP 

24-Track Studios 
Sound Image Studio: Produced 
engineer John Henning is currently 
utilizing the facility with singer/song-
writer Joey Travolta fo- work on the 
soundtrack to the upcoming musi-
cal, Rockola. Also tracking is pro-
ducer Jack Morrisett with Shaw; 
working the console for the project 
is Elliot Peters. Rock band Deep 
Freeze are co-producing them-
selves with engineer Conley Ab-
rams for Earth Breeze Productions. 

Rusk Sound has recently updated 
its outboard gear with state-of-the-
art toys. The room has recently 
played host to some pretty high-
class clientele: recording artist 
Rickie Lee Jones and her producer, 
Sal Bernardi, have been using the 
accommodations for the Jones 
girl's newest project. Meanwhile, 
Jimmy & the Mustangs have been 
rockin' out with producer Skip 
Drinkwater. My press release says 
the session is being engineered by 
Michael Braunstein, the studio's 
owner Ganapati, and Jackie De-
Shannon. The Jackie DeShannon? 
If it is, I hope she's singing, too! 
Whatever happened to Jimmy & the 
Mustangs' movie debut, The Vcyage 
of the Rock and Roll Aliens, starring 
none other than Pia Zadora? 
Hmmmm.... 

Flipside Studios: The Canoga 
Park outfit writes to tell us that Flip-
side Records act Various Artists are 
currently working hard (or depend-
ing on how you look at it, hardly 
working) on their upcoming album. 

Woodstock 1985; sessions are be-
ing produced by various producers 
and engineered by Marc Mylar. 
Good start, guys, but don't give up 
the day jobs just yet! 

Bijou Studios: This brand new 
room is working on the forthcoming 
single of Detroit group Coys Toyz. 
Co-producing are group leaders Con-
ley and Dennis Parker; both are en-
gineering as well. It must get awfully 
crowded in there. Seriously, Dennis 
is a good musician/engineer, and 
we wish the new Hollywood room 
the best. 

Fantasy Studios: This boss San 
Francisco room is burning up the 
wires with some pretty cool-sound-
ing projects. Ted Templeman is at 
the reins of the new Aerosmith al-
bum. The veteran band's debut for 
Geffen Records is being engi-
neered by Jeff Hendrickson, with 
Tom Size assisting. It will be in-
teresting to see what it sounds like, 
considering Templeman's success 
with Van Halen and the Doobie 
Brothers—as well as the fact these 
Boston boys used to be pretty 
heavy hitters.... Greg Kihn has 
begun work on his new album for 
EMI with long-time producer/part-
ner-in-crime Matthew Kaufman; 
Richie Corselleo is engineering the 
project. Those lovable Durocs, Ron 
Nagle and Scott Matthews, are wal-
lowing in the Fantasy pen produc-
ing Jenny Muldaur for (what else) 
Proud Pork Productions. Stephen 
Hart is engineering the barnyard 
antics. 
Milo Music: Our London link (no 
hog jokes intended) informs us that 
Milo is the hot new room in the city. 
Built by Queen's bass player, John 
Deacon, with engineer Henry Cral-
Ian, the studio is a state-of-the-art 
complex that houses video and de-
sign studios as well as the audio 
recording rooms. Deacon studied 
electronics in college, and Crallan 
is a keyboard player and former 
stage manager for Queen. The fa-
cility will be run on a day-to-day 
basis by Crallan, with Deacon split-
ting his time between the band and 
the studio. 

The Sound 
S.P.A.R.S. 

The Society of Professional Recording Studios was founded six 
years ago by some of the most respected studio owners in the 

country. An organization of studios run by studio owners and 
operators, SPARS. is committed to improving the general state of 
the recording studio industry on both the technical and practical 
level. We talked recently with S.PA.R.S. spokesman Gary Helmets, 
who gave us the lowdown on the society 

Q: What is SPARS.? 
A: SPARS. is a national trade organization representing 
recording studios throughout the U.S. and Canada. It was formed 
six years ago with initial purpose of being the interface between 
the manufacturers of pro audio and the end users of pro audio 
equipment. Another purpose of the organization was to develop 
communication ties between the studios themselves. Our mission 
is excellence through innovation, education, and communication. 

Q: What are the means to these ends? 

A: One method is ongoing seminars in different cities at the 
various industry conventions, as well as separately around the 
country, addressing specific issues that are of concern to studios. 

Q: For example? 
A: Insurance, employee compensation, federal law, and taxes, as 
well as the obvious technical information, just as a few examples. 

Q: Who is the organization open to? 
A: We are open to anyone who runs a professional recording 
studio. 

Q: What advantage does a recording studio have by joining your 
organization? 

A: The main thing a studio gets is a network for the solution of 
problems. Our phones are hot all the time from members coming 
in saying, "I've got this particular problem." The member asks, 
"Who can I talk to?" We keep track of other people who have 
had similar problems, or we put them together with the 
manufacturers who can solve the problem, and we help make 
sure the problem gets resolved. That's the primary benefit. The 
other benefit is having input into what is the voice of the 
recording studio industry. For example, on August 9, we are going 
to spend the day with Harrison Systems, the console 
manufacturer. The board of directors sits with the manufacturer, 
looks at new products as well as old, and makes suggestions 
based on what our members have communicated to us. So it's 
having a voice in M.I. 

Q: What's your position on the fixing of studio rates? 
A: That is something we do not discuss at all, because [price 
fixing] is illegal! What we do talk about is what the real costs of 
operating a studio are; how to run a studio like a business. The 
recording studio business has changed quite a bit in the last ten 
years. Business considerations, profit and loss, bottom-line, leases, 
all of those things that are very business-oriented are things 
recording studio owners have to be very concerned with. 

Q: How can a studio find out more information about SPARS.? 
A: Interested parties can contact us at our offices on either 
coast. [National Office, P.O. Box 11333, Beverly Hills, CA 90213, 
(213) 651-4994; New York Office, 314 W. 70th St., New York, NY 
10023, (212) 764-5980.] 

WANTED 
HIT SONGS 

\lu,i( Room t,\C 

& Back House Music (BMI) 
WE NEED 

Pop, R&B, Rock & Country Songs 
For Major Artists NOW! 

SEND 3 SONG MAX. WITH S.A.S.E. FOR RETURNS 
Attention: John Reed 

P.O. Box 219, Redondo Beach, CA 90277 

(213) 316-4551 
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24 TRK 
16 TRK 

(818) 841-1249 

The Image: Review 

The Wall 

There are few directors in cinema today who place as much 
importance on a film's musical soundtrack as does Alan 

Parker. From Georgio Moroder's icy intensity in Midnight Express 
to Peter Gabriel's lucid and evocative score in Parker's acclaimed 
Birdy, the music is as integral to the film as any scene; the 
musical elements are essential to the storyline and its 
advancement as well as the overall tone. The great thing about 
the home video revolution we're all participating in is that it allows 
us to view films we might normally overlook or not be particularly 
interested in the first time around. A case in point is The Wall, a 
film Parker did in collaboration with Roger Waters and the other 
members of Pink Floyd and featuring Bob Geldof in the lead role. 
Coincidentally, I happened to see Birdy Just after viewing the Live 
Aid concert, and after being affected deeply by both events, I 
decided to give The Wall a shot. I wasn't disappointed. 

Since Parker is clearly so interested in the juxtaposition of 
sound and image, it would be only natural for him to attempt to 
bring to the screen a piece that was initially musical rather than 
expository. Pink Floyd's live and recorded sound has always been 
nothing short of superb; the same can be said of the film's 
sound—it's wonderful. David Gilmour's guitar voicings are often 
breathtaking, as are the rest of the operatic sonics. 

When first released, the movie was villified by reviewers (it 
wasn't particularly boffo at the box office, either). The film critics 
of the past decade have never really endorsed the wedding of film 
and popular music (read rock & roll); they typically approach rock 
films with disdain. That isn't really surprising—most film critics 
simply don't feel comfortable expressing opinions about a medium 
they don't fully understand. 

The Wall has a barely linear plot, following the gradual 
breakdown of a drugged-out rock & roll star named Pink. In a 
series of flashbacks and fantasy sequences, the director and 
writer show the Geldof character's descent into madness through 
his own eyes, and it isn't particularly pretty—in fact, it is frequently 
downright grotesque. The whole film, especially the animated 
sequences, can make you uncomfortable, and that, too, makes a 
lot of film critics antsy. But who says art has to make you happy 
or comfortable? 

Although the film is hardly an upper, it is, in an odd sort of 
way, a positive statement. It doesn't matter whether the Pink 
character is a rock & roller, a politician, or a religious leader. 
There are so many allusions to the general corruptability of power, 
fame, and authority that the character's vocation is a moot point. 
He could be Howard Hughes, Adolf Hitler, Jim Morrison, or 
anyone who loses sight of the idea that power is only a means to 
an end, not an end in itself. If in doing the film (and this is pure 
supposition on my part), Geldof was motivated to manifest in 
reality the life-affirming antithesis of Pink's power in the film, we 
as humans are clearly the better for it. 
We are halfway through a decade that, in spite of its short-

comings, seems to be a lot less selfish and more hopeful than 
the last. We have also learned that rock & roll just might be able 
to change the world after all—and that scares the living hell out 
of a lot of people. In the clear view that only hindsight can 
provide, one gets the feeling that Alan Parker, Bob Geldof, and 
Roger Waters have used The Wall to give us a glimpse of the 
primal pain that, once conquered, can blossom into the optimism 
that those with true wisdom must possess in order to truly 
facilitate selfless change. 

VIDEO UPDATE 

Hot Tracks From Local Flack: Re-
cently, MC's own Screamin' Lord 
Duff and his group, No-Y-Z, taped 
their video debut for Valley Cable's 
Eye Music program. The group 
taped their version of the Howlin' 
Wolf classic, " Evil": The track is 
from the No'-Z's new album, Give 
Us Money. Tact was never one of 
your better attributes, oh Screamin' 
One. (B.C. won't argue with the con-
cept, however.) Nice suit, by the 
way. 
Poetry Poop: Freeway Records' 
readers and poets were seen on the 
homegrown edition of I<ABC's Good-
night L.A. video program. Exene 
Cervenka, Ivan E. Roth, Wanda 
Coleman, Drew Steele, and teen-
age brainthrob Shredder did spok-
en-word performances in Holly-
wood's Lhasa Club. Poet/actor Ivan 
E. Roth and musician/composer Jill 
Fraser will perform portions of their 
"Life is a Noun" collaboration on an 
upcoming Cutting Edge 
The I-Can-Hardly-Wait Depart-
ment: MTV announced the semi-
finalists of the second annual MTV 
Video Music Awards. Suffice to say, 
MTV has fallen into the usual 
awards trap, and there are probably 
more categories than there are 
videos on MTV's playlist at any 
given moment. Though space and 
time prevent us from listing the 
whole ball of wax, here are the 
nominees for the best all-around 
video: 

1. Don Henley: "The Boys of 
Summer" 

2. Madonna: "Material Girl" 
3. Tom Petty & the Heartbreakers: 

"Don't Come Around Here No 
More" 

4. Prince: "When Doves Cry" 

Juniper 24-16-th 
Recording 

MCI 2 Track 
MCI 24/16 Track 
Amek-Matchless Console 
Lexicon 224X Digital Reverb 
Tannoy, Yamaha NS10, EV100 Mon. 
Neumann, AKG, Sennheiser Mics 
Korg / Delta Labs DOL 
Eventide Harmonizer 
MXR Pitch Transposer 
Limiters, Noise Gates 
Aphex Aural Exciter 
Full Drum Kit/Synthesizers 
Steinway "A" Grand 
2 Isolation Rooms 
Live Chamber, Large Control Room 

SYNTHS AVAILABLE 

• 

NO-Y-Z in action; Duff's at left. 

5. David Lee Roth: "Cakfornia 
Girls" 

6. David Lee Roth: "Just a Gigolo/ 
I Ain't Got Nobody" 

7. Bruce Springsteen: "Dancin' 
• in the Dark" 

8. Bruce Springsteen: "I'm on 
Fire" 

9. USA for Africa: "We Are the 
World" 

10. Van Halen: "Hot for Teacher" 

Printing Money in Green Paisley 
(from our you-can't-keep-a-good-
man-down department): We don't 
have to worry about not seeing that 
little angel Prince live; even though 
he won't be coming to your local 
n•ghtclub in person for a while, 
you'll probably be seeing him on 
your local hot spot's video screen, 
because Warner Bros. has just re-
leased Love, a Prince & the Revolu-
tion concert videocassette. It's also 
now available at your neighborhood 
video mart. Review to come. 

T.G.I.F.N.: NBC means business 
with the Friday night section of its 
fall schedule. The network has sel-
ected The Motown Review, starring 
Smokey Robinson, as the lead-in 
for its top-rated Friday night hit, 
Miami Vice. The August 9th 
premiere featured special guest 
Stevie Wonder as well as Debarge, 
the Four Tops, Vanity, and come-
dian Arsenio Hall. Stars booked for 
future shows include Diana Ross, 
the Temptations, Weird Al Yankovic, 
the Mary Jane Girls, Ashford & 
Simpson, Ray Charles, and the 
New Edition. The show tapes before 
a live audience at NBC's Burbank 
studios. So stay home, have the piz-
za delivered, and accept only calls 
that pay immediate cash. 

r*20HR 
24 TRACK 
NEVE CONSOLE  
STUDER RECORDER 
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n the coming months, West L.A. Music, 
in conjunction with Music Connection mag-
azine, will be presenting editorials on the 

buzzword of the Musical Instrument Industry— 
MIDI ( Musical Instrument Digital Interface). 
We hope to explore and explain the myths and 
legends of current MIDI folklore. This is no 
easy task, as you will soon come to realize—if 
you haven't already. 

In simple terms. MIDI is a communications 
system that most of the manufacturers have 
loosely agreed upon as a standard. It works 
much like the telephone system we humans use 
everyday. We take for granted the ease in which 
we dial the right numbers to call all our friends. 
The occasional wrong numbers that happen 
rarely bother us at all. We can deal with it. 

The MIDI standard has yet to become a uni-
form system of communication for all instru-
ment manufacturers. Some things are univer-
sal, like sending and receiving information on 
16 digital channels, turning notes on, chang-
ing patches. Omni and Poly modes. MIDI in-
formation, however, can take many forms that 
aren't agreed upon exactly, like turning notes 
off, how to assign the sustain pedal, and cover-
ing or not covering the parameters of our syn-

thesizers, drum machines, and other devices. 
By the way, any instrument or device that uses 
MIDI is a computer, whether or not we call 
it that. Computers are dumb machines that only 
know and do exactly what we tell them to. They 
can't always deal with wrong numbers, also 
known as unrecognized MIDI data. They're not 
human—they can't figure out the problems all 
by themselves. We'll get into more detail about 
this later. 

The bottom line, of course, is what can 
MIDI do for you, the musician? Questions like: 
Can I use my old synths and drum machines? 
Can I use the Atari computer I bought at a 
closeout? How can my studio benefit? Can my 
band utilize it live? How can I spend my hard-
earned money wisely in the MIDI world? How 
can I deal with equipment shock when all I want 
to do is play music? These questions are im-
portant ones that need to be answered in a way 
that you can understand. We're going to do that. 

We will, of course, discuss MIDI limitations 
like when and where MIDI timing can lag, why 
MIDI can't make a non-touch-sensitive key-
board touch-sensitive or split the keyboard of 
a Yamaha DX-7. Then there are MIDI miscon-
ceptions like sampling over MIDI, sending 

MIN 
Oberheim OB-8 patches to a Korg Poly-800, 
and others that we'll straighten out. We'll take 
the mystery out of current MIDI applications 
like 16-track sequencing on a personal com-
puter, explain the importance of sending in your 
warranty cards, and why it's important to know 
the MIDI implementation of your equipment. 
We'll set your imagination flying with future 
applications like MIDI delays, mixers, and us-
ing a modem to send MIDI data from a studio 
in L.A. to one in Germany—that's truly phon-
ing your parts in! 

The future world of MIDI is an exciting one. 
It's a place where simplicity comes from com-
plexity. We at West L.A. Music have been 
leading the way. Our commitment has helped 
bring out many of the innovative musical prod-
ucts in use today. We've always been the ex-
perts to consult on the latest equipment. We've 
been holding clinics and classes for years that 
educate musicians on how to use the latest 
equipment. We're excited to begin this series 
on MIDI with MC 

On-Staff Keyboani Department 
WEST L.A. MUSIC 

Peter Brunner & Vince Bitetti 

Vie L.A. Music 
THE EXCLUSIVE DEALER 
KURZWEIL 
The Kurtwed 250, introduced only a year 
ago, has become the keyboard system by 
which all others must be compared. For less 
than the cost of a grand piano, you can now 
have the sound of that grand piano plus a 
library of other astonishing sounds, se-
quencing. and interface with the Apple. 
Macintosh computer which graphically 
represents the functions of the 250. 

ENSONIQ MIRAGE 
linstiniq has Inade digital sampling Amid 
able with the new Mirage keyboard. The 
Mirage features an t'in-board sampler. se-
quencer, and disc drive unit to store sounds. 
all for under $1700.00. Our staff has also 
compiled a comprehensive library of sounds 
for the Mirage which will lure your Mirage 
into a powerful performing tool. 

11345 Santa Monica Blvd. 

Los Angeles, CA 90035 

213-477-1945 
WEST L.A. MUSIC is proud to an-
nounce that it is now the only dealer 
in California where you can audition, 
by appointment, all four of these state-
of-the-art keyboard systems 

EMU 
EMULATOR II 

Emulator 11-Emu pioneered digital sampling 
4 keyboards with the original Emulator 
Keyboard used try marry top artists in live and 
recording applications. Now. the Emulator H 

is here with over 17 seconds of available 
sampling memory and many impnwements 
over the original Emulator that gives the 

professional keyboardist expanded creative 
potential in an easy to operate package. 

YAMAHA 
YCAM SYSTEM 

The Yamaha DX7 has now become a 
standard in the performing and recording 

industries. Now you can enhance your 
performance tent6ld by adding the TX8I6 
Module System with eight times the capa-

bility of a single DX7. The QX1 is an 
80.000-note sequencer/composer that ties the 

system together to l'orm one of the most 
powerful composing systems available today. 

s • • 

* DEFERRED PAYMENT PLAN • 90 DAYS NO INTEREST • ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS • TRADES WELCOME • 11:113 $ FOR USED GEAR * 
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CONCERTS 

Fee has his hands full. 

The Tubes 
& Utopia 
At the Pacific Amphitheater 
Costa Mesa 

Rolling into town amidst rumors 
of .mminent dissolution, the Tubes 
and Utopia put on a performance 
that convincingly dispelled all of the 
dissatisfaction displayed in recent 
interviews and sales charts. 

While the Tubes have made no 
secret of lead vocalist Fee Waybill's 
likely departure from the group at 
the completion of this tour, their live 
set remained as vibrant and rau-
cous as during their more unified 
early years. The trademark Tubes 
humor was evident in abundance, 
and although some of the schtick 
may not be as original as it once 
was, it never sunk to puerile 
fatuousness. 

Depending primarily on material 
from their last three albums (with 
the exception of show opener "Turn 
Me On:' f•orn 79's Remote Control, 
and tneir classic flipside, "Sports 
Fan"). the grouP played with that 
fine mixture of facetiousness and 
professionalism, whimsy and inten-
sity, that dedicated fans have come 
to expect. As usual, their robust live 
attack was anchored by the inimi-
table Prairie Prince (drums), who 

flailed away surpassingly at his 
massive kit, aided by percussionist 
Mingo Lewis, who supplied embel-
lishments with electronic drums and 
congas. Elsewhere, the musical 
muscle was provided by keyboard-
ist Vince Welnick and guitarists 
Roger Steen and Bill Spooner, who 
continually displayed a deftness 
and me'lifluoJsness that not only 
showcased their abiiity to refrain 
from overplaying, but meshed with 
Welnick's keyboard flourishes to 
create an integrated sound that was 
mutually complimentary. 

The motif for the first half of the 
show was that of a beach party, with 
the bard members costumed in 
Bermuda snorts and garishly col-
ored Hawaüan shirts. Fee Waybill 
was the center of attention during 
this section, handling the lead 
vocais with confidence and wit, and 
assisted by two nubile female 
dancers in enacting the various 
parodies and scenarios that were 
dramatized with giant props and 
costLme changes in typically gran-
diose Tubes fashion. However, Fee 
retreated and became part of the 
ensemble for the seamless perfor-
mance of the self-described Tubes 
"art-rock masterpiece" entitled 
"Night People' which spans all of 
Side 1,v° on the new Love Bomb LP 
Here. guitarist Spooner dominated 

the proceedings, with the band, 
clad in trenchcoats and cadaver-like 
makeup, ably playing the lengthy 
dance-oriented piece. 

Following this, the obligatory 
"White Punks on Dope with all of 
its accompanying spectacle, was 
performed, and the group left the 
stage, returning shortly thereafter to 
play with surprising freshness their 
two biggest hits, "She's a Beauty" 
and "Talk to Ya Later:' 

The show was opened by Utop-
ia, yet another of virtuoso Todd 
Rundgren's creative outlets. After 
ten years, one would hope for a 
greater audience for Utopia's 
unique brand of sophisticated, 
tuneful, memorable, and personal 
rock, but a curiously apathetic 
crowd looked on, seemingly un-
aware of the talent before them. 
There were some high points, 
though: Todd's impassioned and 
moving vocal on "Mated:' the-
single-that-never-happened-but-
should-have, inspired the crowd to 
give him a rousing standing ovation, 
and Utopia's emotive and eloquent 
rendition of the anthemic ballad, 
"Love Is the Answer:' brought a 
sense of unity, complete with the 
crowd swaying, clapping, and sing-
ing, that is extremely rare to expe-
rience at any musical performance. 

Todd's legendary guitar playing 
was suitably spectacular, but one 
must sadly lament this band's lack 
of commercial acceptance in the 
face of their continued output of 
highly intelligent, melodic rock. 
Along with headliners the Tubes, 
who also suffer from commercial 
stagnation and seem on the verge 
of a breakup, Utopia provided an 
evening of entirely under-appreci-
ated fun and melodious rock, mer-
cifully free from pretentiousness 
and arrogance. 

—Christopher K. Meindl 

Blasters 
Beat Farmers 
Unforgiven 
At the Palladium 
Hollywood 

It promised to be a thrilling even-
ing for fans of the resurgent Amer-
ican rock scene. On the bill were 
one of the established leaders of 
the field, plus an exciting up-and-
comer with a dynamic debut LP, 
and a much ballyhooed, recently 
signed newcomer. If that weren't 
enough, between the three groups 
were eight—count 'em—eight guitar 
players. A promising evening, in-
deed, and for the most part, that 
promise was delivered. 

Unfortunately, half of those 
guitar players are in the Unforgiven. 
To take a descriptive clue from the 
Sergio Leone spaghetti-Westerns 
from which the band takes its whole 
shtick, if you don't have anything 
good, all you are is bad and ugly. 
The group's stance and sound is sil-
ly and contrived from concept on, 
with each of the six members 
dressed as a different character, 
and song titles like "All Is Quiet on 

the Western Front" and "Hang 'Em 
High" (really original, huh?). Their 
sound seems to be derived from 
Big Country's big guitar approach, 
but Big Country gets a lot more 
from two guitars than the murk 
these poseurs get from four. 
When it's all added up, the Un-

forgiven seem to be just the Amer-
ican West version of Adam & the 
Ants' hokey pirate foolishness. As a 
friend commented, "The only good 
thing they did was stop:' I can't im-
agine how these guys inspired a 
bidding war between record 
companies. 

The Beat Farmers provided a 
welcome relief with their solid and 
substantial yet lighthearted set. 
With their mixture of rockabilly, 
Byrds-like rock, country-tinged 
songs, and—when big Country 
Dick steps out from behind the 
drums—looney tunes, it might 
seem easy to dismiss this as a 
hodgepodge. But with original 
material ranging from the stirring 
("Bigger Stones") to the lunatic 
(Country Dick's "Happy Boy"), con-
textualized by surprising and il-
luminated covers (from Lou Reed, 
Bruce Springsteen, John Stewart, 
and Neil Young), these San Die-
gans reap a tasty harvest from fer-
tile ground. 

Every song sounded crisp and 
assured, with Jerry Raney and Bud-
dy Blue trading lead vocal and gui-
tar chores with equal skill, solid 
basswork from Rolle Dexter, and 
Country Dick's mighty drumming 
(and presence). Besides their tal-
ent, though, they have a natural, 
winning stage personality that con-
nected instantly with all segments 
of the eclectic Palladium crowd. 

The same goes emphatically for 
the Blasters, who asserted once 
again with this homecoming show 
their standing among the best 
bands around. Picking up on the 
momentum left by the Beat Farm-
ers, the lads from Downey ran 
through a torrid 26-song set. Their 
very presence embodied the joys 
and sorrows observed through 
Dave Alvin's songs and played out 
through his guitar and brother Phil's 
incredible voice. With the firm foun-
dation provided by bassist John 
Bass, drummer Bill Bateman, and 
pianist Gene Taylor, this is a live act 
that is hard to top. 

While not ignoring the social 
themes of the songs, both the 
Blasters and the audience were in 
a party mood. Phil, still in his tux 
phase, seemed particularly at home 
in the old ballroom (though Dave's 
ever-present red bandana didn't 
seem out-of-place). From "Rock 
and Roll Will Stand" to the final en-
core of Sam Cooke's "Having a Par-
ty:' the electricity was on high. 
Perhaps the horns (Jerry Jumonville 
and the great Lee Allen) and soul/ 
gospel singers (Bobby King and 
Herman Johnson) could have been 
used a bit more to help vary the 
pace, but that's a relatively minor 
complaint. It certainly won't stop all 
these people from showing up the 
next time the Blasters have a par-
ty. —Steve Hochman 
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Leonard Cohen 
Various Positions 
PVC/Jem 

Since 1968. Leonard Cohen has 
released seven albums (excluding 
greatest hits, live collections, and 
bootlegs), and each one has been 
overflowing with emotion, humor, 
and simple beauty. His is not a pro-
lific recording career—his last 
album was released six years ago 
—but seven quality albums contain 
more than a whole year's output of 
music's new generations. 

Various Positions is undeniably 
Cohen, with simple yet wonderful-
ly effective arrangements and his 
wry humor surfacing to underline 
the messages of his songs. In "The 
Captain" for example, he sings, "I 
left a wife in Tennessee and a baby 
in Saigon / l risked my life, but not 
to hear some country-Western 
song," to stress his anti-bigot point. 
Paradoxically, there are a couple of 
songs on this album that veer dan-
gerous y toward C&W in all but 
lyric content. The dominant feel of 
the album, though, is one of lazy 
beauty laced with potent lyrics of 
love, loss, and tortured emotions. As 
on "Heart With No Companion7 
when Cohen sings, " I greet you 
from the other side of sorrow and 
despair / With a love so vast and 
shattered it will reach you every-
where:' 

One common characteristic of 
Cohen's work is the use of backing 
vocals, most effective here on "The 
Law7 and provided by, among 
others, Jennifer Warnes, who has 
appeared on his last couple of 
albums, and whose voice is perfect-
ly suited to Cohen's style. 

Leonard Cohen is probably 
better-known here as a songwriter 
than as a singer. He was an impor-
tant source of material for Judy Col-
lins, who recorded the Cohen 
classic, "Suzanne over 15 years 
ago. In Europe, though. Cohen is 
far more popular, although still on-
ly on a cult level. There he is known 
also as a poet and noveist (his 
'west anthology, Book of Mercy, is 
now in the stores here). 

This album can serve equally 
well as the next chapter for long-
time fans, or as an introduction to 
this fine performer for the un-
initiated. —Martin Brown 

Danny & Dusty 
The Lost Weekend 
MM 

Green on Red's Dan Stuart is 
Danny. Dream Syndicate frontman 
Steve Wynn is Dusty. Together they 
lead an L.A. underground super-
group (Dream On Red Ryders? The 
Long Green Syndicate?) on a back-
roads and alleys search for life, 
liberty, and the pursuit of drunken-
ness. Recorded on a whim over an 
actual lost weekend, this album is 
more of a postcard souvenir than 
art for the ages, but on its own 
terms it works quite well. The overall 
impression it leaves is of Neil Young 
stranded on some saloon out on 
Highway 61, determined to make 
the best of it. 

Naturally, the kind of ragged er-
raticism one would expect from 
such a project is present. Still, each 
of the eight tracks scores pretty 
highly, on spirit (or spirits) if nothing 
else. Tops is "Song for the Dream-
ers7 a bouncy country-rocker with 
Stuart and Wynn trading stream-of-
consciousness verses interspersed 
with invocations of fellow dreamers 
(Fidel Castro, Jackie O., big Fred 
Gwynne, and Cubs star Ryne Sand-
berg among them). Even the oblig-
atory cover of Dylan's "Knockin' on 
Heaven's Door" ultimately clicks, 
though it sounds more like "Cow-
girls in the Sand:' 

Neither Stuart nor Wynn are 
ever going to be much as singers, 
but on a project like this it doesn't 
seem to matter. In some ways it 
seems perfectly appropriate, as 
does the loose (though never slop-
py) playing of co-conspirators Sid 
Griffin, Stephen McCarthy, and Tom 
Stevens (Long Ryders), Chris Ca-
caves (Green on Red), and drum-
mer Dennis Duck (Dream Syndi-
cate). 
Who knows to whom A&M ex-

pects to sell this, but anyone who 
buys it should get their share of en-
joyment. Hey bartender, hit me 
again! —Steve Hochman 

Eric Clapton 
Behind the Sun 
Warner Bros. 

As one of the hits from this 
newest Clapton collection would 
suggest, "Something's Happening" 
with this album: It's having an iden-
tity crisis. Will the real Eric Clapton 
please step to the mike? 

Our suave rocker seems to have 
recorded an album to go with his 
Saville Row suit (you'd own one too, 
if you could). There is a lot of Phil 
Collins' influence in the arrange-
ments—which makes sense, since 
Collins produced several of the 
tracks. On all cuts, production is 
slick—a trend many bands have 
been benefiting from of late. Most 
of the cuts are structured in typical 
"hit song" format, and are quite en-
joyable as such. Clapton seems 
comfortable in the pop/rock genre, 
but he reminds us of his roots 
through two blues-oriented cuts, 
"Same Old Blues" and "Just Like 
a Prisoner7 where he is allowed the 

freedom to utilize his slow-hand 
style, even to the point of jamming 
—pure enjoyment for fans. "See 
What Love Can Do7 "Something's 
Happening7 and "Forever Man" 
(produced by Warner honchos Ted 
Templeman and Lenny Waronker) 
remind me of Dave Mason. The re-
make of "Knock on Wood" would 
have been better left alone, as it 
lacks the punch of the original, ex-
cept in Clapton's vocal. The two 
ballads are both very nice: "Never 
Make You Cry" is Clapton emoting 
over Collins' production; "Behind 
the Sun" is very pretty (according 
to Clapton, it was recorded at Col-
lins' home and sneaked onto the 
album). 

This work is definitely more 
notable than anything Clapton has 
done in years. His voice generally 
holds its own—good strong delivery 
with feeling. The slick production 
may surprise fans, but they won't be 
disappointed with the performance. 

—J. Edward Frawley 

Dalbello 
vvhomanfoursays 
Capitol 

What do you listen for in an 
album? Quality production and per-
formance? Believable, emotional 
vocal delivery? Or perhaps the well-
crafted lyric? Well then, here's an 
album for you, with a strong bal-
ance of content and entertainment. 

Dalbello and producer Mick 
Ronson have succeeded in record-
ing an extremely artistic album 
(words and music by Dalbello) with 
absolute accessibility. There's a 
story here for everyone. Each song 
deals with a different theme via 
great lyrics, accompanied by lush 
production utilizing heavy synths 
and electronic percussion. Dalbello 
comes off more ballsy than Kim 
Cames on her pop/synth forays, but 
not quite as aggressive as Missing 
Persons, choosing not to rely on 
eighth-note rhythms. Her voice is 
perfect for her material, ranging 
from intimately conversational to 
desperately emotional, all handled 
with power and style. 

The production shows as much 
imagination as a Thomas Dolby ef-
fort, and is equally if not more en-
joyable. The instrumentation is 
handled entirely by Dalbello and 
Ronson, who do an excellent job. 
I could go into detail about each 
track, but the whole album is so 
fine, you're better off listening to it 
than reading about it. Being a die-
hard guitar lover, I was initially skep-
tical of such a synth-oriented album, 
but by the second side, I was def-
initely impressed. (By way of note, 
guitar is included in the instrumen-
tation.) Upon subsequent hstenings, 
I have found more and more to en-
joy...there's a lot here. 

Canadian artist Dalbello and ex-
Bowie guitarist Ronson have really 
worked on this one, and it shows. 
whomanfoursays is most worthy of 
attention—you should pick up a 
copy ASAP and give it a serious 
listen. —J. Edward Frawley 

Tom Fogerty & Ruby 
Precious Gems 
Fantasy 

It was probably inevitable that 
the "other Fogerty" would release 
a new LP to vie for attention with 
brother John's spectacularly suc-
cessful comeback album, Center-
field. Unfortunately, Tom's effort is 
not even in the same ballpark. It 
opens promisingly enough with the 
bluesy "Runnin' Back to Me7 
featuring a gutsy rhythm guitar rem-
iniscent of Steppenwolf's "The 
Pusher7 But the excitement ends 
there; the rest of the disc just falls 
flat. " Mistreater" is a half-hearted 
nod to the early-Seventies sound 
of Deep Purple and Grand Funk. 
"Bart" is an aimless instrumental 
where soloing turns into noodling. 
"Singin' the Blues" is just plain 
silly (sample lyric: "I've been 
workin' so hard / Just come home 
from my job / Looked down into my 
wallet / Goddamit, I've been 
robbed"). Surely, that's a sentiment 
many can empathize with, but 
c'mon, Tom! 

You can't minimize Tom's CCR 
contributions (he stuck it out 
through 1971's Pendulum album), 
but where John's singing and song-
writing are unique and endearing, 
Tom comes off as quite ordinary. 
One gets the feeling that this is the 
equivalent of seeing a standup rou-
tine by Jay Leno's brother Mort—a 
poor man's alternative to the real 
thing. —Jim Maloney 

Randy Shannon 
Jackson & the 
Decoding Society 
Decode Yourself 
Island 

State of the art frenzy. Decode 
Yourself is an interesting and well 
planned collection of obtuse, sear-
ing compositions. From the open-
ing song, a cover of Dizzy Gilles-
pie's "Bebop7 to the finale, "Tricky 
Vie inspired by John Lee Hooker, 
the record simultaneously exhibits 
a respect for tradition and a moles-
tation of it. Jackson has backed up 
Omette Coleman, among others, so 
stands on solid ground when it 
comes to playing. He provides a 
straightforward albeit primitivistic 
rhythmic structure for the ensemble, 
who then add liberal dashes of har-
monic discordance and gutwrench-
ing leads. Themes are reminiscent 
of Weather Report; Akbar Ali on 
violin and Eric Person on reeds pro-
vide lyrical textures that are Eno-
esque. The highlight is "Software 
Shuffle7 that starts with meander-
ing, stuttering early bars and then 
balances itself and hits the listener 
with a nuts-on turnaround. By force 
of its hysteria, Decode Lose is not 
a good thing to put on before retir-
ing. Like a burrito, it'll make you 
dream all night. It can, however, be 
a good substitute for morning java. 

—Vince Cummings 
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11.57" from People in Motion 
describes itself as ' aggressive pop 
for the real world:' Huh? Beneath 
the extremely muddy production 
and plodding beat lurks a U2 clone 
trying to escape; the attempt will be 
unsuccessful until a melody shows 
up. "Lesson in Geography" is 
worse, repetitive and featuring lyrics 
of deep social conscience, always 
a mistake for aggressive pop bands, 
in my opinion .. . . 'Shatter the Im-
age (Break the Glass)" from Mark 
Urgent (kinda cute) at least has 
zest! It's a pretty routine pop/rock 
tune with silly words, a so-so vocal 
performance, and predictable ar-
rangement—just the preordained 
amount of synth, guitars, etc. "Tell 
Jane" starts out with a good hook 
and is a much more compulsive 
song; this one I can hear on CHR 
stations, competing seriously with 
the likes of Rick Springfield!. . 
Then we have "This Girl of Mine" 
from the White Animals. This one 
has a good feel to it, subdued ar-
rangement, pleasant, slightly off-key 
vocals, and it builds well into a solid 
pop tune with a convincing hook. 
"Seasons Change" is a more an-
themic song—sort of Moody Blues 
meets R.E.O.—and the result is too 
mushy...."Night on the Town" 
from Cozy & the Mercury Men 
boasts writing credits for Peter 
Mclan and Erik Scott; I should think 
they'd be embarrassed to have their 
prestigious names associated with 
this crap: " I need a night on the 
town / Just you and me cruisin' 
around'I bet you can make up the 
tune yourself. This is Midwestern 
music at its nadir! "Wild Ideas" is 
another typical, basic, raucous, un-
imaginative rocker—why do they 
bother?... Here's a gem: "File 
Gumbo" from the Upsetters. No 
date on it, but it's in mono and must 
pre-date their minor recognition in 
the mid-Seventies. This one is not 
reggae, more like roots rock & roll, 
and a whole lotta fun. The flipside 
is your favorite and mine, "Bony 
Moronie:' I think you should all rush 
out and buy this one. Honest! 

See you again before Michael 
Ouercio's voice breaks! 

—Martin Brown 

ASSETTES 

Larry Raspberry: We Have Not Yet 
Begun to Sweat (Intense Records)— 
This cassette was recorded live the 
last night Solomon Alfred's "Mem-
phis' only showcase nightclub" 
was open. The day after it was 
recorded, the club was torn down. 
Let it suffice to say, that Raspberry 
and his band send the place off 
with a rollicking, high-energy, qual-
ity performance that had the crowd 
on their feet. The show was also 
recorded by a local FM rock station, 
so the tape, having been made 
from top-notch equipment, sounds 
great. Raspberry and his four-

member backing crew play basic 
rock, similar to Thoroipod or Seger. 
The originals are mostly three-chord 
roots rock, in a basic blues-rock pro-
gression format. "Business Is 
Good" was a little more intricate 
harmonically, especially in the in-
strumental bridge section, and 
hence more interesting to listen to. 
The band also blasted through 
hard-rocking cover versions of "Rip 
It Up" and a medley of "Satisfac-
tion" and "Gloria," which also in-
cluded brief stops at "Born on the 
Bayou" and "I Can See for Miles." 
Raspberry has made a great tape 
for those who like their rock basic 
but with feeling. Order from: Intense 
Records, P.O. Box 4747, North Holly-
wood, CA 91607. 

September September (What Rec-
ords)—Am I crazy, or are there all 
of a sudden a lot of bands with 
"month" names? This three-piece 
fern band plays streamlined guitar-
bass-drums arrangements with 
crystalline two-part harmonies over 
the top. They have a tough sound 
without being overdriven, and in-
teresting arrangements without 
many overdubs. "If You Want My 
Love" is a pretty catchy tune, with 
those two-part harmonies going 
through most of it. They're clean but 
punchy, streamlined yet potent—I 
liked them. Order from: What Rec-
ords, 2531 Sawtelle, Suite 35, Los 
Angeles, CA 90064. 

—Screamin' Lord Duff 

Vacation Tapes 
On page 20, we've listed the vacation 
tapes of various movers & shakers around 
town. Below you'll find the selections 
of the more certain MC staff members and 
contributors. 
Randal A. Case 
Writer 
Sting: The Dream of the Blue Turtles 
Derek/Dominos: layla & other assorted 

love songs 
Sex Pistols: Never Mind the Bollocks.. . 
Little Richard: 20 Greatest Hits 
Rolling Stones: Exile on Main Street 
Cock Robin: Cock Robin 
Midnight Oil: Red Sails in the Sunset 
Suzanne Vega: Suzanne Vega 
Animals: any vintage recording 
Midnight Oil: 10,909,16.5,4,3.2,1 

Elaine Farris 
Typographer 
Dalbello: "Wait for an Answer" 
Dalbello: "She Pretends" 
Art in America: "Art in America" 
Art in America: " If I Could Fly" 
Talking Heads: "Burning Down the 

House" 
Belouis Some: "Target Practice" 
TFF: "The Working Hour" 
Missing Persons: "Surrender Your Heart" 
Etta James: " Real Mean Mother" 
Bonnie Raitt: "Can't Get Enough" 
Steely Dan: "Josie" 
Derek/Dominos: "Layla" 
B. Springsteen: " For You" 
B. Springsteen: " It's Hard to Be a Saint 

in the City" 
Toto: " I Won't Hold You Back" 
Todd Rundgren: "Too Far Gone" 
Todd Rundgren: "Healing" 
ZZ Top: "Gimme All Your Lovin'" 
Wishbone Ash: "Time Was" 
Free: "All Right Now" 

Michael Fremer 
Writer 
Tommy James: "Crimson & Clover" 
XTC: "Yacht Dance" 
Jimi Hendrix: " Drifting" 
John Coltrane: " Every Time We Say 

Goodbye" 
The Move: "No Time" 
Jefferson Airplane: "Embryonic Journey" 
Beach Boys: "Surf's Up" 
Herbie Mann/Bill Evans Trio: "Nirvana" 
Roxy Music: "Avalon" 
Van Morrison: "Madame George" 
Velvet Underground: "Who Loves the 
Sun" 

Smiths: " Reel Around the Fountain" 
Squeeze: "No Tomorrow" 
Modern Jazz Quartet: " Romaine" 
Steely Dan: "Hey 19" 
Rascals: " Groovin' " 
Zombies: "Time of the Season" 
Miles Davis: " Freddie Freeloader" 
Eno: "St. Elmo's Fire" 
Kinks: " End of the Season" 

Steve Hochman 
Writer 

Richard Thompson: Across a Crowded 
Room 

T-Bone Burnett: Truth Decay 
David Lindley: El Rayo-X 
Beatles: Rubber Soul 
Van Morrison: Van the Man (bootleg) 
Jules/Polar Bears: Fenetiks 
Los Lobos: Will the Wolf Survive? 
Wild Tchoupiioular.: Wild Tehoupitoulas 
Derek Bell: The Music of Turlough 

O'Carolan 
Atrium Music of Madrid: The Music of 

Tribaux de Navarre 

David Pascal 
Art Director 
Brian Eno: "On Some Faraway Beach" 
Talking Heads: "Naive Melody" 
Durutti Column: "Party" 
Joy Division: "Love Will Tear Us Apart" 
Echo/Bunnymen: "Never Stop" 
Psychedelic Furs: " Love My Way" 
Carmel: "More, More, More" 
INXS: "That Sax Thing" 
Weekend: " Drumbeat for Baby" 
Dislocation Dance: " Mr. Zak" 
Bauhaus: " She's in Parties" 
Elvis Costello: " Everyday I Write the 
Book" 

Blue Nile: "Stay" 
Roxy Music: "Out of the Blue" 
Cure: "Just One Kiss" 
Clash: "Charlie Don't Surf" 
Cramps: "Surfin' Dead" 
New Order: "Thieves Like Us" 
OMD: " Pretending to See the Future" 
Lou Reed: "Goodnight Ladies" 

Bud Scoppa 
Senior Editor 

Squeeze: " I Think I'm Go-Go" 
Andy Pratt: "Summer Summer" 
Prince: " 17 Days" 
Kraftwerk: "Neon Lights" 
Beatles: " I'm Only Sleeping" 
Bangles: "Dover Beach" 
China Crisis: " Strength of Character" 
Joao Gilberto: " S'Wonderful" 
Robert Palmer: "Looking for Clues" 
Bowie: "Changes" 
Taj Mahal/Allen Toussaint: "Skydivin' " 
Henry Mancini: " Dreamsville" 
Spinners: "One of a Kind (Love Affair)" 
Elvis Costello: "New Lace Sleeves" 
Bryan Ferry: "Windswept" 
Roy Orbison: "Leah" 
Blue Nile: "Heatwave" 
Todd Rundgren: "Can We Still Be 

Friends?" 
Bob Marley/Wailers: "Comin' in From thy 

Cold" New American Orchestra: " Blade Runner 
Blues" 

INDEPENDENT 
PRODUCER 

Now available for production, arrangement, 
and development of qualified songwriters and 
self-contained bands interested in recording 
final product or master quality demos. 
Musical background includes work with 
Steely Dan. John Hiatt, Ay Cooder, Melissa 
Manchester. Tony Visconti, Mike Chapman, 
Norbert Putnam, TOP SESSION PLAYERS 
AVAILABLE FOR PROJECTS. CONTACT 

JAMES ROLLESTON do 
JAN ROLL PRODUCTIONS 

(818) 769-6818 

BIG SUMMER 

BLOWOUT 
SALE 

UP TO 70% OFF 
ROLAND KEYBOARDS 

YAMAHA • GIBSON • TAMA 
PEARL • ZILDJIAN • POLY1DNE 

REMO • CRATE 

AUG. 26-AUG 31 (l WK ONLY) 
!EARLY BIRD GETS THE DEAL! 
SANTA MONICA MUSIC CEN'TER 
1247 LINCOLN RIND., S.M. 

-1F0 
hainbe 
OUR 45TH YEAR 

Total One Stop Custom Record 

Pressing, Cassette Duplication, 
Printing, Plating, Mastering. 

Any Picture, Color, Shape, Size. 
Small Orders OK 
10 Day Turnaround 

(213) 829-0355 
1738 Berkeley St., 

Santa Monica, CA 90404 

FORTRESS 
Complete Rehearsal 

Facilities in Hollywood 

$8 hr. $6 hr. 
Special Weekday 

Rate 

(213) 467-0456 

4634976 onominge 

BAND WANTED 
RECORD PRODUCER 

ENGINEER 
VtANTS SELF-CONTAINED, WORKING BAND 

WITH ORIGINAL MATERIAL. 
CREDITS INCWDE: 

PRINCE 
PHILIP BAILEY 
MORRIS DAY 
PLEASE CALL 

BOB MOCKLER 
(213) 461-1414 
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DO YOU WANT 10 WAIVE 
HUGE PRODUCER FEES? 
We are currently available to pro-
duce, arrange, and assist in the de-
velopment of master quality demos 
and radio-ready albums, at very rea-
sonable rates. Top session players 
from L.A.'s Local 47 available for 
projects. We accept only quality 
and serious inquiries. 

M.D. & ASSOCIATES 
(818) 2443393 (818) 242-7238 

VAN BLOEM 
VOICE STUDIO 
30 YEARS IN L.A. 
Young Americans Vocal Coach 

Ci ic Light Opera Director. Burbank 

*Technique, For Range. Strength. litugh Mmels 

* Interpretation & Stage Presence 
* Video Feedback 

*Success With Mite Deafness 

* Piano Accompaniment. Lpe & Tape 

(818) 845-1881 
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REHEARSAL STUDIOS 

LOW RATES 
(213) 666-6320 

2471 FLE1tHER DRIVE 
L.A., CA 90039 

KNAUER BROTHERS 
STUDIO BY THE POOL 
8-TRACK RECORDING STUDIO 

• 7 Steinway Grand 
• JBL 4430s 
• Neumann Mics 
• Echoplate It 
• 32- Input Console 
• LinnDrum • DX-7 
• Diving Board 
• Super Jupiter 
• 8.000 Note Sequencer 
• More 

STATE-OF-THE-8 RECORDING 
AT A GREAT PRICE 

(818) 343-7744 

J.E. SOUND 
PRODUCTION 
16 & 8 TRACK RECORDING 

Otan 1" • Trident 
PA., Mics, & Engineer Included. 

Lexicon, JBL, BGW, DBX, Roland, 
DMX, Air Conditioning!! 

All Instruments & Engineer Included 

REHEARSAL SPACE 
Air Conditioning!! 
Open 24 Hours 

213-479-7653 

Reviews 
CLUBS 

Radioactive 
At the Golden Bear 
Huntington Beach 
E The Players: Cherie Currie, 
lead vocals, rhythm guitar; Gail 
Burt, bass; DeSha' Dunnahoe, 
synthesizer, vocals; Becky At-
kins, drums; Lori Goldberg, 
guitar. 

D Material: This girl group is 
fronted by Cherie Currie, who 
we all remember from the Run-
aways days. Cherie has come 
a long way since then, and the 
bleached-blond, teen sleaze 
queen days are far behind. Ra-
dioactive could be described as 
"charming rock with an edge:' 
to quote Cherie, and their 
songs are good, fun pop songs, 
the type to listen to while cruis-
ing down PCH in your conver-
tible. Seriously, these girls have 
an impressive set of songs, 
similar to the Cars/synthesizer 
mode. Notable songs include 
the opener "She Gets Her 
Way:' as well as "Just What I 
Don't Need:' "Steal:' and 
"Romeo:' a surf tune. 

D Musicianship: These guys 
(sorry—girls here) have clearly 
done their homework in this de-
partment. They were surpris-
ingly polished to perfection for 
their first show. Cherie's voice 
has matured over the years, re-
vealing good strong vocals this 
time around. To put it bluntly— 
she sang her ass off. [That's 
some rad sin gin,' Dude.—Ed] 
The rhythm section generally 
outshone the rest of the 
band—Becky Atkins was ex-
ceptional on drums. However, 
Dunnahoe's synthesizer work 
was the Midas Touch on the 
music, again giving that Cars 
edge to the songs. 

[7 Performance: What was 
also impressive about this 
group was the fact that the girls 
didn't have to make it a T&A 
show, they could actually rely 
on the music to hold their au-
dience. They were dressed in 
color-coordinated, hot pink and 
black outfits, and moved well to 
the music. Cherie was a good 
frontperson, and she kept the 
audience entertained between 
songs. It also should be noted 
that the encore was perhaps 
the funnest part of the night— 
with covers of "Something 
Else" and "Cherry Bomb:' and 
a very drunk Sandy West (for-

Radioactive: 20th-century fox Cherie Curry, a Runaway's revenge. 

mer Runaways dr...mmer) joining 
Cherie onstage for a reunion on 
"Cherry Bomb:' 

:1 Summary: I cive this band, 
and mostly Cherie, a lot of 
credit for coming up with such 
great songs and such a pro im-
age. Cherie has made it clear 
she has left the past behind 
and is now on her way to big-
ger and better things. If you like 
the Cars, you'll love this band, 
but I would still highly recom-
mend them to anyone who 
wants to see an enjoyable 
show. —Lemmy Loud 

Phranc 
At McCabe's 
Santa Monica 
E The Player: Phranc, guitar, 
vocals. 

Material: Phranc's topical 
folksong commentaries have 
changed very little in five years, 
yet they've remained relevant, 
while her new songs blend 
nicely with her cid. Somewhat 
surprisingly, the subjects you'd 

think would be her forte—wo-
men's rights and gay rights— 
she addresses only peripher-
ally. Instead, she focuses on a 
variety of major and minor con-
cerns—women athletes, the 
Thomas Noguchi scandal, and 
handicapped parking spaces. 
Her signature song, "Take Off 
Your Swastika:' remains fitting, 
perhaps for the very reason that 
the swastika fad has passed. 

D Musicianship: Phranc's a 
guitarist and vocalist, and her 
guitar playing isn't much be-
yond basic accompaniment. 
Her voice is the kicker—a high, 
sweet, girl-folksinger's voice 
that contrasts starkly with her 
mannish appearance. 

D Performance: For a folk 
show, visual aspects are of al-
most no importance, but the 
presentation of the music re-
mains paramount. Phranc 
scores well for pacing and 
presence, but she could con-
sider making her show more 
than just a collection of songs. 
A well-chosen cover or two 

Phranc: So many guitars, so little time. 
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would help ("Eve of Destruc-
tion" or " I Am a Woman:' 
perhaps? A feminized, Ameri-
canized "Sing If You're Glad to 
Be Gay"?). She needs the most 
work on her between-song pat-
ter. Her jokes tended to fall flat 
as a tortilla. Her headliner, Bil-
ly Bragg, had her beat by a mile 

' in this aspect. 

E Summary: Phranc could go 
a long way as a cult personality 
for women, gays, and liberals in 
general, but whether or not 
she'll go beyond that depends 
on unpredictable factors. Cur-
rent public taste accepts a wide 

' variety of musical styles and 
I lifestyles, so it's possible for her 
to find a niche. All we can ob-
viously state about her at the 

' present is that as the female 
counterpart to Tom Robinson, 
she fills a void that is otherwise 
wide open. How much she 
wants to fill it is for her and the 

I general public to decide. 
—Lyn Jensen 

Dwight Yoakam 
At the Palomino 
North Hollywood 
El The Players: Dwight Yoa-
kam, guitar, vocals; Pete Ander-
son, guitar; J.D. Foster, bass, 
background vocals; Brantley 
Kearnes, fiddle, background 
vocals; Jeff Donovan, drums. 

Material: Traditional country 
music, the way country music 
was meant to be played and 
heard. Yoakam, a native Ken-
tuckian, loyally adheres to his 
hillbilly roots, and his songs 
echo of classic country influ-
ences like Hank Williams, 
Merle Haggard, and Buck 
Owens. Yoakam's soulful ren-
derings of the joys and hard-
ships of everyday life speak 
from one heart to another—and 
that seems to be the bottom 

Photo by Suzue Bleeden 

line that music fans from all 
camps seem to be looking for; 
this was attested by the eclec-
tic mix of toe-tappers present at 
Yoakam's show. 

Ill Musicianship: Yoakam's 
clear, pleasantly nasal voice 
soars and breaks effortlessly, as 
was best showcased on such 
gorgeous ballads as "South of 
Cincinnati" and "A Thousand 
Miles to Misery' The rest of the 
band is equally tight and pro-
fessional. Pete Anderson on 
lead guitar and Brantley 
Kearnes on fiddle were especi-
ally impressive. Musicianship 
was superb on all counts. 

El Performance: The entire 
band appeared relaxed and 
confident onstage and roared 
through two rollicking sets with 
unflagging energy and enthusi-
asm. No cheesy stage antics or 
rehearsed, snooze-inducing be-
tween-song patter—just lots 
and lots of great country music. 

E Summary: Those of you 
who've not yet had the pleasure 
of catching Yoakam live at one 
of his frequent local club gigs 
should do so ASAP This guy is 
on his way to the big leagues. 
and fast. If you have always 
thought that Eddie Rabbitt, Bar-
bara Mandrell, and Kenny Rog-
ers represent what country 
music is all about, hang onto 
your hats, because Yoakam 
and Co. are about to re-intro-
duce you to country music—the 
real stuff. In the meantime, give 
his terrific independently-re-
leased EP a listen. 

—Mari L'Esperance 

Venice 
At FM Station 
North Hollywood 
Li The Players: Kipp Lennon, 
vocals; Mark Lennon, vocals; 
Mike Lennon, vocals, guitar, 
keyboards; Pat Lennon, guitars, 

vocals; Steve McGrath, bass; 
Dave Tull, drums; Billy Hulting, 
percussion. 

E Material: The compositions, 
mainly written by Kipp and his 
cousin Mike, bound with energy 
—sometimes too much so. 
Though at first the songs catch 
the ear, as the set continues, 
each song becomes indistin-
guishable from the others. 
Studding them with quick syn-
copated patterns, as the Len-
nons often do, doesn't really 
add variation to the set. The 
lyrics for the most part are dif-
ferent permutations of the same 
theme, but some, such as " I 
Don't Even Know Your Name:' 
are clever enough to stand out 
anyway. The band includes 
several choice oldies in their 
set—among which "My Girl" 
and "Good Lovin'" come off 
pretty well. 
C] Musicianship: The band ex-
cels here. The four Lennons are 
all experienced vocalists with a 
number of credits to their 
names. Both Kipp and Mark 
show outstanding range and 
the ability to emote well. Mike 
provides solidity and versatility 
on the side, lending tasty guitar 
leads and adequate keyboard 
chops to the mix. All in all, 
Venice is very tight, with rich 
vocal harmonies and a solid 
rhythm section spiced up by 
Hulting's interesting array of 
percussives. 

EJ Performance: Kipp and 
Mark are natural performers, 
but a flaw here is their tenden-
cy to overdo it. Though both 
show large amounts of enthu-
siasm for the material, this 
tends to detract from the lis-
tener's desire to appreciate the 
tunes. The other players are 
working pretty hard and not 
thinking about visuals. If the 
band put half the energy into 
the tunes as Kipp alone puts in-

.4 
Venice: full of energy and enthusiasm. 
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to his performance, they would 
produce a dynamite collection 
of songs. 

Fi Summary: In addition to the 
vocal experience Venice 
boasts, both Mike Lennon and 
Tull have solid training in music. 
The technique is definitely 
there, and the sound is clean— 
Kevin Lennon does a good job 
at the mixer. But the presenta-
tion's energy legel takes over, 
unfortunately, both in the com-
positions and onstage, and it's 
not hard to become immune 
after awhile. 

—Vince Cummings 

20X 
At Club Lingerie 
Hollywood 
O The Players: Eric Lowen, 
vocals, guitar, keyboard; Rick 
Boston, lead guitar; Ricky May, 
bass keyboard; Gerry Polci, 
drums. 

E Material: The fact that 20X 
has not landed a major record-
ing deal is proof positive that it 
takes more than catchy, well-
constructed material to draw 
the attention of discerning A&R 
persons. In their generous set, 
three of the tunes sounded 
radio-ready in present form. "As 
Long as There's a Sun" has a 
Lennon-McCartney textbook 
formula (i.e., catchy Merseybeat 
melody, sweeping chorus, and 
dramatic vocal line). "This Time 
You're Mine" and "Face in the 
Window" also warrant attention 
due to their sonorous melodies 
and accessible yet poignant 
lyrics. More important than the 
impact of each individual tune 
is the overall effect when the set 
is absorbed en masse. Lowen 
is a songwriting stylist in the 

111111111 

most contemporary sense, and 
has a deft understanding of the 
nature of the Top-40 sound. 

H Musicianship: None of the 
lads will ever rival Alan Holds-
worth as the consummate solo-
ist in musicdom. All are merely 
adequate when evaluated on 
an individual basis. However, 
the key to any band's success 
has always been how they 
blend their talents together, and 
here 20X really excel. Each 
plays with a minimalistic ap-
proach that draws attention to 
Lowen's compositional skills. 
Special mention of drummer 
Gerry PoIci's efforts must be ex-
pressed. The hulking percus-
sionist sweated up a storm in 
an enthusiastic show that had 
everyone buzzing at the set's 
conclusion. 

L Performance: A confident, 
upbeat approach was estab-
lished early in the set, thanks 
to Lowen's warm rapport with 
the audience. Lowen has a cap-
tivating presence and a movie 
star quality that overshadows 
his more-than-adequate abil-
ities as a singer and guitarist. 
Lead guitarist Rick Boston and 
bassist/keyboardist Ricky May 
both seem to acknowledge 
Lowen as the natural frontman; 
they serve a secondary role 
visually, while maintaining solid 
instrumentation. This allows 
Lowen to concentrate on show-
manship—his real forte. All four 
members worked very hard to 
mesh with the crowd as a 
whole, especially the numerous 
females in attendance who 
were quite demonstrative of 
their appreciation. 

O Summary: 20X's entire 
presentation hit the bull's-eye. 
All facets were covered with 
aplomb and a confidence that 
belies the group's rather youth-
ful appearance. After the show, 
I was informed that Lowen had 
co-written Pat Benatar's smash, 
"We Belong:' 20X definitely 

have more great tunes just eg-
ging for radio airplay. All they 
need is the chance. 

—Scott Kirby 

The J-Boys 
At Madame Wong's West 
Santa Monica 
H The Players: Lisa Enterline, 
lead vocals; Chuck Bramlet, 
bass; Cisco DeLuna, lead gui-
tar; Mike Baker, drums. 

H Material: The J-Boys play 
pulsating, textural rock with 
commanding melodies and an 
urgent style. The band's set 
moves the audience through an 
array of moods; they seize at-
tention with the powerhouse 
"Let It Go:' steam things up 
with the sultry dance number " I 
Still Remember IC' and pull out 
every emotion for the melodic 
"Cry in Your Sleep:' DeLuna's 
rhythmic guitar layers contain 
straightforward vocal hooks that 
give the J-Boys' songs a cutting 
trademark sound. 

El Musicianship: The lineup 
was professional all the way, 
with each member of the group 
utilizing space and time (as well 
as their individual prowess) to 
make the songs work. It's rare 
for bands at the club level to 
understand the "less is more" 
philosophy, but these guys 
make this concept work won-
ders. Baker lays down a solid, 
potent feel throughout the set, 
and Bramlet and DeLuna ac-
centuate each other perfectly. 
Enterline's vocals are strong 
and presented without hesita-
tion, commanding the set. 

E Performance: Very confident 
(and exciting to watch), the J-
Boys let the music move them, 
and that's what makes them so 
natural and easy to enjoy. No 
pretensions, just pure love of 
the beat. As a result, the 
players complement the mood 
of each tune innately. Enterline 
has a great presence, and (hal-
lelujah) she does not fall into 

The J-Boys - They've learned the ropes 
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Sending Unit at the Central: Note 
taped-to-the-wall screen. 

the typical female vocallst cat-
egory—definitely an original 
with her moves and expressions. 

E Summary: The J-Boys should 
be opening for touring acts, not 
just playing local clubs. These 
four have already learned the 
ropes and now its time for tf‘e 
world to see what they're all 
about. I'd guess that some 
lucky record exec will stumble 
upon :hem unwittingly ir the 
coming months, but in the 
meantime musicians and listen-
ers alike should see this band 
The J-Boys are an honest de-
parture from all the contnved. 
soulless pap currently around. 

—Angie Diehl Saxon 

Sending Unit 
At the Central 
Hollywood 

The Players: Mary Barton, 
electric violin; Jay Connery, 
drums; Mike Dakota, guitar and 
voca's; njole Sparkis, synthe-
sizers and vocals; Dale Warner, 
bass and backing vocals. 

E Material: Sending Unit plays 
a variety of danceable rock with 
a lot of older new wave influ-
ences. [Newer old wave influen-
ces?—EcL] Their lyrics are more 
thoughtful than those of most 
original bands I've heard. The 
music which s influenced by 
the likes of XTC, X, and Wall of 
Voodoo, is basically a rhythmic 
orientation with endless studio 
possibilities. "Torn Boy,' which 
features Ms. Barton's violin, is 
a nice song with an intriguing 
melody and a thought-provok-
ing lyric: "The woman in you 
has burst nto blue [What 
thought does that provoke— 
Ed.] "Purple Lounge" is also a 
lyrically interesting number 
"about bad ladies and down-
town,' with heavy ethnic folk in-
fluences and an unreal groove. 
The Unit's strongest tune, "For-

the slide projector and the 

ever': has rea commercial 
potential; this well-written love 
song sounds like the comb ned 
efforts of Stan Rogeway and 
Papa Johr Creach. Sending 
Unit writes vaned and memo-
rable material with very strong 
lyrics. 

CI Musicianship: Sending Unit's 
players are average, but their 
fun approach to both writing 
and performing makes tnis fact 
easy to overlook. Mary Barton's 
violin adds a great feel to the 
Unit's material. Musically, she's 
the strongest member of the 
band; she plays well, with a lot 
of feeling and an original Ilair. 
The band should take greater 
advantage of her talent (she 
only played on two songs). Jay 
Connelly's drumming was solid 
but a bit conservative. Taking 
into account the style of mater-
ial, Connelly could have taken 
more chances and opened up 
the band's sound a bit more. 
Dale Warner's bass lines were 
well executed and funKy, but 
could have peen a tad wider 
and ever funkier. Niole Spar-
ks' competent keyboard work 
did a 'ot to fill out the mix, and 
her screechy three-octave 
backing vocals are an integral 
part of the band's unique 
sound. Mike Dakota, the Unit's 
frontman, guitarist, and lead 
vocalist, is doing too many 
things at once; he is a decent 
guitar player with good ideas, 
and his "talky" vocals are im-
portant to trie band's style. If he 
were to concentrate on one or 
the other, Sendirg Urit's overall 
sound would improve notice-
ably. Also, the band needs 
some work on their vocal har-
monies. The energy is there, 
and so is the attitude, but prac-
tice and objectivity are in order. 

H Performance: Sencing unit 
seems bent on having and 
sending fun. They are quite fun 

to listen to and watch. They 
corne across as a unit, sending 
good vibes and positive energy. 
Eacn member has his own per-
sonality onstage. Warner rocks 
from side to side with his head 
steering both his body and the 
groove. Sparkis dances with a 
bouncy fu:y while Connelly 
humbly hides behind his cym-
bals and rocks out. Dakota is 
too busy concentrating to do 
anything more; this in itself is 
interesting to watch. Their show 
is well paced, and keeps the 
audience's attention; each song 
is different from the other 
without lacking a definitive 
sound. The Unit definitely has 
a sense of numor. One of their 
sillier numbers, "The Flight of 
the Friendship XII,' was accom-
panied by a slide show depict-
ing a hapless space voyage. 
They also did a great ska ver-
sion of the Beatles' "Back in 
the U.S.S.R.:' and an ag-
gress•ve original ditty entitled 
•`Charles Bronson Boogaloo' 
An enjoyable and danceable 
show, to say the least. 

PH Summary: Sending Unit is 
a unique group with though& I 
material. Though the execution 
of their quality songs was 
sometimes weak, the neces-
sary energy and enthusiasm 
was present at all times. Their 
strength lies in the material's 
lyrical content and their op-
timistic approach to performing. 
An occasional tune or two got 
a little boring as others were 
equally stimulating, always 
danceable. What this band 
needs is some serious practice 
and the interest of a "hot" pro-
ducer; these two assets could 
realistically transform Sending 
Unit from "another L.A. bar 
band" into a progressive and 
contemporary act with alter-
native action hi: potential. 

—Neil E. Gorov 
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Club Data 
by S. L. Duff  

The Boogie Man & his Red Rocket piano, recently on special at Convenient Food Mart (open 24 hours). 

OLDE TRADITIONS RETURN: 
Hoot Night is back at the Troub-
adour. Jan Ballard has reinstated 
the grand tradition of acoustic musi-
cians and folksters playing short 
sets for friends and fans on Mon-
day nights. Long a mainstay at the 
Troub, the Hoot went the way of 
flared jeans as heavy metal became 
the club's bread and butter. Ballard 
has brought it back and will try to 
make it as interesting as possible, 
with not only up 'n' comm n' balla-
deers on hand but also local favor-
ites from the club scene. For exam-
ple, on September 5th, the Real Im-
possibles will perform art acoustic 
set, and also on hand will be solo 
acoustic performances from Robert 
Stoddard and Carl Stewart. Both 
fellows fronted popular L.A. rock 
bands a few years back, and have 
been out of the local eye for awhile. 
Stoddard is recently back from En-
gland, and Stewart, according to 
Ballard, is recently back from 
musical retirement. Should be in-
teresting. If you or your band would 
like to get in on the Hoot, call Jar 
at the club between 3:00 and 6:00 
Tuesday through Friday. 

OTHER TRADITIONS REMAIN: 
Not to give the Troub too much at-
tention, but coming on August 15th, 
just prior to midnight, L.Ks most 
bizarre Elvis impersonator, Helvis, 
will perform his annual salute to the 
late, great king. As the clock passes 
midnight it becomes the anniver-
sary of his death. (Elvis, not helvis.) 
Helvis, ya see, is sorta like the Gun 
Club song, "all dressed up lire an 
Elvis from HeIC' a cross between El 
and a George Romero zombie. If 
you haven't seen the show, it's 
worth a check-out. The other El, El 
Duce that is, brings the mellow 
music of the Mentors back to the 
Troub on the 20th of August, along 
with Electric Peace, whose "Big 
Man" vid you may have seen on 

Goodnight L.A. 
WE READ YOUR MAIL: Harvey 

Kubernik wrote in and seems he 
took exception to some of my com-
ments regaxling his spoken word 
show at the Lingerie (see last 
issue). Harvey thought I was at-
tempting to cast doubt as to 
whether or not the Surf Punks hae 
indeed received 9.000 plus pieces 
of fan mail. I wasn't trying to show 
doubt, just point out my surprise. All 
of us journalists use the word "al-
legedly" out of habit to cover our 
asses; don't lake offense. Harvey 
went on to say in a letter much too 
long to reprint that Jill Fraser 
doesn't "jam while Ivan : Roth] reads 
poetry:' that in fact the two have 
worked up two corrplete. intricate 
pieces that are not improvised. 
Okay, sorry about that one. Anyway. 
Harvey, most of my comments were 
meant as a little bit of local-scene 
satire, ya know, a little bit of humor. 
Relax pal, loosen your tie, have a 
beer, I'm not out to put you down. 
Now get outta here, you knuckle-
head. (Speaking of knuckleheads, 
special thanks :o -ny good bud 
John Trubee who so kindly gave 
Kubernik my home address!) 
EMBRYONIC JOURNEY: Since 

we've been talking about a lot of 
acoustic music, poetry, and quiet 
stuff in general, thought you might 
like to know that Jorma Kaulconen 
will perform solo-acoustic at 
McCabe's on August 23rd. Jorma, 
you'll remember. was the original 
lead guitarist with Jefferson 
Airplane and went on to be co-
founder of Hot Tuna. According to 
John at McCabe's, Jorma doesn't 
show the signs of aed burnout that 
so many of his fellow tripsters did, 
that he's extremely bright and wit-
ty, and to expect a helluva show. 
THE LAST SOLO-ACOUSTIC 

NOTE OF THE WEEK: John Cale 
will do a solo piano vocal show at 

Club Lingerie on August 17th. 
Opening the show is T.S.O.L. 
WE MAKE MISTAKES, TOO. Last 

issue, Live Action Chan listed Last 
Pop Art as the number one draw 
at the Lhasa. There is no such 
band. It should have said Last/Pop 
Art, two different bands. 

STOMPIN' e THE FOOD MART 
Musicians, don't feel that your live 
performances must be restricted to 
nightclubs. A pianist known as the 
Boogie Man is doing a promotional 
mini-tour of Convenient Food Mart 
chain parking lots. Boogie, who was 
hired by the store chain to steal 
some thunder from 7-11 and AM-
PM, can be seen playing his 
custom-built Story & Clark Red 
Rocket at the store at Mulholland 
and Beverly Glen in Bel Air on 
August 16th, and in Hollywood at 
Melrose and LaBrea on the 23rd. 
He'll play all the stores in So. Cal. 
throughout the month. 
SHOWS YOU SHOULD SEE: 

Eartha Kitt at Vine Street, August 
20th-24th; the Eddys at Longhorn 
Saloon, August 23rd & 24th; Min-
utemen (acoustic) at Safari Sam's 
(Huntington Beach) on August 28th; 
Flying Tigers from S.F. at the 
Music Machine on August 21st; 
Sonic Youth at Lingerie on August 
22nd and at the Anti the 24th; Joe 
Diorio at Comeback Inn on August 
21st and 23rd; Joe "King" Car-
rasco (all new, back-to-the-roots 
band) at Lingerie on August 23rd; 
Clams, Jack Lee, Chris D. & 
Divine Horsemen at Wong's West 
on August 23rd; James Harman 
Band, Little John Chrisley (14-
year-old harmonica virtuoso) at 
Wong's West on August 31st. 
ON THE ROAD AGAIN: Club 

Data takes off on a whirlwind week 
lo visit smoke-filled nightclubs in 
Austin, Texas, and the Bay Area of 
Northern California. Will we live to 
tell about it? 

LiveAction 
Chart 

The Live Action Chart reports on the three 
top-drawing acts at various Los Angeles Area 
clubs. The clubs range from small 100-150 
seaters to 1,000 seaters. We rotate the 
selected clubs each issue in order to give 
the widest possible range of information. 
Each club's top three is reported to us by 
the individual responsible for the bookings. 

Reporting Dates 
July 23-August 5 

Music Machine 
West Los Angeles 

1. Mutabaruka/Ini Kamoze 
2. Babylon Warriors 
3. Bonedaddys 

Madame Wong's 
Chinatown 

1. Bernie Pearl Blues Review 
2. Vena Cava/Francis X & the Bushmen 
3. Navigators 

Madame Wong's West 
Santa Monica 

1. Jet Scott 
2. Bonedaddys/New Marines 
3. Get Girls Through Hypnotism 

Blue Lagune Saloon 
Marina del Rey 

1. Voice 
2. Uptown Allstars 
3. Zak Daniels & the One-Eyed Snake Band 

Anti-Club 
Hollywood 

1. Minutemen 
2. Party Boys 
3. Bent 

Rustler's 
Lakewood 

1. Western Union 
2. Prairie Nights 
3. Saddlesore 

McCabe's 
West Los Angeles 

1. Townes Van Zandt/Lucinda Williams 
2. Frankie Armstrong/Phranc 
3. Sukay 

Club Lingerie 
Hollywood 

1. Green on Red/True Believers 
2. Dream Syndicate 
3. James Harman Band 

Comeback Inn 
Venice 

1. A Band Called Sam 
2. Henry Butler 
3. Samb'in 

Troubadour 
West Hollywood 

1. Leatherwolf 
2. Mary Poppins 
3. Alisin 
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Showcase 
by Kevin Henry 

Smith (!;( imr)(:' from left) honks it up with fellow Crocodiles Randall Crissman, Keith Clarke Miles, ano 

Preston Smith 8( 
the Crocodiles 

Afier an exhausting 90-minute set at 
Madame Wong's West recently, a 
weary Preston Smith is confronted by 

a familiar question. "Hey, you guys were great; 
why don't you have a record contract?" wails 
an astonished young man. Sweat dripping from 
his boyish face, Smith smiles and issues his 
usual repy: We're working on it' 

"After every gig someone comes up and asks 
me that:. Smith explains later a: a Mexican 
restaurant in the San Fernando Valley. Since 
Smith first formed the Crocodiles (Fred Johnson, 
bass; Randall Crissman, guitar; Keith Clark 
Miles, drums) nearly five years ago, the band 
has slowly garnered a huge legion of fans while 
attempting to set a record for playing the most 
live gigs per month. Indeed, Smith & the Crocs 
may not have a recording contract, but no one 
can accuse them cf being lazy. 

The group's difficulty in inking a record con-
tract can be directly linked to its eclectic 
sound—a bubbling stew of American traditional 
sounds mixed with Third World rhythms. While 
most bands in search cf a commercial sound 
ape their peers, Smith and crew toss together 
rock, blues, coun.ry, Tex-Mex, calypso, and even 
a touch of Harry Belafonte. 

A serious musician but certified cut-up, 
Smith is a whirlwind of motion and cartoonish 
facial expressions during live performances, 
where he's been known to sing Muddy Waters 
tunes through a bul'horn, play the guitar behind 
his back and from atop tables where patrons sit 
in stunned silence. 

However, the interview at the Mexican res-
taurant reveals a different side of the Houston 
native. Reserved, soft-spoken, ard measuring 
his words carefully, Smith only vaguely reminds 
one of the flamboyant showman seen onstage. 

"That's just a different side cf me:' Smith 

grins. " I just wart the ' ive show to be visual:' 
But what about this business of the record 

contract, or lack of one? " I think that some 
record companies don't know what to do with 
us. I think in the past that has hurt us, but now 
I think it's working for us. We have something 
that's unique and people are beginning to real-
ize that. We're real close to signirg now, and 
this is a very important time for us' 

Added exposure will also come through "Un-
derground U.S.A.:' a video show featuring up-
and-coming acts shown in both a national and 
international market. 

With a schedule packed with gigs at night-
clubs stretching as far south as San Diego and 
as far north as Santa Barbara, Smith & the Croc-
odiles are proud of the fact that they earn a liv-
ing exclusively off music. When he arrived in Los 
Angeles five years ago, Smith arid the guys 
worked odd jobs while playing shows at night. 

Originally, the band was called Preston Smith 
& the Jazz Crocodiles, but the "jazz" was 
dropped after the band veered off into its cur-
rent musical ama'igam. Although he says his first 
exposure to music was watching Lawrence Welk 
as a small child, Smith dispenses a long iist of 
influences, which include John Lee Hooker. B.B. 
King, Jimi Hendrix, and country singer Jimmy 
Rogers. 

All of these influences, including others such 
as Nat King Cole ana Mose Allison. can pop up 
in one single set. And, Smith would want to have 
this same kind of mixture on an album, once 
a deal is completed. 

"Some people at the record companies shy 
away from us because they don't think they can 
package us:' Smith sighs. "But what they don't 
realize is that we're a!ready a package:' 

Indeed, the road to a record contract can be 
a rocky one, but Smith insists on using the lyrics 
to his own "Heartaches Take It Slow" as a band 
anthem: "Heartaches take it slow / You ain't got 
far to go / But if you travel smooth / Life be a 
pleasure cruise': he croons with zest, causing 
heads to lift from their tortilla chips. 

son. 

Ask any band about playing the local 
nightclub circuit and they'll probably melt 
your ear with rambling monologues filled 
with horro • stories about gigging in and 
around L.A. Randy Newman may love this 
city, but then he's never seen some of the 
seediest cives this side of Sodom and 
Gomorrah. 

"I play weddings which can be pretty in-
teresting when you have both young and old 
people. I love to play a Nat King Cole song 
and then :1-ange horses with an acid rock 
version of Hendrix's 'Fire: That really shakes 
them te' 

Clubs, however, present different prob-
lems. "We've had the usual problems with 
bad sound systems, bouncers, and security 
people. But the real problem I face is with 
sortie clubs that have low ceilings. I like to 
jump around and I've hit my head a few 
times. Then in those small dubs there's 
always someone blowing smoke in your 
face. We've had to suck up a lot of cigarette 
smoke during our careers:' 

However, Smith & the Crocodiles claim to 
enjoy the challenge that comes with playing 
a variety of venues. In fact, when the power 
went out during a recent gig at the Music 
Machine, the band continued to play with 
Smith singing through his bullhorn. 

Still. sometimes things can get a little 
dangerous. "We used to play this biker bar:' 
Smith says. "Sometimes someone would get 
mad at the 000l table and fire a few shots 
from a gun while we were playing:' 

However, Smith still looks back on that 
club with a smile. 'One night some bikers 
brought in their dead friend to celebrate one 
last night out. They had his helmet on him 
and they kept giving him cigarettes and 
orderirg him drinks. Now, that was pretty 
strange:' 
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LOS ANGELES COUNTY 

THE SAWMILL 

340 S. Lake, Pasadena, CA 91101 
Contact: Larry (818) 796-8388 
Type of Music: Singles, duos, trios— 
contemporary music 
Club Capacity: 80 
Stage Capacity: 4 
PA: Yes, partial 
Lighting: Limited 
Piano: No 
Audition: Send tape & bio, or call 
Pay: Negotiable 

OSKAR'S CORNHUSKER 

975 W. Foothill Blvd., Azusa, CA 91702 
Contact: Patrick, (818) 814-2224 
1S/pe of Music: Rock, pop. Acts based in 
San Gabriel Valley preferred 
Club Capacity: 450 
Stage Capacity: 10-12 
PA: Yes 
Lighting: Yes 
Piano: No 
Audition: Call, send tape, pics, bio 
Pay: Negotiable 

ALLEYCAT BISTRO 

3865 Overland Ave., Culver City, CA 
90232 
Contact: Susan (213) 204-3660 
Tipe of Music: Supper club, cabaret, 
jazz. standards. Monday Night Variety 
Showcase 8 p.m. Vocalists. 
Club Capacity: 150 
Stage Capacity: 2-3 
PA: Yes 
Lighting: Yes 
Plano: Yes 
Audition: Showcase every Monday night 
at 8 p.m., bring music in correct key, 
photos & resume 
Pay: Possible future 

ICHABOD CRANE'S 

2808 W. Sepulveda, Torrance, CA 
Contact: "Hurricane" David (714) 
776-4912 
Type of Music: Oldies, R&B, Monday— 
Talent Search Contests, Wednesday—Lip 
Sync Contests 
Club Capacity: 225 
Stage Capacity: 6-7 
PA: Yes 
Lighting System: Yes 
Piano: No 
Audition: Tape and pics 
Pay: Negotiable. 
Showcases/Contests—$200 weekly 

LIMELIGHT 

21076 W. Golden Triangle, Saugas, CA 
91350 

MUSICIANS & SONGWRITERS 
Music Connection's Gig Guide listings 
are intended as leads for musicians 
seeking work and are not construed 
as endorsements of clubs or agencies. 
Be sure your music is protected and 
always enclose a stamped, self-ad-
dressed envelope when mailing pro-
motional material you want returned. 
If you encounter any difficult with an 
individual or company listed in our Gig 
Guide, or if you are confronted by a 
dishonest or "shady" operation, drop 
us a line informing us of the details so 
that we can investigate the situation. 
No phone calls, please. 

Contact: Scott Sterner (805) 253-9176 
Type of Music: New wave, rock, original. 
Top 40 
Club Capacity: 462 
Stage Capacity: 8-10 
PA: Yes 
Lighting: Yes 
Piano: No 
Audition: Call first 
Pay: Negotiable/union scale 

ON BROADWAY COMEDY/JAZZ CWB 

814 Broadway, Santa Monica 
Contact: Perry Hart (213) 394-1583 
Type of Music: Jazz solo singing artists, 
comedians 
Club Capacity: 150 
Stage Capacity: 9 pieces 
PA: Yes 
Lighting Systems: Yes 
Piano: Yes 
Audition: Call Perry at 394-1583 
Pay: Possible paid bookings 

THE POMONA VALLEY AUDITORIUM 

235 W. 3rd St., Pomona, CA 91766 
Contact: Dick Becker or Leonard Harper. ANTICWB 
media coordinator, (714) 620-4384 AT HELEN'S PLACE 
Type of Music: Various, all styles. 
Originals OK 
Club Capacity: 1177 
Stage Capacity: 10-15 
PA: Yes 
Lighting System: Yes 
Piano: No - 
Audition: Send press kit 
Pay: Negotiable 

FM STATION 

11700 Victory BI, No. Hollywood 
Contact: (818) 769-2221 Jana 
Type of Music: Original new music, pop, 
reggae. No heavy metal 
Club Capacity: 500 
Stage Capacity: 12-15 
PA: Yes. Complete JBL Alan Heath 
16-channel console 
Lighting System: Yes 
Piano: No 
Audition: Send tape, promo pack, SASE 
Pay: Negotiable 

LA CABARET 

17271 Ventura Blvd., Encino, CA 91436 
Contact: Jeff Wayne (818) 501-313f 
Type of Music: All styles 
Club Capacity: 180 
Stage Capacity: 20 
PA: Yes 
Lighting: Yes 
Piano: Yes 
Audition: Send promo, tapes, pics & bio 
Pay: Negotiable 

THE STAGE WEST 

17044 Chatswori, Granada Hills, CA 
Contact: Beau, 1,10 pm, (818) 360-3310 
'rype of Music: Rock, originals OK, 
Top-40 
Club Capacity: 350 
Stage Capacity: 10 
PA: Yes, w/operator 
Lighting System: Yes, w/operator 
Piano: No 
Audition: Send complete promo pack or 
VHS to above address w/SASE 
Pay: Negotiable 

TIMBERS 

1920 Alosa, Glendora, CA 91106 
Contact: Steve Hibbard, (818) 577-1895 
Type of Music: Heavy metal, rock, new 
wave, ongs OK 
Club Capacity: 600 
Stage Capacity: 7 
PA: Yes 
Lighting: Yes 
Plano: Yes 

4658 Melrose Ave., LA, CA 90029 
Contact: Jim, Jack or Russell (213) 
938-9811 
Type of Music: Unusual, Original only 
PA: Yes 
Lighting: Yes 
Piano: No 
Audition: Send cassette to PO. Box 
291304, LA, CA 90029 
Pay: 50% of door 

LHASA CWB 

1110 N. Hudson, Hollywood, 90038 
Contact: Jean Pierre (213) 461-7284 
Type of Music: Acoustic, folk, country, 
blues, jazz, experimental, solo synth, cab-
aret, comedy, films, poetry 
Club Capacity: 150 
Stage Capacity: 10 
PA: Yes 
Lighting: Yes 
Piano: Yes 
Audition: Send tape or call 
Pay: Negotiable 

LOUIE LOUIE'S 

777 S. Main, Los Angeles 
Contact: Steven Little (714) 547-7020 
Type of Music: Rock & new music, all orig-
inal, no heavy metal 
Club Capacity: 250 
Stage Capacity: Open 
PA: Yes 

Audition: Live, or send tape to: Steve Hib- Lighting: Yes 

bard, do Ice House, 24 N. Mentor, Pasa- 
Plano: No 

dena, CA 91106 
Audition: Call first 

Pay: Percentage of door Pay: Negotiable 

HENNESSEY'S TAVERN 

8 Pier Ave., Hermosa Beach, 313 Manhat-
tan Beach Blvd. 
Contact: Helena (213) 376-9833 
Type of Music: Solo singing artists, piano 
players. 
Club Capacity: 100 
Stage Capacity: 1 
PA: Yes 
Lighting: Yes 
Piano: Yes 
Audition: Call for info 
Pay: Negotiable 

MAX'S CABARET 

4711 Sunset Blvd., L.A. CA 90027 
Contact: Rick Benson (213) 644-5207 
Type of Music: All musicians welcome. 
Wed, night variety showcase 9-1. Come-
dians, etc. 
Club Capacity: 150 
Stage Capacity: 10 
PA: Yes 
Lighting: Yes 
Piano: No 
Audition: Call first 
Pay: No charge showcase, no pay. 

CWB 88 

11784 W. Pico, L.A. 
Contact: Wayne, (213) 479-1735 
Type of Music: All styles of rock and roll, 
originals only 
Club Capacity: 250 
Stage Capacity: 20 
PA: Yes, w/operator 
Lighting System: Limited 
Piano: No 
Audition: Tape 
Pay: Percentage of door 

BASEMENT COFFEEHOUSE 

12726 N. Alvarado, Los Angeles, CA 
Contact: Mark Phillips 1213) 413-9111 
Type of Music: Acoustic, singles, duos, 
trios, country jazz, blues, folk 
Stage Capacity: 5 
PA: Yes 
Lighting: Limited 
Piano: Yes 
Audition: Call Saturday 8-11 p.m. 
Pay: Showcase, no pay. 

THE STAGE 

10540 Magnolia Blvd 
N. Hollywood, CA 91601 
Contact: George or Susie, 8-10 pm, (818) 
985-9937 
Type of Music: Rock, T40. Originals OK 
Club Capacity: 150 
Stage Capacity: 4-6 
PA: No 
Lighting System: Yes, with operator 
Piano: No 
Audition: Send pics, tape or VHS to above 
address w/SASE 
Pay: Negotiable 

LA FIESTA 

1917 N. Bronson, Hollywood, CA 90068 
Contact: Andy (213) 467-7225 
Type of Music: All styles of singers, com-
edy, self-contained, taped music. 
Club Capacity: 300 
Stage Capacity: 5 
PA: Yes 
Lighting: Yes 
Piano: No 
Audition: Call first 
Pay: Contest, $75 first prize, $25 second 
prize. 

FACES 
5520 Santa Monica Blvd Hollywood, CA 
90038 
Contact: (213) 466-1094 
Type of Music: All rock, pop, jazz, no punk 
Club Capacity: 300 
Stage Capacity: 7 
PA: Yes 
Lighting: Yes 
Piano: No 
Audition: By appointment 
Pay: Strictly door 

COMEBACK INN 

1633 W. Washington, Venice, CA 90291 
Contact: Will Raabe or Jim Hovey, (213) 

396-6469 
Type of Music: Vocal jazz groups 
Club Capacity: 100 
Stage Capacity: Indoors 6, Outdoors 10 
PA: Yes 
Lighting System: Yes 
Piano: Yes 
Audition: Send cassette, LP or 1/2" video 
to above address; live audition Monday 
nights, 8:30. 
Pay: Negotiable & video demos 
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ROCK BANDS wanted for Louisa Moritz' CARMELLO'S 
"Potpourri" talent contest at the Valley 
Club. $100 first prize. Free food and drinks. 
Huge stage, lighting, and PA. Club capaci-
ty is 1000. Held every Sunday, 5-11 p.m. 
Call (213) 874-0245 or (213) 874-0689 for 
more info. 

4449 Van Nuys BI, Sherman Oaks 
Contact: Ruth Hoover (213) 784-3268 
Type of Music: Jazz 
Club Capacity: 150 
Stage Capacity: 6-18 
PA: Yes 
Lighting System: Yes 
Piano: Yes 
Audition: Send promo with SASE 
Pay: Scale 

THE GOLDMINE 

732 N. Catalina, Redondo Beach 
Contact: Mike (213) 370-0796 
Type of Music: New music 
Club Capacity: 150 
Stage Capacity: 12 
PA: Yes 
Lighting: Yes 
Piano: No 
Audition: Mike 
Pay: Negotiable 

ICE HOUSE 

24 N. Mentor Ave., Pasadena, CA 91106 
Contact: Steve Hibbard (818) 577-1895 
Type of Music: Originals, variety, folk, jazz, 
eclectic rock, new wave 
Club Capacity: 200 
Stage Capacity: 10 
PA: Yes 
Lighting System: Yes 
Piano: Yes 
Audition: Call 
Pay: Percentage of ticket sales 

THE WATERS CWB 

1331 Pacific Ave., South Bay/San Pedro, 
CA 90731 
Contact: Mitch Dort (213) 547-4423 or 
547-4424 
Type of Music: R&R to Heavy Metal, orig-
inals 
Club Capacity: 900-1000 
Stage Capacity: 100 
PA: Yes 
Lighting: Yes 
Piano: No 
Audition: Send tape, bio & pic to above 
address 
Pay: Percentage, negotiable 

TROUBADOUR 

9081 Santa Monica Blvd 
Los Angeles, CA 90069 
Contact: Michael Fell & Jan Ballard, 2-6 
pm, T-F (213) 276-1158 
11/pe of Music: All types 
Club Capacity: 300 
Stage Capacity: 8 
PA: Yes. Must bring own mic, stands, & 
cords. (Low Impedance) 
Lighting System: Yes 
Piano: Yes 
Audition: Tape/Bio/Picture 
Pay: Percentage of doot« & 50% of discount 
ticket 

CENTRAL 

8852 W. Sunset Blvd., W. Hollywood, CA 
90069 

Contact: Becky (213) 650-2395 
Type of Music: Rock & roll 
Club Capacity: 100 
Stage Capacity: 7 
PA: Yes 
Lighting: Yes 
Plano: No 
Audition: Call first 
Pay: Percentage 

ORANGE COUNTY   SAN DIEGO COUNTY 

CRAZY BURRO 

9042 Garfield Ave., #316, Huntington 
Beach, CA 92696 
Contact: Fritz (714) 964-7132 
Type of Music: Top 40 or show 
Club Capacity: 200 
Stage Capacity: 5-6 
PA: Yes 
Lighting: Yes 
Piano: No 

Audition: Send tape, resume or video 
Pay: Good 

THE BRICKYARD 

1615 E. Lincoln, Orange, CA 92265 
Contact: Terri, (714) 974-3030 
Type of Music: All styles 
Club Capacity: 75 
Stage Capacity: 4 
PA: No 
Lighting System: Yes 
Piano: No 
Audition: Call first 
Pay: Negotiable 

SAFARI SAM'S 

411 Olive Ave., Huntington Beach, CA 
92648 

Contact: Gil or Sam (714) 536-6025 
Type of Music: All styles, local band 
showcases, poetry reading. 
Club Capacity: 100 
Stage Capacity: 5-6 
PA: Yes 
Lighting: Yes 
Piano: No 
Audition: Call, send tape & resume 
Pay: Negotiable 

GOODIES 

1641 Placentia Ave., Fullerton, CA 92631 
Contact: Aprile York, (714) 524-7072 
Type of Music: All types of new music, 
originals 
Club Capacity: 300 
Stage Capacity: 7 
PA: Yes 
Lighting System: Yes 
Piano: No 
Audition: Yes 
Pay: Negotiable 

RADIO CITY 

945 S. Knott, Anaheim CA 92804 
Contact: Mars Black (714) 826-7001 be-
tween 1 & 5 p.m. 
Type of Music: Heavy metal, speed 
metal, post punk, rockabilly, R&R 
Club Capacity: 315 
Stage Capacity: 10 
PA: Yes 
Lighting: Yes, with operator 
Piano: No 
Audition: Call 
Pay: Negotiable 

FRENCH QUARTER 

919 S. Knott, Anaheim, CA 92084 
Contact: Jerry Roach (714) 821-3412 after 
2pm 

Type of Music: All styles, Top-40 
Club Capacity: 200 
Stage Capacity: 8-10 
PA: Yes 
Lighting: Yes 
Piano: No 

Audition: Call or send tape 
Pay: Negotiable 

SPIRIT CLUB 

1130 Buenos, San Diego, CA 
Contact: Madalene Herrera (213) 
276-3993 
Type of Music: Rock, powerpop, pop, na-
tional acts. Originals OK 
Club Capacity: 350 
Stage Capacity: 10 
PA: Yes 
Lighting System: Yes, with operator 
Piano: No 
Audition: Tape and bio 
Pay: Percentage/negotiable 

MISCELLANY 

FREE COMPUTER SYNTHESIZER class 
at 24-track studio. Cut recording time and 
costs and have amazing sounds and tech-
niques at your disposal. Call Patti at (213) 
466-0113. 

MUSIC VIDEOS WANTED: If you are an 
L.A. musician and have a video you would 
like to have aired on a local cable TV Music 
Video Show, send 3/4" tapes to: Eye Music, 
1765 N. Highland Ave., Box 999, Holly-
wood, CA 90028 or call Syn Sadoux at 
(213) 728-4592. 

NEW PRODUCTION COMPANY seeks 
production reps and promotional persons. 
Knowledge of the music business desir-
able, but not mandatory. Must be willing to 
grow with the company. Will train. Percen-
tage and commission to start. Send 
resume with SASE to: Class Act Prods., 
PO. Box 245, Lawndale, CA 90260, or call 
(213) 219-0567. 

WANTED: NEW GROUPS, new artists. 
Unpublished? Unreleased? Want expo-
sure? Nationally syndicated radio show 

needs you. Send tapes with written release 
and contact number to Radio Video Prods., 
550 S. Barrington, Suite 4101, L.A., CA 
90049. Yes, this is legitimate. For more info, 
call (213) 471-2091. 

NEW INDIE RECORD company seeks 
country artists, bands, and material. Send 
tapes, pictures, and bios to: Rock'n Dou-
ble "D" Records, PO. Box 3741, Alhambra, 
CA 91803. 

CELEBRITY CENTER SHOWCASE is 
currently seeking all types of music. For 
audition info, call Barbara at (213) 464-0411 
ext. 236 or 283. Celebrity Center Show-
case is located at 5930 Franklin Ave. in 
Hollywood. The showcases are every Sat-
urday at 8 p.m. 

NEW YORK MUSIC Television looking for 
music and art videos. Send for info: RO. 
Box 724, CR., NY 12065. (518) 465-9690. 

SELF-CONTAINED GROUPS and singers 
with either videos or soundtracks: Contact 
Almanac Inc. for cable TV show. Local and 
New York exposure. Call (213) 852-1706. If 
no answer, call (213) 651-3423. 

COUNTRY ARTISTS and bands wanted 
for popular cable TV show, Hollywood 
Roundup, a showcase for up-and-coming 
country talent in L.A. Interested parties 
should send tape, pictures, and bio to: 
H&R Prods., 1917 N. Rose, Suite 1000, 
Burbank, CA 91505. 

RADIO NETWORK seeks bands for inter-
views. Must have vinyl and have received 
some commercial and/or college airplay. 
Send vinyl and bio to: The Western Front 
Radio Network, c/o Julio Flores, 115 N. 
Vine St., Anaheim, CA 92805. For more in-
fo, call (714) 776-2594. 

COAST MUSIC Publishing Company 
seeks serious professional songwriters in 
the country and pop markets. Coast Music 
is licensed through BMI. Send cover let-
ter, no more than three songs on cassette 
with typed lyric sheets. Say that you were 
referred through MC Gig Guide. Send to: 
Michael Zdanowicz, 1313 21st Ave. S., 
Suite 107-171, Nashville, TN 37212, or call 
(615) 269-5456. 

PRODUCTION COMPANY seeks R&B 
groups with original finished material for 
possible record deal. Send tape and info 
to: Mr. G. Daniels, 9800 Vesper Ave. #81, 
Van Nuys, CA 91402. 

SEEKING TRIOS, Top 40 bands, C&W, 
show bands to tour nationally and interna-
tionally Good accomodations and pay. Call 
Steve at Gambill & Assoc. (818) 784-5281. 

NEW PRODUCTION company seeks acts 
to represent with record companies and 
products to produce for release. Accepting 
new recording projects for late summer 
and early fall production. Send demo 
tapes, promo packages to Steve V. John-
son, Elegance Prods., 536 Comstock Dr., 
Tiburon, CA 94920, or call (415) 435-1517. 

"A NIGHT in Desperation Alley" at Super-
video seeks a house band for our monthly 
performance art showcase. Groups or in-
dividuals are urged to apply. Merely the 
beginning. Call (213) 559-3065, days. 

SOCIALLY CONSCIOUS, liberal studio 
owner needed to donate recording time so 
that a group of L.A. musicians may record 
a killer song to raise money to fight a killer 
disease (AIDS). Contact Tom after 5 p.m. 
at (213) 618-1566. 

FORMER LAS VEGAS manager/producer 
seeks original self-contained groups—rock, 
R&B, country--to represent for nightclubs, 
concerts, and records, etc. Send tapes. pic-
tures, and resume to Milky Way Prods., 
8033 Sunset Blvd.. #4007, L.A., CA 90046. 

OCTAVE MEDIA records is now accepting 
new groups and single artists for record 
production and promotion. Send cassette 
of best three songs and bio to: Octave 
Media Records, PO. Box 5308. Balboa 
Island, CA 92662. Contact Mr. Gardner 
(619) 698-9273. (619) 698-9567. 

NATIONAL RECORD label seeks finished 
masters ONLY for distribution. Must have 
positive lyrics. Send tape and lyric sheet 
to: Team Entertainment, 7777 Alvarado 
Rd., # 113, La Mesa, CA 92041. 

RADIO STATION seeks the best bands in 
L.A. to represent them as "1985 Undiscov-
ered Artist of the Year" at this year's new 
Music Awards ceremony in New York Ci-
ty. Only serious bands should call KCSN 
for details of the "America's Best" Competi-
tion. Call (818) 885-3709. 

SKYLAR BROS. Entertainment seeks 
musicians, bands, and deejays for club 
work, weddings, parties, casual, etc. All 
entertainers welcome. Call (714) 964-7132. 
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PRO PLAYERS 

PRO PLAYERS 
NEXT PRO PLAYER DEADLINE 

WED., AUGUST 21, NOON 

SEE PRO PLAYERS COUPON 

ON NEXT PAGE 

SESSION PLAYERS 

MARTY BUTTWINICK 
Phone: (213) 664-5920 
Instrument: Electric bass with synth simulation 
effects 
Styles: All, very versatile, good experiential 
background in modern commercial styles as well 
as world music, free form, jazz and classical. 
Read Music: Yes 
Qualifications: Easy to work with. 17 years of 
clubs, sessions, concerts, shows, original proj-
ects, some masters, some TV, and some of all 
of the gigs there are to do living in L.A. Reads 
well (copies too), writes, is a good sideman 
and/or performer as well as conductor/rehear-
sal director. In addition to doing miscellaneous 
gigs and sessions, have been doing casuals with 
my band for the past five years, along with 
teaching at the Faunt School of Creative Music. 
Available For: Good music in the form of 
casuals, sessions, in-town shows, and paid 
showcases. Especially looking forward to ex-
pand my commercial/jingle connections. 

ANDY WEST 
Phone: (213) 459-7798 
Instruments: Steinberger, Alembic, Modulus 
6-string bass, 5-string electric upright. 
Styles: All, specialize in rock or rock/fusion 
grooves. 
Reed Music: Yes 
Qualifications: Bass player for the Dregs for 6 
albums. 12 years of road work and recording. 
Easy to work with, low ego factor. 
Available For: Album or demo work, concert 
tours, bass instruction. 

ANDREW GORDON 
Phone: (213) 379-1568 
Instruments: Oberheim 068 Polysynth. DX 
digital drums. OSX digital sequencer. Fender 
Rhodes. Kawai Grand Piano, Fostex 4-track, Korg 
Poly 6 synth. 2 Yamaha DX-7s. Yamaha TX-7 ex-
pander. Yamaha Ox-7 sequencer. 
Read Music: Yes 
Styles: Versatile in all styles, especially pop, R&B. 
Qualifications: Played keyboards for 25 years 
before moving to L.A. 6 years ago. Co-production 
credits with Gary Wright, arranged music for NBC-
TV and Peters/Gruber. Working touring Europe 
and U.S.A. Wrote commercials and music for TV. 
Contacts with record company in London & L.A. 
w/solo synthesizer album release. Instruction in 
the techniques of programming synthesizers and 
drum machines. Reasonable rates. 16-track studio 
available with top name producer/musician. 
Available for: Session work, commercials. live 
Work, producing and arranging, teaching, song-
writing, demos. casuals. 

MIKE GREENE 
Phone: (213) 656-0309 
Instruments: Roland Super Jupiter (Jupiter 8). 
Prophet 5, Yamaha DX-7, PF-10, Korg Poly 61, 
Digital Drums, Roland MS0-700 sequencer, all 
MIDIed together 
Styles: New wave, R&B, rock, pop 
Technical Skills: Modern, imaginative, & fast pro-
gramming & playing. Arranging. 
Read Music: Yes 
Qualifications: 10 years professional studio & live 
experience. Easy to work with, pro attitude. 
Available For: Demos, sessions, live work. equip-
ment rentals. 

STEVE REID 
Phone: (213) 255-9999 
Instruments: Percussion, mallets, sound effects, 
over 300 acoustic instruments. Emulator II Marge 
library of high tech '80s sounds. Electric percus-
sion & Linn 9000. 
Technical Skills: All manner of Afro-Cuban, Latin, 
Brazilian, orchestral, contemporary jazz & pop 
percussion 
Read Music: Yes 
Qualifications: National recording & touring 
w/Cheryl Lynn (CBS). Nicolette Larson (WB), Bell 
& James (A&M), Phillipe Wynn (Modern, Atlan-
tic). Linda Clifford, Emotions, Eloise Laws, Willie 
Tee (Red Label). Kitty Hawk (Zebra). Michael 
Wykoff (RCA), Stan Ridgeway (IRS). Dan Siegel 
(Pasha). Pat Williams, Field Day. TV Shows: 
Brothers. Family Ties, Cheers, Puttin' on the Hits. 
Paper Dolls, Legman, Joanna. Slickers, Good 
Times. National experience 16 years, accurate, 
quick & creative, professional, dedicated to the 
success of each project. 
Available For: Recording sessions, touring, 
demos, videos, rentals, any other professional 
projects. 

ROBERT TIREBITER 
Phone: (213) 930-2916 
Instruments: Acoustic & electric guitars, pedal 
steel, bass, keyboards, percussion, supporting 
vocals, some harp, mandolin, banjo 
Styles: Melodic, creative 
Qualifications: 10 years studio, live, why name? 
Available For: Studio, creative situations, good 
money. 

DOUG HAYWOOD 
Phone: (714) 736-7988, (818) 999-5713 
Instruments: Bass, vocals. guitar 
Styles: Rock & roll, country 
Vocal Range: 3 octaves 
Qualifications: 12 years with Jackson Browne 
and others 
Available For: Anything 

ERIC WOLLMAN 
Phone: (213) 854-0755 
Instruments: Electric and acoustic guitars 
Technical Skills: Impressive soloist, sensitive ac-
companist, great ears 
Styles: Jazz, jazz rock, funk, rock 
Read Music: Yes 
Qualifications: B.A. Berklee College of Music, 
club and studio work in NYC, Boston and L.A. Call 
for info, tape available. 
Available For: Sessions, demos. live work. 

GEORGE EDWARD 
Phone: (213) 383-4551 
Instrument: Drums and percussion 
Styles: All kinds of rock, heavy metals to pop, fu-
sion funk, jazz, society dance & Latin. 
Read Music: Yes 
Qualifications: 18 years pro experience. Judy 
Rudin band, Eddie Fontaine, Brother Jack Mc-
Duff, symphony work (Chicago), WDAI radio Chi-
cago. B.A. in applied music. Studied with Appice 
& Bozzio. 
Available For: Live concerts, touring, sessions & 
casuals. 

KEN RANSOM 
Phone: (714) 650-3968 
Instruments: Acoustic drums, Simmons (SDS1) 
Styles: R&B. R&R, funk, pop, dance. Top 40 
Read Music: Yes 
Qualifications: 15 years playing live TV, record-
ing, good dance feel. 
Available For: Working situations 

COAST TO COAST 
Phone: (818) 880-5479 
Instruments: Rhythm section, all keyboards, all 
guitars. basses, drums & percussion. Acoustic or 
electric. 
Technical Skills: Arrange, engineering, produc-
ing. solos, programming. Group work. 
Styles: Pop, rock, jazz, new wave, R&B, funk. 
orchestral 
Read Music: Yes 
Qualifications: All members have 16 years stage, 
studio, and professional experience. 6 years of 
live & recording together as a group. Easy to work 
with and can adapt to new projects and ideas. 
Available For: Sessions, concerts, videos, tour-
ing, casuals, TV and film scoring, demos, show-
casing, anything else. 

CORNELIUS BUMPUS 
Phone: (818) 249-4409. 
Instruments: Tenor and Soprano Sax, Flute 
Technical Skills: Instrumentalist & Vocalist 
Styles: All 
Vocal Range: Tenor 
Qualifications: 29 years of saxophone playing. 
Member of Doobie Brothers 1979-82. Recording 
credits include two solo albums, Doobie Brothers, 
Amy Holland, Moby Grape, Michael McDonald. 
Eikichi Yazawa, Patrick Simmons. Clifford Coulter. 
Taboo Zoo, Tom Johnston, and Lacy J. Dalton. 
Live performances with Doobie Brothers. Jeff 
Lorber. Lacy J. Dalton, Moby Grape, Cornelius 
Bumpus Quartet. Bobby Freeman, Ambrosia. 
numerous club bands. 
Available for: Anything 

PERRY A. CELIA 
SHANNON A. MURRAY Phone: (818) 906-7105. 
Phone: (213) 663-3445 Instruments: Simmons Electronic Drums SDS— 
Instruments: Tenor & soprano sax, doubles on V. Simmons Analog/Digital Drums SOS-VII, Linn 
flute, keyboards 8, percussion 9000 Digital Drums & Trigger System, Acoustic 
Technical Skill: Instrumentalist & composer/ Drums 
arranger 
Styles: All 
Vocal Range: Tenor 
Read Music: Yes 
Qualifications: 15 years performance and record-
ing experience in the U.S. and Europe. Berklee 
College of Music Composition and Arranging pro-
gram. Former instructor at the Institute of Modem 
Music, Strasbourg, France. Member of various 
groups including Farranfore (USA) and Simone 
(Europe). Featured soloist on the latest Stella 
Bernhardt album on Altex Records, Saarbrucken, 
West Germany. 
Available For: Sessions, live performance, road 
work, group situations, and composition/arrange-
ment projects. 

NEIL KUNEN 
Phone: (213) 257-5622 
Instruments: Electric and acoustic guitars. 
12-string & guitar synths. 
Technical Skills: Exciting, melodic solos and 
parts. " in the pocket" rhythm playing, fingerpick-
ing. I'm good at fitting into any situation. Vocals. 
Styles: Rock, pop, country, reggae, calypso. funk 
Read Music: Yes 
Qualifications: 18 years professional playing with 
a variety of music and groups. Recording and per-
formance with Flying Fingers, August, Sweat and 
Steel. Instructor for 8 years with the Faunt School 
of Creative Music. Easy to get along with—fun to 
work with. 
Available For: Songwriter demos, sessions, 
casuals. teaching. 

REEK HAVOK 
Phone: (213) 372-0863 
Instruments: The new Emu Systems SP- 12 12-bit 
digitally sampling drum computer, Drumulator with 
6 sets of sound sets, Simmons SDS-7, Emu E-
Drums digital drums, digital and analog Clap-
traps. Syndrum. Apple II-E, DX-9, MX- 1 trigger 
converter, imagination and enthusiasm. 
Technical Skills: Electronic drumplayer, program-
mer. engineer. Also do electronic percussion sem-
inars and demonstrations. 
Read Music: Yes 
Styles: Pop, funk, rock, techno, wave, future 
Qualifications: 18 years playing, 7 years work-
ing with electronic drums, live and recording, play-
ing and/or programming for Pointer Sisters, Pat-
rick Moraz, Melissa Manchester, Berlin, Herb 
Alpert. Cheap Trick, Rick Springfield. The Bus 
Boys, Eddie & the Monsters, Greg Philknganes, 
Nina Hagen, Tommy Tutone, Stephanie Mills. 
Also produced Nacos Tras album of electronic 
drum beats in song format (a songwriting tool). 
Have also done numerous electronic percussion 
demos and seminars for E-mu Systems, Simmons 
Electronics, and individual stores around U.S. 
Available For: Recording, soundtracks, tours. 
consultation, equipment rentals, pro band situa-
tion, electronic percussion seminars. 

Read Music: Yes 
Styles: Rock 
Technical Skills: Extensive recording and pro-
gramming experience. 
Qualifications: 8 yrs studio and live performance. 
Performed and/or programmed for: The Stingers, 
(Pleiades Records), Revenge of the Nerds (sound-
track "Right Time for Love"), John Denver and 
Sylvie Vartan ("Throwing Darts"). and many 
others. Resume and tape available upon request. 
Good image and hardhitting. 
Available for: Studio sessions, (playing, program-
ming), demos, live performance, video perfor-
mance. equipment rental, consultation. 

RED HOT PICKERS 
BOB HOUGHTALING á WILL RAY 
Phone: (818) 761-5430, (818) 848-2576 
Instruments: Smoking. biting steel guitar and 
sizzling red hot lead guitar. 
Styles: All styles of country including punkabilly, 
western rock. modern country, bluegrass, swing. 
traditional C&W. 
Technical Skills: Dick Grove schooling, much ar-
ranging, recording, producing experience. 
Qualifications: Each has 15 years experience on 
his instrument. both have many years of studio 
time logged on the East & West Coasts, plus ex-
tensive stage and TV work. 
Available For: Recording sessions, demos, take 
downs, lead sheets, song arranging and produc-
tion, live work. We can add true and authentic 
country sweetening to your project at a price you 
can afford. 

ELMO PEELER 
Phone: (213) 650-6602 
Instruments: Acoustic piano, B-3, Roland JX3-P 
Technical Skills: Pianist/arranger/composer 
Styles: Rock. Top 40. C&W. classical 
Read Music: Yes 
Qualifications: Have toured internationally and/or 
recorded with Beach Boys, Rick Nelson, Paul 
Williams, others. Eastman School of Music and 
Interlochen. Work on various album projects and 
film scores. Resume and tape available. 
Available For: Sessions, tours. TV and film 
scores. 

MEL NELSON 
Phone: (213) 462-4164 
Instruments: Bass, electric and acoustic 
Styles: All styles 
Vocal Range: Baritone 
Read Music: yes 
Qualifications: Performed/recorded with Bud 
Shank, Joe Farrell, Jessica Williams, Bobby 
McFerrin, Ron McCroby. Frank Stallone. Chick 
Corea, Carl Anderson, Richie Cole and many 
others. 

STEVE BEAR 
Phone: (818) 996-9057 
Instruments: Yamaha Recording Series drums, 
various percussion 
Styles: Versatile in all styles of music, specialize 
in rock, jazz, funk and Latin. 
Read Music: Yes 
Qualifications: 10 years or quality playing ex-
perience in Midwest and on West Coast. Have 
done session work for local producers Emitt 
Rhodes, Tom Luben. Eddie Gurren, many others. 
Many years of live playing in virtually every style 
of music. Well-rounded anc very easy-going. 
Available For: Studio/demo work, live perfor-
mance, and video work. 

DAN WALKER 
Phone: (213) 450-6444 
Instruments: Tenor, alto, soprano saxophones 
and hand percussion 
Styles: All 
Read Music: Yes 
Technical Skills: Write and arrange horn parts 
and string improvisation. 
Qualifications: 12 years ot pro playing studio, 
clubs. concerts. rock. R&B, jazz, and big bands. 
Available For: Sessions, commercials and some 
live work. 

VOCALISTS 

CAROL WEBER 
Phone: (818) 891-1609. 
Vocal Range: 3 octaves 
Styles: R&B. pop, blues, jazz. C&W 
Sight Read: Yes 
Qualifications: 10 years clubs, studio work. TV, 
radio commercials, concerts, videos. 
Available For: Videos, sessions, demos, casuals, 
some club work. 

L.A. VOCAL REGISTRY 
Phone: (213) 465-9626. (818) 795-6757 
Vocal Ranges: All 
Styles: All 
Qualifications: We have vocalists of all styles and 
levels of experience. 
Available For: Sessions, demos, casuals. every-
thing 

SALLY KLEIN 
Phone: (213) 656-7529, (818) 243-8363 (Iv mess) 
Vocal Range: Alto to mezzo soprano (21/2  
octaves) 
Styles: Jazz. blues. pop. rock, standards, great 
ballads 
Sight Read: Yes 
Qualifications: 10 years club work in Boston, NY, 
& LA. studio work (background and lead). B.M. 
at Berklee College of Music. Also do arrange-
ments and lead sheets. I sing with heart as well 
as technique and will add depth and feeling 
needed for a ballad as well as the hard fast edge 
needed for a rocker. Tape and resume upon 
request. 
Available For: Sessions, demos, videos, club-
work, casuals. 

LOVEY BLUE 
Phone: (213) 850-7455 
Vocal Range: 31/2  octaves 
Sight Read: Yes 
Styles: Soul specialist, jazz, blues. gospel, 
classical 
Qualifications: 10 years front experience. 
Songwriter (new sound), previous song on EMI 
Records. Have toured other countries. TN/ shows, 
lots of recording experience, backgrounds for big 
name groups. 
Available For: Any working situation, no travel. 

TONI LEON 
Phone: (818) 960-6989 
Vocal Range: 3 octaves 
Sight Read: Yes 
Styles: Pop, rock, R&B, C&W, gospel 
Qualifications: 15 years stage, recording, and 
concert experience. Musicians provided upon 
request. 

LOIS BLAISCH 
Phone: (818) 505-0908, (213) 838-1143 
Vocal Range: 3 octaves, al:o-soprano 
Technical Skill: Songwriter, rhythm guitarist, 
vocal arranger 
Sight Read: Yes 
Styles: Rock, R&B, pop, country 
Qualifications: 12 years pro experience, studio 
and live. Have sung on and written for 3 gold 
albums. TV, lead vocals on soundtrack of Splash, 
jingles for KHJ. Levi's, 0.S.S., Roundtable Piz-
za, extensive club and concert work in L.A., and 
demos for most of the major publishing com-
panies. Tape on request. 
Available For: Sessions. concerts, private parties, 
clubs, bands, writing projects. 

LINDSEY MERRIT 
Phone: (213) 559-3056 
Vocal Range: G below middle C to C above the 
staff 
Styles: Pop, rock. country. R&B, blues, you name 
it! High energy! 
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24-HOUR HOTLINE (213) 462-3749 • NEW DEADLINE 

Sight Head: Excellent, also good with "head 
dates '• 

Qualifications: Eight years live and recording ex-

perience including TV, background vocals, solo 

and group major product commercials. Big, con-

temporary sound from sensitive melodic stylings 
to high belt rock and country. Tape on request, 

plus personal recommendations from studio 

producers. 

Available For: Making your demo, backgrounds, 
lead live dates, and product jingles come alive 
with energy 

MERRILL LEIGHTON 
Phone: (818) 760-0148 

Vocal Range: Soprano (3 octave) 
Styles: Pop, light rock. R&B. jazz standards. 

Broadway 
Sight Read: Yes 

Qualifications: 13 years live and recorded ex-

perience including Broadway shows, industrial 

shows, commercials and club dates, recording 
and TV 

Available For: Sessions, jingles, demos. videos 

REENIE MATTHES 
Phone: (213) 656-9492 

Vocal Range: Alto to soprano 
Styles: Pop, rock, blues, R&B. 
Sight Read: Yes 

Qualifications: Extensive live and studio work-

skilled in arranging and production. Call for more 
info 

Available For: Sessions, demos, concerts. 

LISA LANDY 
Phone: (213) 850-6727 
Vocal Range: 4-oct range 

Styles: Rock. R&B. ala P. Benatar. J. Waite, 
Berlin. C. Hynde, A. Wilson 
Sight Read: No, pick up very easily by ear 

Qualifications: Hot female vocalist, 15 years sing-

ing in bands and solo. Professional attitude, good 

looks, dynamic performer. Tapes available upon 
request. 

Available For: Session work, commercials, lead 
and backgrounds 

TECHNICAL 

MR. B 
Phone: (213) 930-2916 

Technical Skills: Producer/engineer, 16-24-:11 

IraCk available. 
Qualifications: Bobby Womack. Wall of Vcodoo. 
Go-Go's. Rockwell, Bobby Caldwell, Sly Ston, 
Vincent Price. London Philharmonic, 0-16. Neo:: 

more? 

Available For: Producing and engineering. Sorry. * (213) 589-7028 
no spec 

LARRY ZEE & ASKOLD BUK * * * * 
Phone: 12131 839-5111. 1213) 874-9730 

Technical Skills: Producers and arrangers (prc 
duction team) that specializes in turning roug 

ideas into polished and complete product. 
Styles: All styles, specializing in pop, dance-funl• 
rock 

Qualifications: Numerous projects includin. 

demos, masters, soundtracks, and commercials 

Available For: Demos, masters, and song struc 

luring. Can supply musicians. Tapes availabl. 

upon request. Call for details. 

WEDNESDAY 12 NOON • GET CONNECTED! • 24-HOUR HOTLINE (213) 462-3749 • NEW DEADLINE: WEDNESDAY 12 NOON 

TO PLACE FREE ADS 
QUALIFICATIONS: If you or your 
business charge a fee for your 
service, you do not qualify for 
FREE CLASSIFIEDS. Any such 
ad placed on the hotline will not 
be printed. Instructions: Call 
(213) 462-3749, 24 hours a day, 7 
days a week, before the printed 
deadline. All deadlines are final, 
no exceptions. When you hear the 
beep, state the category number 
including wanted or available. 
Limit each ad to 25 words or 
less. Call once for each ad to be 
placed. All for sale ads must list 
a price. End with your name, 
area code, and phone number 
(in that order). All ads are final; 
they cannot be changed or can-
celled. RENEWALS: To renew an 
ad after it's been printed, call the 
hotline and place the ad again, 
following the above procedure. 
NOTE: If your ad does not comp-
ly with the above rules, call (213) 
462-5772 and ask for advertising. 
MC is not responsible for un-
solicited or annoying calls. 

* * * * * * * * * * * * 

FRANCISCO 
* REHEARSAL STUDIOS 
* • 24 HOUR ACCESS.: 
* * INDOOR SECURITY PARKING * 
* * SECURE REHEARSAL ROOMS * 

$200 TO $300 
PER MONTH 

(714) 545-5918 

PHOTOGRAPHY 

GET THE SHOTS 

YOU WANT! 

8-TRACK $10/HOUR 

UPPER MANHATTAN 
STUDIOS 

0000.1eROP H ET 610 SEQUENCING 
DIGITAL DELAY, REVERB 

(818) 763-4637 

NEXT CLASSIFIED DEADLINE 
WED. AUGUST 21, 12:00 NOON 

2 PA'S AND AMPS 
*Gibson GSS-100 amp 8 spkr cab w/sur Jensen 10" spkrs, 
stoo or trade 818-506-6901 
',Fender Bandmaster bd pre.CBS. x11 cond. $100 

818-760-1455 
•Ampeg SVT ncl. in road case. $350 Rick818-841-6081 
•Biamp electronic rtover. 5100 Rick 818-841-6081 
•Walter Woods 150w amp. 2-ch $550 

213-8282219/462-2486 
.Furman LC2 compressor. $ 125 213-828-2219/462-2486 
'PA amp, Bogen 120. tube unit 120w. 3 canon inputs lks 
yd wks perfectly 5115 obo Steve iv mess213-202-0034 
*Amp for instruments Traynor custom reverb. YSR-1 
4-inputs. 2-ch 200w lks & wks like new 5250 otro Steve 
iv mess 213202-0034 
•Roland Jazz Chorus 120 mint cond. $350 Michael 

213-665.6558 
•Laney 150w head (similar to Marshall) or guitar. $300 obo 
Mike 213-735.3917 
Phil 818886-2714 
'lapso 14-ch mixer mono model 6180-RB Xlt cond. $450 
obo Tom 213.394.4890 
'Peavey 290m toe 3-ch guitar amp. very loud. 5250 

818-848.2576 
•Ampeg B25B bass cab w/two 15" spkrs. $ 100 John 

213-855-0134 
•Two JBL 2441 90vti drivers 0/horns 8 road cases. $800 

213-559.5052 
.3155 46 integrated amp purchased 4/27 still in unopened 
boo. 5300 Gary 818-840.8269 
•Dynaco 400m amp w/anvil us. $300 818840-8269 
•Polytone amp, two 12- spkrs, 100w, gn snd. gd cond. 
5225 714634-1578 
'Yamaha 100-G 2.12. lk new. $325 obo Jim213-463.8843 
'Leslie 147, lull size wks perfectly, $375 obo Jim 

213-463.8843 
'Leslie Combo Ill prearnp. $ 75 oso Jirn 213-463.8843 
'Bonn bass spkr cab. 15- JBLs. $250 Jim213-463.8843 
•Sunn model 15 spkrs. one pair fat shape. $500 Bob 

818-880-5479 
•EV monitors FM12-2. $250 ea Devin 818908-9160 
'Two JBL cabs w/E140 spkrs. 2345 horn, 2461 drivers. 
51000 eir Devin 818-908-9160 
'Tangent 1602AX muting console wranvil cs. $1400 Devin 

818-908-9160 
'Yamaha power amps two 2100s. $400 ea One 2201. 
5625 Devin 818-9089160 
•BGW 750A power amp. $400 Gary 213-325-8273 
•Furrnan P03 parametric preamp, $175 D213-457-1455 
'Acoustic bass cabs. one 2,15 front-loaded. one 1,15 told. 
00 horn two 2,12 w/120vv amp each cab, brand new. $1900 
obi, Ed 213.874-7793 
•Tapco 6-ch mixer O pr-amp w/reverb, $250 Sam 

213-472-9379 

*  3 TAPE RECORDERS 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * 

HIT MAN 
24 IRK 

MCI 24 IRK • SPECK 8000 CONSOLE 
LEXICON 224 DIGITAL REVERB • UREI 
TIME ALIGNED MONITORS • LIMITERS 
DIGITAL DELAYS • ANALOG DELAYS 
HARMONIZERS • EXCITERS • EQUALIZERS 
NOISE GATES • DE-ESSERS • COMPRESSORS 
YAMAHA GRAND PIANO • CHAMBERLAIN 
CONTROL ROOM TUNED 8 CALIBRATED 

$19.951HR 
(BLOCK RATE) 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

CASSETTE DUPLICATION 
AND 

VOCAL ELIMINATION SERVICE 

it I! 

• 
(213) 

8521961 

815 N. Fairfax 
Hollywood. CA 

90046 

*Fostex A2 ',irk r-to- r new w/warranty. $635 818-760-1455 
*Foster A4 recorder brand new in bo, 5750 obo John 

818.845-2097 
*Yamaha MT-44 4-irk cassette recorder, mixer 8 patch bay 
I ag11.1,1it cond (new) $600 818-504.0638 
•Wanted Fostex X15 4-trk recorder, will pay up to $275 
Ri, 1 213-874-3398 
'Tas: dill Porta I mini stud. trim. EO 8 pan contrls. AC 

h inioul lootswitch new $450 obo 
918-766-5532 

"Tracer,. 80-8 8-Irk recorder W/dbx. $2500, w/o db,. 
$1800 Reed 209.732-0976 
'Teas A34405 4-Irk w/pitch control. 10" r- lo- r. 15 ids, low 
hrs. pert has, $700 oho 818-885-7648 
'Teen 3340S xi/remote. dbx, modown panel, 6-ch board. 
met. comp' 4-Irk stude. $80) or will separate 818-761-3735 
'Teen A23005 stere, 2-trk tape recorder, oit cond. $350 

818.761-3735 
•Teac 3440 4-Irk r-to r w/2-way 6-ch mixer 8 meter bridge 
Gd cond. $1000 714-534-1578 
*Sony GC158SD portable pro cassette, dolby. limiter. 
monitor. European model, 4-way power, mint cond. $240 
otro Jerry 213854.4908 
*Tear 40-4 4.trk recorder 8 remote, x11 cond. 6775 

213-876-6210 
•Fostex A-8 8-Irk recorder 8 350 mixer w/rneter bridge 8 
remote contrl. absolute mint cond, warranty, $2195. 

213-399-3078 

4 MUSIC ACCESSORIES 
'Roland Boss CS.2 iompresson sustainer footpedal, new 
me bo, $50 Pete 818-843.0825 
'DOD comp/limiter/SEsser. like new rack mnt. $135 

818760-1455 
•Maestro echoples, $150 Rick 818-841-6081 
'Silver Haynes flute. $ 1300 612-488.6169 
*Effects: Boss overawe. Ibanez graphic 6-band GE9 EO. 
Ibanez analog delay AD9. $ 13$ for all three. will separate 
Brian 213-6635904 
•Yamaha RX15 drum machine, 10-song capability, di snd. 
grt for recording or live, new. $375 oso 818.766-5532 
'Anvil-style flight us tor 9 guitars wanav compartments 8 
huy casters. $350 Mike 213-469-4570 
'Yamaha R1000 itiglai reverb, all cond. studio quai w/full 
3.band para CO. $495 John Bokowskr 818-509-1371 
•Oberheim OSO sequencer, new, all cables. $650 or trade 
for Roland MS0-700 Ed after 6prn 213-451-3254 
•Minl-Moog volume pedal, runs off power supply of Moog. 
540 Gary 818-840-8269 
•Wanted: Road case for MuseMan 2.12 or twin-size amp 
Kevin 213-874.4385 
'Anvil-type case wardrobe. 404 new. 5250 obo Bryan 

213-761-8872 
'Mirage sound diskettes nos. 2 8 3, piano, bass. strings. 
8 horns. $25 ea Sharon 818486-7199 
•Reverb Masterroom XL- 121. $ 180 213.876-6210 
•Arian HotWatt, gd cond. $30 Ross stereo delay. $50, gd 
cond Robert 818-840-8599 
'Anvil 2s- amp rad 1 es/wheels. 5350 Devin818-908-9160 
*Anvil 10" amp rack 5150 Devin 818-908-9160 
'Anvil microphone is, holds 12. $ 100 Deve8113908-9160 
•Delta Lab DL-4 digital delay. 5600 Devin 818908-9160 
'Two TL76A EV was, $80 ea Devin 818908.9160 
•Tapco CPX-3 frequency sow, 5250 Devin818-908.9160 
•Stnng bass bows. 4 German 8 French models w/new hair. 
5o0 $225 213-462.4502 
•String bass cover black naugande wizippers 8 pockets, 
brand new. $65 213-462.4502 
'Anvil flight case &casters for Rhodes 88 or 73. $ 150 Sam 

213-472-9379 

5 GUITARS 
•1954 Les Paul goliftop. $ 1000 Bruce 805-252-4076 
'Washburn 1326 Dreadnaught. lks like Manin w/deluxe cs. 
$225 818-760.1455 
.Stuntman bass 8. gig bag, brand new. $150 Rick 

818-841-6081 
"Custom 5-strng bass by Rensen Guitars. Badolini pu's, 
111, k through body 0950 21 , 828.2219/462-2486 
'ES-347. immac. Sh00 Michael 213-665-655n 

LOOK FOR PRO PLAYERS ON PREVIOUS PAGE 
MUSICIANS-GROUPS. PUT IT OUT THERE! 

with Music Connection's Pro Player Ads. For $20 you can put your skills to 
work finding studio and club work 

Mail this coupon with S20 to MUSIC CONNECTION, 
6640 Sunset Blvd. # 201, Hollywood, CA 90028 

Note Please use this listing only if you are qualified 

NAME 

INSTRUMENT(S) 

TECHNICAL SKILL 

STYLES 

AVAILABLE FOR 

VOCAL RANGE 

QUALIFICATIONS 

READ MUSIC: YES NO (check one) 

PHONE 
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FREE CLASSIFIEDS 
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-Custom handmade isiss. Rick-style wlanvil cs. $ 1500 
John 818-845-2097 
Jose Onbe handmade classic guitar. brand new wits, $750 
obo John 818-845-2097 
•Kay upright bass, gn action 8 cond. w/cs & bow. $750 
obo John 818845.2097 
•Gibson Les Paul custom black. 2 DiMarzos. hardsha cs. 
$375 Stephanie 818-784-9050 
*Yamaha SG-2000. loud 8 clean. immac, $425 obo George 

213-473.5154 
*Les Paul custom, burgundy finish, lead pu wound 12000 
times coil soldiers in lone control pots. hardshl cs. $300 
obo 818-766-5532 
•Rickenbacker 4001 stereo bass, blond color, gd cond 
w/hardshl cs. 5275 obo 818-766-5532 
•Hamer Steve Stevens model w/Floyd Rose 8 Charnel style 
neck. tislorn order. 1 month old. $750 213-469-4570 
*Gibson Memphis custom. black, Wes. $250. Keith 

213-568-9569/568.8545 
*Fender Precision bass. 1968. wood linish w/black p/g, 
wics 5300 Ed after 6prn 213-451-3254 
•GIL 2000 bass series E. x11 cond, hardshl cs, active elec-
tronics. rosewood neck, pert shape. $400 Kevin 

818-341-2914 
•'60s Gibson Trim Lopez. red, similar to 335, wIcs, nil cond. 
5590 818.848-2576 
•Steinberger XL-2 bass. > 11 cond. $1000 John lo mess 

213-425-6393 
•1983 Gibson Heritage reissue Flying V w/cs. Shale, bridge 

straplocks beaut woodgram & sod. 5700 obo Scott after 
5pm 714.551-8023 
*Gibson ES-335, vintage tobacco sunburst. new rets. esnl 
cond. 5650 obo Cary 818-780.5421 
*Fender Jazz bass. 1963 fretless w/blk body, oit sed, ac-
tion 8 cond. 5800, no case. $850 w/new gig bag 

213462-4502 
*String bass, large 1ix modern handmade bass w/adrust 
bridge Beep tone, very gd action, cover incl. $3000 

213-462-4502 
*Fender P-bass copy. sunburst body, maple neck Snds 
like current Fenders. $ 190 213-462-4502 
•Beginner banjo, $50. gd cond 714-970-6769 

6 KEYBOARDS 
•Korg Poly 6, pert cond $500 John 213826-4421 
•Korg MonoPoly keybd w/A7A light cs. $200 Eninay 

818-788-3260 
.Roland Jupiter 4, new memory chip, $550 obo 

714-682-5029 
•Yamaha CIX9, al. access Inc' parameter sheets of ong pro. 
grams used on studio sessions SOSO obo John 

818.9941934 
•Krumar Roadie piano split bass. Fender Rhodes snd 
w/siand case new warranty, $350 818-760.1455 
*Prophet 5 synth, Rev 2. beautiful machine. $1350 

213-469-0444 
•Krumar Orchestrator. $700 Rick 818-841-6081 
i1Ca•io C2-1000 digital synth lightweight & pon brand new 
w/anvil r,s 5750 Lv mess 714.642-5412 
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•Upright piano, Stodan, old but lks & sods gil. painted flat 
black. new keylops. W L A area. $550 obo Steve to mess 

213-202-0034 
*Juno 6 poly synth, gd cond w/cs. $500 obo. John 

818-845-2097 
•Korg Poly 61. gd snd, very clean. $ 700 obo. George 

213-473-5154 
•Hammooi organ. full size dot kybd w/Hammond spkr cab. 
all powered w//ut es $650 obo John 213-855-0134 
•Wurlitzer spinet, nit cond. pecan. $650 213.879-5190 
•Yamaha DX7, brand new, $1350 Obo 213-876-2551 
•Moog MG1 concerlmate synth. $250 Bonnie714-596-4371 
•Yamaha C77.4" grand piano. mint cond. go sold, studio 
or home Solo piano chair & one bench incl. $9000 firm 
Waiter 818-363.1071 
Kenna 714.951-5052 
*Memory Moog w/ATA Cs. 52200 Mondo Jr 213-695-7544 
•Fender Rhodes 73 stage piano, 1980 model, like new, 
$550 obo. Jim 213-4634843 
•Oberheim 0118 wfkAIDI update. Anvil flight cs. 81900 Sam 

213-472-9379 

7 HORNS 
*No horns for sale. 

8 PERCUSSION 
*Musser marimba, 42 keys, portable w/resonalors & huy 
rtly r rises port cond. $ 1000 714-982-7479 
*Sonar drums, 12-13-16-227 natural finish, mint cond. 1650 
firm Ciii after 6 213.783-6012 
*DUX drum machine. ill cond. $950 Don 213-465-6961 
-Yamaha RX15 drum machine brand new. 5550 

818-504-0638 
*Custom snare drum. 8x14 chrome over maple, big rock 
snd. like new. $225 John 818-788-1698 
4-pc Ludwig/Yamaha/Slingerland drum kit. all hardware. 
3 /Milan cymbals & ho- hats plus cases, anvil road cases 
for all drumstool. was. $650 Shannon 213-663-3445 
•Gretsch 16x18" floor tom vv/anvil cs. $ 125 Shannon 

213-663-3445 
12n15" Yamaha dbi.hd wood shell drum Many,' cs. $95 

Shannon 213.663.3445 
•14016" CB concert tom Marva cs. $75 Shannon 

213.663-3445 
•Hvy4ty drum cases tor 24-20-18-16-14" drums. all for 595 
or will separate Ted 213-392-7301 
•Jenco vibes, 3-ocls w/cover. $350 818-886-1876 
-Yamaha RX15 digital drums, one wk old pert. $360 Tim 

213466-5323 
-Simmons Claptrap, new $ 150 obo Moke213-855-8859 

Two snare drums one 18- Camber cymbal. snare stand 
550 213.850.6490 
•12x15 Yamaha vdood tom 8. 14x 16 CB torn w/s.and & 
• '65 Shannon 213-663-3445 

• t , ccutsch wood floor tom oiânv,1 s 5125 Shannon 

213-663.3445 

_ASS 
St) 
RECORDING STUDIOS 

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER: 

YOUR FIRST THREE HOURS OF 

24 TRACK TIME - $35 per hour 
Price INCLUDES unlimited use of: 

New MIRAGE DIGITAL SAMPLING KEYBOARD, 

YAMAHA DX-7, JUNO 106, SCI DRUMTRAKS, CZ- 101, 

VOCODER, SIMMONS SDS-1, controlled by two 16 track 

POLY MIDI SEQUENCER/COMPUTERS and friendly, 

creative, knowledgeable engineer/programmer! 

Lexicon Digital and 
real Plate Reverbs 

• Comfortable Relaxed Atmosphere 

• Excellent Equipment 

• Lots of Outboard Effects 

• Quality Way Beyond Our Price 

• 46 Tracks at Mixdown 

• Good People 

• Good Sound Quality 

• True Monitor Speakers 

• Production Services 8i 

Engineering Lessons 

FREE COMPUTER/SYNTH CLASSES 

Call 466-0113 NOW and ask for Patti 

TRADITION CONTINUE S 

40 

9 GUITARISTS 
AVAILABLE 

*Pedal steel guitar plyr sks serious mg act ala Rank 8 File. 
Unforgiven Also writes 8 dbls on guitar. Doc213469-7745 
-Serious guitarist lkng to hIt lead 8 rhythm pos in comm 
rcick band Have grt att. equip, trans, dedication Kevin 

714-838.9795 
oGuitarist/writer/vocalist sks band intl Bowie, Jam, Style 
Council Can also shank San Gabriel Valley Rich 

818-445-8014 
•Guitarist, lead 8 rhythm. sks ong rock act onft Winters. 
Santana, Allman. Beck Dedicated pros only Jeff 

213-462.5594 
.Special guitarist, gd speed, melody. trans. equip. att, lks, 
for wkng sit Bryan 213-465-5538 
-HR guitar monster sks talented co.', rock band Menage 
& winning alt No bozos Rick. Iv mess 213.652.3359 
Leed guitarist, clean, tasty, fast, very melod. sks ong band 
have mat. equip, trans. image Comm rock like Ratt, Dok. 
ken Scorpion Tony 211948-3001 
-Slack HR guitarist skng serious band or Musicians Ikng 
to torm band No turkeys, no flakes Sinclair213-465-6503 
-Guitar synthesist w/Roland 700 sks HR band ( Night 
Ranger. Gamma) vv/talent, image, drive (or 740) Soon 

213-392-1832 
•Guitarist/song‘vriter/vocallst Ikng for HR grp or person-
nel Demo work soon, gd equip 8 image Chns213-6598620 
*Marshall guitarist avail for grp w/bkngs & mgmt. con-
sider 740 213-902-1378 
*Rock blues lead guitarist avail for showcs & recording sits 
10 yrs exp. serious musicians only Brad days8184386.2932 
Nights 818-368-9320 
-Guitarist/vocalist, versatile, sks band doing ong or cover. 
Intl Holdsworth. Metheny, Steve Hachen. Peter Gabriel Phil 

818-792-0220 
*Lead guitarisUsongwriter, x11 equip, 15 yrs exp, sks ong 
HR band. Bg vox, dbls on keys Jimmy 213-864-7567 
-Pro guitarist avail. only reliable. hardwkng, Marshall-
equipped also lead vox, stage/Rude exp. tape on request 
Pieter 818-366-1989 
-Guitarist, 26, incredible *rimier vvIlks, att, equip. bg vox, 
some keys. Ikng for serious pro act only. no flakes Robbie 

818-881-1708 
.Guitarist/keyboardist/songwriler. met pop rock, avail tor 
any promising musical sit Armand 818-241-2222 
*Perfect band member. 15 yrs pro exp. 3 gold bps, ong 
stylist. adaptable, sensitive to all styles Writer wiarrang-
ing/prod cop Name refs Jay 213-650-5226 
*Creative versatile guitanst/vocalist. 24. Ors [wig progr rock 
band Pros only. infl Halen. Rush. Beck. Mark213857-8440 
*Raging female metal guitarist/songwriter. formerly 
vv/Leather Angel, sks all ong HM band what image, pros 
only Debby 818-895-1055 
-Guitarist/keyboard synth sks ong prop. playing or almost. 
Writes lots of songs. R8R or wave Eric 818-880-4167 
•Pro guitarisUvocal,st reads well. avail for casuals or travel 
Richard 213-663-7296 

I. 

*Guitarist, featuring intense rhythm 8 basic lead. sks 
dedicated ong band whnlegnly infl X, Blasters, Minutemen 
Ai 213-256-0811 
*Rhythm guitarist, M I student, wants to tom band Comm 
rock or anything else Louie 213-392-5377 
$izzling melodic guitarist avail. LP creds, played w/name 

plyrs, killer snd, killer image. killer equip, killer songwriter 
Gary 818-884.0718 
*km rock guitarist, formerly w/name Swiss recording band. 
Holdswonh 8 own intl. very expressive, go enemy (vng for 
Switzerland soon Dale 213-942-7944 
-Guitarist sks band or musicians for pro huy rock band. 
Have pro equip. an, image 818.703-6589 
*Guitarist sks 740 band, very current, gd equip, gd chops. 
will travel Serious only Roben 805-529-3058 
*Female guitarist, gd solid rhythm plyr, sks all female 
straighlahead rock band w/infl Krokus, UFO, Scorpions, 
Stones 818-240-5829 
-Lead guitarist sks ong hoy rock band infl Rhoads, Van 
Halen Ban 213-874-3569 
*Solo guitar plyr Ikng for jazz rock funk-oriented fusion 
band pros only Randy 818-988-1288 
*Lead guitarist sks wkng or ong 740 band 15 yrs exp. Fl&B 

rock 818.342.8996 
*Highly pro lead guitarist, 22. >II equip. stage pres, an, will 
relocate for right sit 219-259-8819 
*Melodic lead/rhythm guitarist infl Jeff Beck, Steve Stevens. 
Bryan Adams. Ikng for pro band wideal or pending V,,ry 
dependable vox Tony 213-836-2861 
*Guitarist site 740 stung sit. also °rig pro's 818-352-0793 
*Guitarist bv/grt sod. chops, image, sks success-minded 
pro band Jim 213-874.6387 

9 GUITARISTS WANTED 
•Death rock guitarist veld infl Bauhaus. Suzy, Christian 
Death 818-364-1321 
*Energetic American folk (son of) rock band needs acouskc 
rhythm guitarist (ala Red Rockers, R EM) You Natural 
feel, strng plyng abil, soul, accuracy. dedication 

213.851-5861 
•Gd-lkng flashy wild energetic plyr witd for 13,513 band 
Roberta Blank 213-464-8381 
•Femele vocalist, young, pretty, talented, dots on keys, sks 
attractive female w/instrumental & songwriting abil to form 
marketable duo ala Wham. Eurythmics, H80 714-639-2515 
*Lead guitarist/hg vox wld tor ong band Can read, studio 
exp helpful, pop/Jazz/rock/Latin, blend 8 harmonize w/grt 
feeling Gregory 213-859-8168 
•New wave Christian band sks synth plyr. lead guitarist 8 
drummer to loan Orange Cty ministry grp Intl Steve Taylor 
Mike 7149946645 
•Lead guitarist wid by R8B/pop anist for clubwork, poss 
studio Jai 213-852-1668 
*Topnotch electridacoushc guitarist needed for recording 
brut, romantic pop rock 9-11am 213.545.43W, 
*PARIS 7012 sks 2nd guitar pivr lead 8 rhythm into old 
Clash Hanoi Rocks Sex P • Must have Ikv, • o 
Jason 213 2 • • 

MCI 24-TRACK STUDIO 
OUTRAGEOUS SPECIAL 

For $250 You Get: 

• 12 Hour Block Time 

• Roland JXAP 

• Yamaha Drum Machine 

• Yamaha Sequencer 

• Lexicon Digital Echo 

• Yamaha Grand 

Studio City (818) 760-6809 / (213) 850-1653 

DOES YOUR BAND HAVE 
WORLD-CLASS POTENTIAL? 

We are representing a Japanese record label that 
seeking rock, pop, and fusion artists to be developed 
in Japan for the international market. 

* Must be self-contained and contemporary in style * 

Send tape, bio & photo to: 
KRAMER, HELLER & KING do AT 

1026 Wilshire Blvd., Santa Monica, CA 
(213) 451-8985 

MUSIC CONNECTION. AUGUST 19 - SEPTEMBER 1 
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•Estab'd innovative dance-oriented band sks versatile 
guitarist mbacking vox David 213-484-2782 
•Orlg peel, also plyng 740. sks melodic guitarist Have 
demo. ',lent. grt label conns Musts Spat Rockman-type 
snd, strong bg vox Pros only 213-931-8795 
•Guftarist, du plays harmonica 8 bass, sks vocahstAyricist 
to form songwnting learn Mike 213-396.3009 
•GuitarisUvocalist old for ong conternp danceable guitar 
band Monty 213-661-5300 
•Hot new wave band w/mgml 8 record interest skis oft guitar 
eyr responsible, fun, no drugs Roberta Ettank213464-8381 
•Are you talented but lack band experience, Me too Lkng 
tor M/F guitarist for beginning band Sam 714-524-2415 
•Gultarist/base plyr vrld for corer, performinere.xcling trio 
Global Community Prods, P 0 Bon 11024. Manna del Rey. 
CA 90295 
*Wanted Hot female guitarist/songwriter for recording 8 
°rig band Grt oppl Anna 818.761-8899 
•GultarisUvocalist vad for wing rock band Pros only Gary 

818-363-6170 
•Pro bassist Meg, vox, all equip sks rhythm 
guitansUsongwriter wisarne for songwreing collab & band 
ale Simmons. Stanley Dan Star 013-931-2336 
•Skng musicians to simply start rock country folk wave 
band rooted in country 8 rock but room for many branches 

818-509-0301 
•Young Rea guitarist for serious grp No drugs. no HM, 
very serious only Kenny 213-295.2193 
•Lead guitarist wNon for pop band w/rngmt Ikng for record 
deal Intl Rick Springfield. Bryan Adams, Candy 18.22 
whmage 213-379-4704 

10 BASSISTS AVAILABLE 
•Bassist/songwriter, 24. very strong singer. unpretentous 
Presence «now ego lector. would like to audition for sign-
eenear-signed bands Call Doug collect 415-621-4961 
•Pro bassist w/stage 8 recording cup avail Call after 630 
prrr 805-499-5252 
*Bassist litng for work. 15 yrs exp, top qual equip. trans, 
very reliable, vox Greg btwn 8 8 4 213-742-4568 
Eves 213-568-9138 
▪ player it drummer duo Ong for wkng band. possibly 
touring 213-482-4948 
*HI; bassist wt., 12 yrs pro exp. lkng for estab'd HR 
band XII musicianship/showmanship musts If no record 
deal don't call John 818-845-2097 
*Bassist, In-the-pocket, sks CAM & C8R band Wayne 

213-467.2014 

•Senous fretless bass ply, lkng for lazz grp Brian 
213-833.2570 

*Bass pipe whet sks vekng band—country. Lem. oldies, 
Jazz, T40. casuals Also plays some guitar 818-994-8369 
•RJER RIM strong solid groove, ex-Mink DeVille 8 Johnny 
Fenders, only the best need call 213-653-9177 
*Articulate bassist Ikng for wk in casual or 140 st. 3 
nights/week XII equip. trans. bu vox. chOps. Image, very 
reliable Greg after 6001 213-568.9138 
•Bassist eke corm ong non-metal rock band ve/desire to 
work soon Tape avail on request Vic after 6805-278.1335 

*Bass ply, 8, drummer w/vox sling estab'd funk. soul & R&B 
sil Serious inquiries only Curt 213,976-55262 Eric 

213-876-1855 

10 BASSISTS WANTED  
*Be» plyr ...id tor modern pop reek pre Malburn 8i back-

213-654-5821 
Zunal'us 5 read.tivrtIw/stmg lead 8 bu vox for mead paid gigs 
w/pop-rock trio Dependable serious pro w/large repertoire. 
Beatles to Springsteen Tony 213-653-0237 
•Bass plyr wistrong tune sensibility, bg one, old by estab'd 
band w/shows, single label Interest 213-874-4093 
•Baseest wid to form me HR band 714-674-5876 
*Bassist veld Mlenacity for R8R trio wttwo albums, ready 
to do third Backing vox, must be quick, competent, ready 
to rock worldwide. 213-425-1475 
*Female vocalist, young, pretty, talented, dbls on keys. sks 
attractive female or/instrumental & songwriting abil to form 
marketable duo ala Wham. Eurythmics. H80 714-639-2515 
•filase plyr old for ong band Versatile in popttazz/rock/Lattn. 
blend in a tight rhythrn section, read, great feel, bg vox 
Gregory 213-859-8168 
•Pro bau plyr 'tad for HR band w/label & rnigmt Must be 
tasteful w/kekass feel Image 8 von important Send pic-
ture 8 demo to Dave. 1708 W Willow Ln. Orange, CA 92668 
.REM In« band sks strng melodic simple bassist Studio 
space, songs, full commitment, org snd, ready to record 
Shane 714544-0523 
Paul 714-754-0811 
•Bass guitar old by pop/R8B lead singer for club/poss 
studio work Jai 21%85P-1668 
.UPTOWN ALLSTARS reggae band sk versatile pro progr 
e 213-828-7903/818-989-6004 
•C›Prf.ed bass plyr w/vox LOOKER Irnmed needs power-
ful dynamic team plyr w/showcs 8 receding cop Matt 

213-382-4195 
*Bassist wNox needed be comm rock grp, serious pros 
only, writing encouraged Jim 213-874-4000 
•Bese ply, who sings harmony old nr ong band Have been 
on KLOS album Innov style where instruments throw rhythm 
back 8 forth. Have mgrnt 818-994-8369 
trieEngli.shAtterle, faster 

getneed t an MaI best bass rste plyr (Sheehan 
drummere.i ,.ypebt type) 

A 818-784-9378 
•CU CHULAINN sks best bass plyr in L A . better than 
Sheehan Menage 818-784-9378 
*Creative bees plyr w/ungue musical approach old for ong 

213-466-3875 modern band flick 
.Bass plyr old for ong roots meets modern rock grp 
Guitar/songwriang duo sks mottvated plyr w/pos all Tom 
9.5 213-462-62520514 
Lv mess 213-874-8691 
•Orig pop rock band needs bass plyr or keyboard bassist 
We have 8-Irk rehearsal studio. PA. tunes You need col-
laboration 8 long-terrn commitment After 5prn213850-7793 
*Bassist add for band 21-25 infl Simple Minds Steve 

818-284-8124 
•Base pipe old for HR- style band , must have el att, trans. 
equip. inn Butler. Sarno 818-502-0287 

HANICK 
MUSIC 
WORKSHOPS 
TUESDAY 
AUG. 27: 

TUESDAY 
SEPT. 3: 

TUESDAY 
SEPT. 10: 

- ...Jr • P 
1-rr' 

T. Lavitz—Outstanding 
keyboardist with the Dregs, to 
present a synthesizer workshop 
featuring the P.P.G. synthesizer. T. 
is accepting private students. 

Roy Burns—Renowned drummer 
to present another of his exciting 
workshops. 

Coke Escovedo—Percussionist 
with Santana and Boz Scaggs to 
present a Latin percussion drum 
clinic. 

HANICH MUSIC (818) 966-1781 
235 Azusa Ave., W. Covina, CA 91791 

•Femele pop rock band needs bass plyr immed. We have 
PA, rehears sec. studio 8 produCer, upcoming demo, Pls 
call soon 213-851.5297 
•Bassist wed for soon-to-be wkng ong Rain band John 

818-249-7256 
*Bass plyr old in 818 area for 140 band. 818-609-1373 
*Bess plyr needed for backup band. org straight-on rock 
tunes Nick 805-492-4549 
*Bess plyr w/bu von veld by solo artist w/excepely gd sngs 
EP to be recorded near future Comm rock Settees pros 
only JT 213-876-7086 
•Bassist vetd w/bu von for hard melodic rock band Steve 

818-1391-8901 
•13ass rdyr needed to complete rock band Pls In mess 

213-392-1505 
•BassisVvocaltst needed In complete ong pop proi w/Latin 
drummer 8 guitarist 818-841-7381 
*Are you talented but lack band experience, Me too I'm 
Ikng for M/F bassist for beginning band Sarn714-524-2415 
*Guitarist/bra plyr bed for corm performing/recording tno. 
Global Commundy Prods, P 0 Box 11024. Marina del Rey, 
CA 90295 
•Bass plyr w/pro at & abd old for ong upbeat rock band 
el/tape 8 following Intl X. Sham 69 We're ready to move 
Mike 714-962-3926 
•Recording bend MARINER sks highly pro bass plyr Mie-
ns 8 Lee style, must be solid glitter. flashy but very dynamic 
Lee Dish 213-698-1149 
*Talented guitarist/songwriter sks basest to work together 
car band reCertorre Melodious rock. early Beck/Asia tashéon. 
3-pc but not HM Brian 818-361-5447 
*Bassist wtd, Ong pre also studio work Will be recording 
See, Pop rock 818-894.1455 
*Bass pipe old for melodic HR HM band Wong tord soon 
recording album Must have image, equip. dedicatron Pros 
only 818-704-7272 
*Bassist needed for new image R8B dance grp heavily 
infl'd by star co mat Senous only, amateurs prof, 17-21. 
Joe 818-358-0468 
*HIRED GUN skng bass ply, must sing harmony, Intl 
REM. Petty. Eagles Rock wave pop w/eght western over-
tones Ml/mi, recording 8 ondeo sils Allan 818-848.7837 
•Hot besalst old for comm HR band whneor mgmt Im-
age hair, vox musts 818-980-6282/714-6391358 
*Bassist old for super hi-energy confetti rock band Mgrt 
songs Must lk gn Billy or Jonesy 818-763-6929 
*Bad bus veld for he mystical lusion pre, exbd. no flakes, 
Marcus Miller, Yellowiackets Dominic 818-894-3573 
•Bess plyr old tor fusion rock tau-type band Randy 

213-988.1288 

11 KEYBOARDISTS 
AVAILABLE 

•Keyboardist sks band ready for success Have pro all. 
equip, iotage. 140 only Lo mess 818-845.9418 
.Pro multikeyboardist avail tor wkng sits only, nit equip. 
all styles serious pros only Ron 213-874-2237 

*Pianist, ready to work, read muse, all styles. you prende 
piano Doug 213-829-1543 
•Keyboardist snail. Lead vocalist, all styles, nice keybds 
8 stereo system. dbls on other Irene-its for full-time pro 
et wAabel interest. good meet 312-925-8897 
.Female keyboarclist/Iddler/vocalist sks pro country rock 
band or pre 10 yrs cop, gd stage pres Ne11213-650-9958 
*Organist ikng for rock band Steve 213-391-7014 
•Keyboardherocalist/ccrnposer/arranger w/Oberhern 
OB-8. DMX, DSX, Yamaha PF-15, DX7. TX7. 4-Ink, gd alt 

lks, sks commitment wiegned act Sam 213-472-9379 

11 KEYBOARDISTS 
WANTED 

*Keyboard plyr veld. electric 8 acouste, for modern pop 
rock pro/ w/album 8 backing, must read 213-654-5821 
*Female singer/songwriter wNey wellequipped 8-trk studio 
lkng for arrangeakeyboarest in exchange for studio time 

818-848-6066/842.7752/843-4772 
•VAld, funny, ong. xlt keyboardie old for R&R band Rober-
ta Blank 213-464-8381 
•Hollywood-based wkng pop band w/hard edge sks 
multikeyboardist. M/F. backing von a plus We have mayor 
label interest 8 gigs pending Ed 213-874-7793 
*Synth plyr wIrr Estab'd band sks tentural painter w/strong 
tune sensibility. big vox We have shows, single, label 
interest 213-874.4093 
*Dynamic male vocalist sks panist/keyboardist for 
shumang, recording, arranging Ongs welcome—pop, RAS, 
lazz Club date avail Roger Burmley 213-851-5087 
•Keyboardist «Id to form ong grp MI Japan. Thompson 
Twins Wkdys after 5, wknds anytime 818-982-1350 
*Female vocaliet, young. pretty. talented, dbls on keys, sks 
attractive female wAnstrumental & songwnting abl to form 
marketable duo ala Wham. Eurythmics, H80 714-639-2515 
•Syntheeistikeyboardist wIcl for met rock band Have 
record, video. mom!, concert tour, ready toge, all members 
except keybd plyr Pros only Gary 818-908-0978 
•Duo eke keyboarest as 3rd member for showcases 8 
future gigs Al 818-881-7672 
•Keyboardist «Id by ong 140 band Must be dedicated 

serious Bill. Iv mess 213-299-0199/396-9259 
*Keyboard« aid for unique ong pop rock band Kirk 

213-649-4609 
•Nete wave Christian band sks synth plyr, lead guitarist 
drummer to form Orange Cty ministry grp the Steve Taylor 
Mike 714-994-6645 
*Keyboards old for tough pop band soon to be showcsng 
Career-minded, top.rate, exbd only Dave or Yvette 

213-596-1718 
•KeyboarGet old w/synth & piano ere for male lead vocal'« 
for clubwork/poss studio Jai 213-852-1668 
•Iremed employment for keyboarest who sangs lead 8 
plays synth bass Steady 5-nghter in.lown, scale w/benerrts 

213-874-8160 

John Nove/los 

Contemporary Keyboard Course 
• Practice Disciplines 
• "Hands-On" 

Synthesizer Playing 
& Programming 

• Jazz Improvisation 
• Rhythm & 

Poly-Rhythm Studies 

• Voicing & Comping 
• Chord Substitutions 
& Reharmonization 

• Technique (Chops!) 
• Transposition 
• Live Performance/ 

Session Playing 

• Ear Training 
• Harmony 
• Multi-Keyboard 

Concepts 
• Chart & Lead 

Sheet Writing 
• Songwriting 

* Private study with John Nove/lo who is one of L.A.'s most 
successful composer-musicians & highly respected educators 

* Job referrals for qualified students! 

BEGINNERS — INTERMEDIATE — ADVANCED 

(818) 506-0236 

AT THE 

MUSIC MACHINE 
FRIDAY • AUG. 16 • 9:00 P.M. 

ADMIT 2 FREE WITH AD 
FOR DEMO TAPE AND INFO 

(8/8) 996-2611 
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*Singers, SERAPHIM is L A 's most dynamic inspirational 
chorale. changing the world through fine choral music 8 
tapestry Audition Sept 5-7, 1985 213-454-0766 
.1 real a beautiful cule girl adult to play piano by sight 8 
ear Luther 213-972-9187 
*Pop rock recording grp w/alburn soon to be out lkng for 
female keyboarnst Most be pro 8 dedicated 213.851-1637 
•Keyboardeynth plyr wId for all ong dance rock band cur-
rently playing club scene Must have gd equip, be serious 
Ash 213-923-4410 
Dale 213-860-8712 
*Creative keyboardet w/unique musical approach wtd for 
ong modern band Rick 213-466-3875 
*French-speaking dark-hared young female wistrong Jazz 
chops. oppt of a lifetime 818-244-4664 
*Keyboard« fed for new upcoming band, must be 19-23. 
gd-lkng Alex 213-828-4812 
•THE MIXERS lkng for keyboard player. M/F, w/or w/o 
equip Mix music ongs 213-464-3880/663-2730 
•Keyboardist w/buvox veld by solo anist w/exceptly gd 
sngs EP to be recorded near future, comm rock. Serious 
pros only JT 213-876-7086 
*Hot new wave band w/mgmt 8 record interest sks alt 
keyboard ply, responsible, fun, no drugs Roberta Blank 

213-464-8381 
*Keyboards, PA/F w/bg vox, current equip, pop/rock. the 
Cars. the Fix, label interest. mgmt 818-505-9059 
*Synthesist *fad ala Jones. Hancock, Corea. ong funk rock. 
must read, dbl on piano Don't call if arrogant, pompous. 
self-centered John 818-906-7008 
Scott 818-956-5157 
•Classically-trained mullnkeyboardist ',yid tor album 8 tour, 
progr style ala Rush Genesis Mark 818-761-8482 
*Band skng keyboardist w/synth, ong dance rock music, 
rehearse in Burbank After 5 818-240-0274 
•OrIg rock band sks keyboard'st for showcsng for record 
cos Equipment a must Michael 213-515-4780/541-8493 
*English tend wnots of coon's 8 LPs released in UK sks 
inventive kybd p yr Neil 
*Keyboard« w/poly synth, vox a plus, old tor an ong giggin 
technopop band Dedication 8 style musts Call now Jon 

213-477-6939 
Robin 818-892-5345 
*Mean keyboard old Or hot mystical fusion band Reliable. 
dedicated, decent equip. Old Genesis. Alan Parsons 
Dominic 818-894-3573 
*Hot keyboard plyr old by ong band, pros only Randy 

213-988-1288 

•Femee synthesist wtd Equip. lks, trans. coops musts 
Allyn. Second Nature Prods, 5-8Pm 213-851.4460 
•Keyboardist, 14/F, old by drummer to collaboraterforrn 
danceable band wedge Senous b ocenminded only Andy 

818.355-6630 

12 VOCALISTS 
AVAILABLE 

*Dynamic versatile female vocalist avail for pro gigs 8 prois 
Powerful vox plus acting, dancing, comedy talent Debbi 

213-306-0012 
•Female singer/songwriter lkng to form or loin band A lit. 
Ile inexperienced but creative 8 enthusiastic Inn Brangen, 
Ronstadt, Moddler. LaBelle Cheryl 818-956-6163 
*Female vocalist skng wkng T40 band doing some ongs. 
Enthusiastic, hi-energy. gd stage preshmage, gutsy snd. inn 
Scandal, Huey Lewis Annemarie 213-413-3620 
• 1st tenor/2nd tenor/baritone lead vocalist w/mgr lkng for 
RAB pop ballad 8 comm band, some standards, write music 
8 lyrics Tommy 213-235.92860314 
•Fentale vocalist inn Benatar. Heart Missing Persons 
Would be nice if a band w/sorne real talent would call. 
Athena 818-798-5815 
•Fenege vocalist skng wk w/ong, T40, country-rock, or 
50s/60s band Grt voice, lbs. an. TJ 213-306-1378 
*Female vocalistikeyboardet. 18 yrs performing/recording 
exp, prolific all styles. sks wkng at. 818708-0523 
-Lead female vocalist/songwriter, expd. hot, sultry, gn im-
age sks pro ong rock band to front, no flakes Sandy 

818-906-7311 
*Female vocalist skng band for country or x-over for serious 
entertainment Interested big-time HIlywd mgr. Joan 

714-864-3228 
•Lead vocalist lkng for T40 band Pop, ballads, soul, a lit-
tle bit of R8R Dwayne 213-671-0662 
*Total orig HM vocalist avail. Serious only 818-892-1943 
*Deborah Ruth Davidsohn, Soot, avail for recordings or 
creative work Also dancer, creative person, all exchange 
for home, car, or something else creative 213-275-7995 
•Male lead vocalist R8B. pop, comm sncts, avail for work. 
Jai Josef 213-852-1668 
*Emotional vocalist/lyricist sks new rock-sndng band inn 
U2. Idol. Mr Mister. Rock of Seagulls. 213-329-3130 
•Expe female vocalist w/range 8 modern image sks casual 
8/or T40 band. 2-3 nights per week Kim 213-393-5702 
*Female vocalist, attractive. gd image. hard-wkng, writes 
own music. 14 yrs exp. Ihng for solid wkng band Lea 

213-379-6561 
*Male lead vocalist/songwriter. stage 8 studio exp. sks all 
ong straghtahead country act that rocks, wins, mgmt, label 
interest Jamie 213-850-6072 
-Vocalist/lyricist sks innovative guitarist/composer to form 
songwnting partnership for met HR band. Must have SOO°am 
att, equip trans desire to succeed Kevin 818-702-8761 
•Female vocalist sks rock band inn Standells. Pandores. 
Unfcroiven If not serious, pis don't call Denne213-979-2030 

VOCAL INSTRUCTIONS & COACHING 
Learn ricri ust tcclinopic for all types of singing 
correct breathing 
self confidence in auditioning for records, stage, night 
clubs. Beginners & Pros. 
Music Degree - Northwestern University 
formerly with Beverly Hills Academy of Music 

Call Beatrice 

(213) 273-3940 
Teacher of Belinda Carlisle of the Go-Go\ 

New Performance & Video Wwlishop now forming 

ELIZABETH BARRON 
"The answer to a singer's dream." 

Learn how to control and understand your voice. 
Study with a professional singer and one of L.A.'s 

most highly respected voice teachers. 

213-851-4794 

ELIZABETH SABINE 
VOICE STRENGTHENING SPECIALIST 

NBC NEWS FOR L.A.: "She's Ihe Auntie Mame of Heavy 
Metal, and her students say, she abtays knows best!" " 

—Joe Rico 
1/41‘eSe' KEEL: "I am happy and proud to share my success with 

yrni. Its' been two years since your teaching and he 
worked my head mice non-stop ever since" —Ron Keel 
STRYPER: lbu gave me more control over MN' mice, more 
certainty. more confidence." —Michael Sweet 
ODIN: "Understanding Elizabeth's technique, I can now 
create a constant energy force for my voice."—Randy a 
ROCK CONGRESS: "I nets totally biotin avtuy by Sabine's 
meal technique. It is what a lot of rock singers need to put 
them in the runks of Ronnie James Dio or Mickey Thomas." 

(818) 761-6747 —Lucy Forbes, Producer 

•Hot female vocalist w/power. emotion 8 pros avail for ong 
band Committed pros only Dawn days 213-558-6486 
Eves 213-473-9338 
-Male singedsongwritedguitanst w/publd songs. sks musi-
cians for new unit Pros only Richard 213-663-7296 
The Girl from Ipenima goes Hollywood, Bossa novas 8 

exotic pop like no-one else Pros only pls Marsha 
213-654-7077 

*Trained power style lead vocalistdrontperson (Coverdale. 
Dio. Hagar) sks pro equipped mel HR/HM band w/strong 
comme mat, solid bus. gcl image Liz 213-472-8402 
*Gothic dream queen sks band Stephane213-876-3556 
*Male vocalist avail, all styles music Doug818-796-8573 
*Male vocalist, 4ect range, Intl Bryan Adams. Steve Perry. 
Micky Thomas. Bobby Kendall Joel 213-874-8417 
•Female vocalist/songwriter. 4-oct range. xcept'l, reads. 
pros only Donna 213-650-7353 
•Singer/hontman, eked, gd image 8 att. Intl Vince Neal. 
Robert Plant, Steve Tyler. sks wkng band w/gigs HR HM 
Pat 213-469-7340 
*Female lead vocalist aval for wkng or soon-to-be T40 band, 
any style Gd chops. trans. might travel. Janet Iv mess 

213-306-1473 
-Dynamic male lead vocalist/keyboardist w/the lk, range 
8 presence sks hot "working" pro pop T40 band Stevie 

818-784-1516 
*Vocalist female w/gd corm's, T4Os & ongs, wts to loin or 
form group Need guitarist. keyboardist drummer Ann 

818-780-4365 
'Male vocalist sks estab'd band, black or white, for club 
work. recording, concerts. R8B. T40. some jazz Myron eves 

818-338-8600 

12 VOCALISTS WANTED 
*Top Midwestern club act plyng hard rock. ongs 8 covers. 
sks rad vocalist inn Raft, Dokken Mgmt. salary, TX/AZ/CA 
gigs Kenny 405-751-7311 
*.1R glam band sins lead vocalist infl Motley Crue. Hanoi 
Rocks Mike 818-845-6450 
•LIXX ARRAY, Orange Cry rock band, currently skng 
dynamic career-minded lead vocalist We have EP deal, 
gigs. rehearsal studio, pm stage setup 714-821-7652 
*Explosive hi-energy all ong rock band sks male vocalist 
w/range, pres, desire Intl Zep, Deep Purple.818-908-0645 
*Male lead vocalist sought by ong mel rock band Have 
strong conn's & 24-Oh studio Pros only Steve213-658-7081 
*Two female backup vocalists wtd by PERFECT 
STRANGER, LA's No 1 topdraw band for showcs 8i poso 
EP M8M Entertainment 818-996-8131 
*Prow technofunk band breaking new grnd. skng vocalist 
w/extensive range 8 unique futuristic presence to perform 
on single for fall release. Cal 213-734-0760 
*Koala Bear Songs sks female anger. 20-25. tor ide prod 
Masters to be shopped internat'lly Must have outstanding 
lks. pro att Micky Mark 408-287-8281 
Orig bend w/maor label interest needs two female bg 

vocalists Lks 8 soul important, potential future 213462-7157 

VOCAL 
DYNAMICS 
CAN YOU SING A HIGH "C" — 

WITHOUT STRAINING? 

If you didn't answer yes to this question, 

don't get dismayed. The people who can 

are seldom born with a talent to sing 

correctly, they've simply put a lot of 

time and effort into developing their 

voice. 

At VOCAL DYNAMICS we specialize in 

training vocalists at all levels to sing 

expertly. We enjoy training beginning 

students, as well as professional 

singers, and have the expertise to 

confidently teach our students how to 

excel as top notch performing and 

recording artists. 

THOMAS E. APPELL 
DIRECTOR 

inSffoCaoo is Irvly committed to ash's, 
(-xcel/ence in he professional training of ear 

Vudent 

FOR APPOINTMENT CALL 

(818) 339-8924 

•CU CHULAINN is searcrong for the best vocalist in L.A. 
Roth. Plant, Tyler. Pearcy Serious inquiries only. 

818-784-9378 
-Major rock act lkng for chansmatic stage personality 
voice 8 lks musts, studio time set, labels are waiting. photo 
8 tape pref. Bobby 213-923-0521 
*Creative keyboardistkomposer, writes banes- top, FISEL 
sks dynamic vocalist infl Juneau. Chicago, must be willing 
to go for it Doug 213-435-0665 
*World class male lead vocalist old by hvy rock metal band. 
recording pro' w/xlt backing 8 label contacts. Studio exp 
a must. pros only IlarnSprn 818-244-0467 
*Hard rock band needs lead vocalist ala Dokken. must have 
tenor range 8 gd rock image. Only trained vocalists pls 

213-461-5217 
*English guitade, faster than Malmsteen. vddrummer bet-
ter than Aldridge, skng best vocalist in LA. Roth. Plant. 
Tyler. Pearcy. 818-784-9378 
*Dedicated female vocalist into RAB 8 soul 8 funk need-
ed to loin as bg, poss lead, already started conceptual grp. 
Serious only Ron 818-891-5167 
-Female vocalist old for immed internat'l tours to New 
Zealand. Australia. Japan. Canada. Call btwn 10 8 6. 

213-877-3370x117 
-Lead singers needed for demo wk R8B. pop. rock, coun-
try x-over, Mail cuss to: Nesbit, 1825 N. Wilcox No. 2, L.A., 
CA 90028 
'Singer/lyricist wild who likes the spotlight 8 can put lyrics 
to music for straight-on rock tunes Nick 805-492-4549 
*Male vocallstlfrontman wfimage old for me hi-energy rock 
band SARDONYX. Must be dedicated w/trans & exp. ready 
for clubs. SFV area only Ralph 818789-6950 
.Lead vocalistfironiman or comm pro rock band Ap-
pearance, vocal chops, aft musts. Complete pro sit. Call 
noon-5pm daily. 818-341-2914 
-Lead vocalist wld for mel HR HM band w/ong snd, soon 
recording album Must have image equip, dedication Pros 
only 818-704-7272 
*Female lead/bg vocalist needed for new image R8B dance 
grp. heavily inn by star co mat. senous only, amateurs pref. 
17-21 Joe 818-358-0468 
*Handsome or pretty singer needed for R8I3 grp. 
Elmer 213-450-5879 / Cathy 213-450-0633 

13 DRUMMERS 
AVAILABLE 

*Drummer, ago, versatile, sks serious-minded met 13811 
band Intl Roger Taylor(s), Brock, Appice, Bozze, Moon, 
Razzle, McTucker Jeffrey 213-370-6768 
*Drummer well for dance band, rock, pop, rocket:idly. Ft&B 
Exper 8 trans. ongs OK Ray 213-656-5285 
*Standup electronic drummer sks conceptual futuristic 
electrofunk-synth tech unit Pros only, prefer w/record deal 

213-399-6831 
•Dbl kick drummer, 21, formerly wink Fox's Sn. sks establ 
mel metal HR band XII an. image, flashy showman, her-
dhittiN Dedicated plyrs only Mark Anthony213-728-1391 
*Pro drummer, 21 yrs exp. Yamaha 8 SOS7 system, avail 
for any grp sit No probs w/click tracks or overdubbing 
George 213-978-9502 
•Drummey aval for any pro fOCk prols. acoustic 8 elec-
tronic drums Tom 213-871-2420 

THE ROCK 'N' 
ROLL TEACHER 

Gloria Bennett 
Teacher of EXENE OF "X" 

Jamie James and 
Motley Crue 

(213) 851-3626 or 

(213) 659-2802 

PAULA 
WILLIAMS 
A.R.C.T. 
VOCAL INSTRUCTION 
ROCK & POP WITH 
POWER & CONTROL 

I NOW ACCEPTING 
'STUDENTS 
112131 874-2315  

PROFESSIONAL 
MI, COACHING 

FOR SI\GERS & 1CTORS 
>11CREISE MUM% CONFIRM 
>BREITH SIPPORT 4 ON, STRENGTH 

M11111101 11. 11.1, THEM 
GIHIE:1NE HUE 
(213) 3901775 
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»Drummer sks situation, worked w/Peter Ivers. King Cot-
ton Roommates Reliable Jim 213-838-7766 
*Drummer w/Simmons SDS9 avail for T40/casual work 
Positive. low ego personality Serious only Bob213-305-8104 
•Drurrener/percussionist eryrs of cop all styles sks senous 
wkng band Pros only Al 818-999-3159 
•Drurnmer IS bass plyr duo lkng for wkng band, possibly 
tooting 213-482-4948 
*Drum player/programmer. has Linn. Simmons 8 acoustic 
drums Dave 818-761-0363 
•Pro dbl-bess drummer w/huge sod rocking kit, long blond 
hair extensive concert/recording exp. sks irnageoreented 
grp wialbure or recording prot Steve 213-471-0745 
*Drummer, 13 yrs pro exp stage/studo, have technique 

leel. skng band Jack 818-994.9969 
•DrummistIvocalist avail, inn Springsteen & Police, sks 
wkng T413 band or organized ong pro Tom213-394-4890 
*Pete Dallan, powerpop drummer, rock solid chops, image 
g equip Call am 213-874.6828 
•Drummer avail or ong band ink Journey 8 Survivor 
Studio/stage cup 10-pc kit GO showmanship & image Stan 

213-721.5921 
•Drummer, 29, T40. lounge acts, casuals. ho acoustic. Sim-
mons 8 LineDrurn Dave 816761-0363 
•Drurnmer/percussionist, exPd all styles. sks grp Has 
played w/top artists Read or pick up by ear easily Jeff 

213-370-2258 
Drummer/lead vocalist avail. intelf comm sed. ielt equip. 

casuals or tragically hip ong band Steven 818-891-1365 
*Pro drummer sks estabd HR HM band Dbl-bass. groove. 
chops Rich 818-848-3048 
*Drums« pryr keg for work All styles muSic, any type work 

714-788-9147 
•Sinunonshicoustic drummer avail for wkng sit Jordan 

818-366-9646 
*Talented female drummer sks 94 ong band Dedicated 
8, serious, but likes to have fun too Judy 818-765-6458 
•Pro drummer, 15 yrs stage/studio, gr.' time. equip. image 
an Bob 818-880-5479 
-Drummer, showman, sks comm HM band. image 8 pro-
minded musts Richard 714-6-8614 
•Hot electro tech snds/get a hot drummer! Latest elec-
tronics & programmer avail Hollywood area 213-465-6709 
•Dnanmer & bass plyr w/vok skng estabd funk soul 8 RAB 
Sit Serious inquiries only Curt 213.876-5262 
Eric 213-876-1855 
•FernWe drummer 'keg to form all female southern coun-
try rock band Senous only I have P.A Infi Alabama. Jude 
Exile, Charlie Daniels Rebecca 714.970-6769 
-Hot fusion drummer sks serious musicians for mystical 
pro Dominic 818-894.3573 

13 DRUMMERS WANTED 
*Drummer mid, electric 8, acoustic, for modern pop rock 
pro] w/album & backing, must read 213-654-5821 
*Death rock drummer wtd Intl Bauhaus. Suzy, Christian 
Death 818-364-1321 
-Top Orange Cry reel HM band sks killer drummer Image, 
equip. trans. an musts Serious only Avant, Mgmt 

714-838-9795 
•Pro drummer needed. Mt backup volt & gd-lkng hard rock 
image critical We have very strong mat, recording facilities 
touring & label exp 818-506-6901 
-Drummer mid, jazz background required. John Bonham 
8 Mitch Mitchell infl, for blues rock band Must be hot Danny 
belore lOpm 213-997-7434 
*Drummer mid to form mel HR band 714-674-5876 
-Hard core speed rnetal drummer veld. but progr inn Slayer. 
Exodus. Megadeth Michelle 213-676-0224 
•Dbl kick drummer needed to complete reel metal band 
ala Dokken Ratt Image 8 pro an musts Jeff anytime 

213-662-2621 
*Drummer veld, solid time, gd lits. acoustic 8 Simmons 
drums pref. no HM Ted. lu mess 818-985-4657 

»New wave Christian band sks synth plyr, lead guitarist & 
drummer to form Orange Chi ministry grp. Inn Steve Taylor. 
Mike 714-994-6645 
'Drummer add for studio/live work for male vocalist (pop, 
RAB. Comm sed) Jai 213-852-1668 
-Drummer wed for ong space-rock band, must play all 
styles. dedicated & responsible career oppt advancement 

213-655-9538 
-Pop rock recording grp w/alburn soon to be out 'keg for 
female drummer Must be pro. dedicated 213651-1637 
*Drummer «Id for °rig roots meets modern rock grp. 
Guitar/songwriting duo sks motivated plyr w/pos an Call 
9-5 Tom 213-462-6252x514 / Message 213-874-8691 
*Need Intelligent drummer for high commitment ong band 
Must be creative, able to grasp concepts Vox. porc, 'm-
ercy helpful John or Chris 818-505-0315 
*Drummer needed for backup band. ong straight-on rock 
tunes Nick 805-492-4549 
*Drummer vo/bu vex sed by solo artist w/exceptly gel sngs. 
EP to be recorded near future, comm rock, serious pros 
only JT 213-876-7086 
eke you talented but lack band experience, Me too I'm 
Ikng for M/F drummer for beginning band Sam714-524-2415 
*Drummer/percussionist ved for comm pertorming/n3cor-
ding trio Global Community Prods, PO. Box 11024. Manna 
del Rey. CA 90295 
•Drummer w/pro an & abil old for ong upbeat rock band 
witape 8, following Inn X, Sham 69 We're ready to move 
Mike 714-962-3926 
*Drummer wild for estab'd 740 band Steady wk, gd pay, 
no travel Vocal abil pref Jeff 213-673-6991 
«MR band sks drummer for album. bookings Pref Jazz rock 
fusion bg, but not required Based in Milwaukee WI, must 
travel. pros only 414-255-2782 
•BARNBURNERS, new band in town, sks pro strong veri 
satile drummer w/xlt meter ala Charlie Watts, Stan Lynch 
Jim 213-469-2584 
*Attention drummer: MAD SOCIETY is now auditioning 
drummers Dbl bass plyr went chops& timing for progr metal 
music Louie 213-851.5314 
*Drummer add to play straight ahead ong dance hard-edged 
pop Serious pros only Keith after 7pm 213-457-9201 
*All female band KARIZMA currently lkng for drummer in 
to all ong mat & showcsng gig 213-533-1666 

14 HORNS AVAILABLE  
*Harmonica plyr, plays chromatic blues harp. chord 8 bass 
harmonicas, all styles 818-989-6004 
-Shannon Murray, saxophonist lust returned from Euro-
pean tOur, avail for wkng grps 213-6613445 
*Sax, clarinet, flute. oboe plyr sks wk Conservatory grad, 
all styles Some vox & kybds Sam 213-876-3845 

BASS LESSONS 
SIncrease Your Ability $ 

And Work 
• Theory & Harmony 

• Sight Reading 

• improvisation 

• Proper Technique 

• Analysis of Styles 

• Profesional Attitude 

(818) 989-2234 

GLORIA RUSCH'S 

SCHOOL OF THE NATURAL VOICE 
FOR THE CONTEMPORARY SINGER 

VOCAL CONTROL WIN CONFIDENCE INCREASE & RESTORE RANGE SDNGWRITING ASSISTANCE 
TONE QUALITY & PITCH EFFORTLESS POWER & STRENGTH 
COMMUNICATION BREATH CONTROL 
EMOTION LEAD SHEETS 
PHRASING CORRECT VOCAL TECHNIQUES & 

PRACTICE DISCIPLINE 
PItItttEll WITH 611/1t1 t Kl •• il. n tio is 4\ INTER\ SI ION % I. 

& SES.SION ',t'sl,!lt VT, ITH 261 1..41tS EXPE,1111-.M.F. 
• BEGINNER • INTERMEIHATE • 11WANit:EI) • 111181 5116•8114, • 

ACCOMPANIMENT TRACKS 
AUDITION & SESSION PREPARATION 
CAREER CONSULTING 
4- IT) 24 RUCK DEMO SERVICE 

You can't always get what you want... 

Marni Scofidio 

(213)278-3209 

Cartoons- Ads • Logos • T- Shirts • Cards • Invites • Wit • Etc. 

14 HORNS WANTED 
*Female sax plyr, vox a plus, old for casual wk & more 
No commitment nec, jazz standards to rock Baba 

714.593.1708/871.1805 

15 SPECIALTIES 
*Lady of the SOL Hit rocker in search of high roller to 
record this timely tune before its too late w/the date Spec 
dea s considered Mike 213-306-0012 
•fAnimal financial backing. approx S3000. sought for dance 
record protect J. Edward 213-467-2646 
*Subscribe Nom to Music Connection! 213-462-5772 
*Lire sound engineer veld to run board for Christian born-
again Sunday a m service. West L A PauI213-453-2950 
*Financial Investor needed for ong music proi Ong rock 
trio currently showcsng L A clubs 213-665-4692 
•Wanted Serious Musicians rolling to make a commitment 
to funk rock dance band Give 100% for eventual artistic 
& economic success Mn Dwight 213-294-4368 
.Synth/gultadvocalist/composer sks pro qual 
clan/writer for progr ensemble Neil 213-394-1096 
•Soundman sed, expd only, poss future, some pay Jim 

213-462-7157 
•OUANTUM LEAP sks inventive outgong percussionist for 
ong pop rock Have youthful image serious an Steven 

213-850-1660 
*Female flcidlereteyboardisl/vocalist sks pro country rock 
band or pro. 10 yrs exp. gd stg pres Nell 213-650-9958 
*Investor add. Billy Valentino 213-465-6961 
*Secretary mid to do light typing & phone calling in music 
& video industry Wayne 213-482.4948 
-SWEET LUX, activist band. sks musicians to play Ads 
benefit concert Sept. 18. Daniel Sheldon 

213-469-0444/208-7275 

DRUMMERS! 
JOHN SHEARER 
Toured & Recorded With 

Members Of 
GENESIS. URIAR REEF, 

IRO\ BUTTERFLY 
And Many More 

ACCEPTING STUDENTS 
Specializing in Double-Bass Drums 

Any Level • Private Studio 
& REAL DRUMS! 

LESSONS WITH A DIFFERENCE 
(818) 901-1734 

Allen it Heath 
Fostex 
Tannoy 
Aphex 
White 
Audio Digital 
Sennheiser 
Beyer 

................ Audio - rechnica 

‘‘‘‘ViVUJI 

blabbbbiCt>t)tv't‘et'. 

iOft t ¡err: 

*Female musicians uncl— learl guitar, bass guitar, drums, 
keyboards—who sing to do ong 8. cover tunes 213674-2032 
*Deborah Ruth Davidsohn, recording artist, concert per-
former. & co, sks opal investors for video, musical pro's, 
movie pro Skng co involvement, motor promo. rime 

213.275.7995 
•PERFECT STRANGER, No 1 current topdraw band in L A. 
lkng for financial backing for EP & pose video M8,81 
Entertainment 818-996-8131 
-HM drummer & guitar plyr w/vox. lits, & att 'keg to form 
band for area gigs & ong recording. Paul 213-874.2230 
Very tight unique reggae-rock band wicalypso & Jazzy 

Carib overtones, demo A promo pack, sks adequate 
representation or financial backing. Brian 816761-2570 
Female model/dancers & angers needed for music video 
now casting Send picture resume to SOS Video Depart-
ment, O.0 Box 4117. N Las Vegas, NV 89030 
'Investor: Music business is booming I need financial 
backer for talent I manage SOS Prods. P O. Box 4117, N. 
Las Vegas. NV 89030 Serious calls only 702.459-1390 
-Investor will back music/dance grp or model-type per-
former wrexcept'l talent Send proposal lo SOS Prods P 0 
Box 4117, N Las Vegas, NV 89030. 
*Female muaician, dbls on instruments, old by well-estatid 
all-girl band 213-973-8980 
*Wanted: Rehearsal space. pay $150 per month Gary 

818-994-8369 
-Producer willing to share award-winning 8-Irk studio in 
W Hollywood Call lOarn-Opre. Mon-Thurs Jon213-654-4049 
*Creative keyboardiaticomposer writes ballads. pop. RIB. 
sks producer & financial backing to help guide my material 
into hits. Doug 213-435-0665 
Blind past would like donation of used VCR or copy 

machine or wood recorder/flute 213-938.5347 

WANTED 
KILLER 

RHYTHM SECTION 
For melodic metal outfit now 

holding auditions for drummers 
and bass players with 

Strong Vocals 
Professional Attitude 

Equipment 
Send Resume Nou: to: 

GEMINI PRODUCTIONS 

13213 Saticoy St., Unit 8 
N. Hollywood. CA 91605 

(818) 764-1602 

Hader 
Va/ley People 
AB. Systems 
Klark-Teknik 
Auratone 
Soundcraftsman 

Stale 
di the art 
recording 
gear... 

• Studio Design b Construction 
• Full Line Service Facility 
*Free Seminar Senés 
• The Ulhinate Audio Environment 
• Complete Guidance b Expert Help 
• Recording School with Complete 
Program 

ProAudioSystems 
(818) 966-1781 
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*Wonted: Albums of new talent to be played on Hurry Up 
Wait radm show. reaches 75.000 homes. producer Brian 

Connie 213-663-5904 

.me exotic 6 disco dancers needed tor imrned Internet I 
tours Call bIwn 10 & 6 213-877-3370,017 
•Te0 rock RAB etc needed for itemed Internat'l lours to 
New Zealand, Austr. Japan etc Name acts welcome Call 
bhvn 1006 213-877-3370x117 
*Secretary veld for 24-Irk recording studio, must type, do 
Iglu bookkeeping 818-763-4545 
•Forming rock gospel band nds spntual keyboardist. lead 
rhythm gurtansl, drummer. bassist who desire 6 haxe time 

to rehearse Bkngs avail when ready 818-345-9082 
*Well-vented guitarist/writer sks musicians wNox to start 
rock country folk wave band Rooted in country & rock but 
room for many branches 818-509-0301 
*Paul Hansen, cousin of Billy Gibbons of ZZ Top, w/orig 
pop rock O country demos, Hkeg for singers & grps to per-
form such 818-794-3314 
•Jsaa bend, pro. Ikng for ',grin for club/concert tours. Bob 

818-880-5479 
*Rhythm section—bass, drums 1 lead. I bu voc— together 
5 yrs, quick-learning, current grooves, pro all 
Torn 213-391-2687 I Jig 213-393-9041 
•Bkng agent or mgr sought for recording artist w/2 albums 
out for null 8,../or ottoman tour . Jim, 805-255-6785 
•EMertainment Review skng variety of talent, all styles 
considered 213-249-5556 

16 SONGWRITERS 
•Lkng for hit songs—pop, rock. ballads. HM for recording 
pro's Send cassettes to (LP Holodnak, 13629 Kornblum 
St Ste 8. Hawthorne, CA 90250 
•Unique songwriter/synthesteguitanst sks same for Prot 
development Neil 213-394-1096 
•Do you need lyrics to your music or do you need songs? 
Blues, rock or pop Manen 213-731.e68 
.Male vccaliet lkng for pop. ROB, comm sods 

213-852-1668 
*Topnotch vocalist, publ'd songwriter oval' for collabora-
tion on quai prop w/composer 213-545-4369 
•Guiteriet/keyboardiaUsongwriter, mel pop rock, avail for 
any promising musical sit. Armand 818-241-2222 
*Singer/songwriter sks collab w/gultar plyr, serious only 
Robert 818-501-7158 
*Lyricist veld for collab w/mel rock band. Wnting style 
should be contemp 2 oared Steve 13-8U-7081 
*Creative keyboardietkomposer, writes ballads, pop, ROB. 
sks David Foster-type producer rt. writer to work with Must 
be pro 213-435-0665 
•TMented gultaritUsongventer sks bassist to work together. 
form band repertoire Melodious rock, early Beck, Asia 
fashion 3-pc but not HM Brian 818-361-5447 
•Hot female angerfsongwnter w/4-trk dudofcr tamale 
guitarist/collaborator. SFV area Anna 818-761-8899 

.1= SEED or $ /MO. 
BUYS R 

E- Macintosh music SystemE 
TO HELP YOU DO 

! Music Printing Cassette Labels 

Sequencing Mailing Lists 

! Patch Storage Music Catalogs 

PERSONAL SUPPORT COMPUTERS g 

ask for Marc Mann * (213) 474-1633 
THIS AD PRODUCED ON A MACINTOSH COMPUTER 

LINN 9000 FOR RENT 
WHY ARE SONGWRITERS AND MUSICIANS SO 

EXCITED ABOUT THE LINN 9000? 

IT'S SIMPLE 
• GREAT FOR BUDGET-MINDED MUSICIANS 
• MIND-BLOWING MASTER-QUALITY RHYTHM TRACKS & SYNTH 
PARTS 
• SUPER FLEXIBILITY OF ARRANGEMENTS AT ANY STEP OF THE 
RECORDING PROCESS 

ADD TO THIS 
• 8 YEARS OF PERFORMANCE AND RECORDING EXPERIENCE 
• PRODUCTION CREDIT ON 10 ALBUMS TO DATE 
• SOLID FEEL AND TASTY LICKS OF 

DAN SIEGEL 
AND YOUVE GOT AN EDGE ON THE COMPETITION 

THERE'S NO USE DELAYING THE FUTURE 

(714) 832-4267 

NOW LEASING 

*Paul Hansen, cousin of Billy Gibbons of ZZ Top, has ong 
mat for versatile artist ranging frorn pop rock dance tunes 
to country 818-794-4321 
•Vleually-oriented pop lyricist sks other serious musk 
clans/video people to collab John 213-876-3989 
•Skimidectreee needed to collab whnale baritone for lounge 
work '305. Streisandzype, dedicated rt. rhythmic Bobby 

818-242-0598 
*Male vocalist sing uptempo/ballads, ong ROB. pop/soul 
inatenal for club. demo 8. poss recording deal 532 S Orlon. 
do Ave . L A . CA 90048 Jae Josef 213-852-1668 
•Songwriter ve/beliel in rhythm for band infl by the Jam, 
the Clash, the Alarm Must play guitar. 213-656-8845 
•Fernale vocalist/lyricist skng female guitar/piano for col-
laboration on ong material Must be in touch with their soul 
Diane 10am-6p 213-467-1645 rn 
*Composer veld, music in styles of China Crisis 
Stranglers, exp'd in electronc music rt. lyric sheets for female 
vocalist for poss demo record Cassette & SASE to CRH 
Prods, 1732 Kilbourn St. LA CA 90065 
*Lyricist eke musical collaborator for top 6 ROB recordmgs 
Serious only Richard after 6pm 213-73,3085 
*Female vocalist Wong eclectic message 6 demos old for 
RR-TV22 for production deals Directed by Russell-MPLTV 
for label showcasing rt. compilation albums 213-874-4012 
*Vocalist/writer sks rock lyricist Currently shopping Have 
studio, arrange, produce, play all instruments Tom 

818-763-4006 

'Top quality session singer avail for collaboration on song-
writing projs Backup Olead vox. 9-11am 213-545-4369 
*Paul Kansan, cousin of Gibbons of ZZ Top, sks ringrnt tor 
ong country demo d pop rock songs Buccaneer Prods. P O. 
Box 314, San Gabriel. CA 91778 Paul 818-794-3314 
•Lyriciet Md w/mociern rock attitude Have plenty of musc, 
need you Gary 818-980-8330 
'Male vocalist skng upternportoallads. ong RAB, pop/soul 
material for club, demo & poso recording deal 532 S. Orlon 
do Ave L A CA 90048. Jai Josef 213-852-1668 
*Songwriter w/beloof in rhythm for band infl by the Jam, 
the Clash the Alarm Must play guitar 213-656-8845 

*Producer needs Madonna. Sheens Easton, Donna 
Summer-style songs for immed recording Send cassette 
to Theoderto Profunct Music. 5544 Co/bath Ave. Van Nuys, 
CA 91401 
•Free arknieekin to the Music Machine June 12th at 11 pm 
See Shadow Bannister by mentor, of the Musc Conos-trun 

Liing for rock, contemporary pop 6 relgous musc Send 
xv/SASE to JME Prods, 10315 Woodley. Ste 118, Granada 
Hills, CA 91344 attn Pam 818-368-2283 
•Lyriciet needed by major recording artist w/rnapr record 
label Pro a most 818-701-7802 
•Songwriter eke $SS for extraordinary comm AMR prof 
Someone will make a lot of money through me Michael 

818-769-7420 
•Reconl label ekpandmg to LA Rare opportunrty in enter-
tainment industry Unlimited potential Mr Patton Mon-Sat 
1- 5prn 213-822.7629  
•Songswiterlcomposer/collaboratodaccompantst needed 
by pro male singer for pop jazz soul recording & perform-
ing proj Creative pro w/hgh consciousness prat Wayne 

213-874-5711 
•Top quality session singer avail for collaborahon on song-
writing prop Backup & lead vox 9-t tam 213-545-4369 
•Paul Swaim cousin of Gibbons of ZZ Top, sks mgint for 
ong country demo & pop rock songs Buccaneer Prods. P.O 
Box 314 San Gabriel. CA 91778 Paul 818-744-3314 
•LyrIciel Mel Mmodern rock attitude Have plenty of music, 
need you Ga 818-980-8330 Gary 

'Female vocalist/lyricist skng female guitar/piano for col-
laboration on ong material Must be in touch with thee soul 
Diane roam-6pm roam-6pm213-46 
*Composer red, muse in styles of China Crisis O 
Stranglers, expd o electronic MUSIC & lyric sheets for female 
vocalist for poss demo record Cassette & SASE to CRH 
Prods, 1732 Kilbourn St. L A CA 90065 
•Lyricist eke musical collatorator for pop O ROB recordings 
Serious only Richard after 6pm 213-731-3085 
*Fermis vocalist Moog eclectic message & demos sod for 
RR-TV22 for production deals Directed by Russell-mPLTV 
for label showcasing 8 compilation albums 213-874.4012 

WILL HELP MAKE 

OFFICE SPACE 

Best location in Hollywood. Prestigious landmark 
lidding. Reasonable rates. Good parking. Also 
Penthouse Suites. 24 Hr. security. 

Great for: film locations, private parties, wed-
dings, luncheons, meetings, fund-raisers, special 
events. 

BERWIN ENTERTAINMENT COMPLEX 
6525 SUNSET BLVD. 

RECORD DEALS 
8,/OR FIND MANAGERS, PUBLISHERS, 
LAWYERS FOR A FEE. CAN PROVE MAJOR 
LABEL CONTACTS. 

(818) 993-5842 
, CONCERTS PUBLICITY 

-1 PROMOTION 
- PRODUCTION STILLS 

CALL 
464-0700 
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*Producer sks songs for strong male • female vocalists 
BS Productions, Box 3272, Santa Monica. CA 90403 
*Prolific composer avail for mapr league lyricist. Scott 

211938-0717 
•Lyricist veld, pro only Call Rich ev_xs 213-650-9769 

*Songwriter/guitar air/producer/arranger whom or 
no money sks collab Very gd style & viable commer-
cial Serious only Craig 213-931-3117 
*Seeking quality modern R&B pop jazz ong material 
for male vocalist recording pro) Submit to Corte Prods, 
3341 W Peoria, Ste 244, Phoenix, AZ 85029 
•Hot dance tunes vhd for recording pro) Send 
cassette & into to Time Stream Prods, 4670 Hollywccd 
Blvd 0345M L A CA 90027 
•Male vocalist skng uptemparballads. ong R&B, 
pop/soul material for club, demo, poss recording 532 
S Orlando Ave. LA. CA 90048 Jai Josef 

213-852-1668 
*Lyricist veld. Orange County area, T40 sound 

714-960-0660 
*Hit qual pop singedsongwntedpublished lyncist sks 
composer of same qual for hits 9-11am213-545-4369 
•I have heartfelt intelligent & comm songs (pop, rock. 
ballads R&Efi Artists, producers or publ call 

213-665-1050 
•Songwriteriguitarist sought by CUTTING EDGE. 
L A band Infl Jam, U2. Smith. anything 60s Composer 
should play guitar 213-656-8845 

BARRIES 
ANSWERING SERVICE 

24 HOURS 
$15.00 PER MO. 

ONE FREE MONTH 
6546 Hollywood Blvd., 

Suite 201, 
Hollywood 90028 

464-8381 
PROTECT YOUR CREATIONS 

YOU WRITE THE MUSIC, 
WE REGISTER 

YOUR COPYRIGHTS." 

DONT LOSE YOUR SONGS! 
BY DOING IT WRONG! 

*MOST AFFORDABLE RATES* 
IN THE INDUSTRY 

NOTEWORTHY SERVICES 
(213) 650-6742 

•Need songwrtter. Country pop/rock for female singer 
mil Juice Newton, Dolly Jerry Lee Lewis Cher 

818-787-5348 
*Paul Hansen, cousin of Billy Gibbons of U Top, has 
ong country demo á pop rock demos Buccaneer 
Prods, P 0 Box 314, San Gabriel, CA 91778 Paul 

818-794-3314 

I NASHINGI-UN 

PO. ht. 14210, 

I AN,ING 

MUSIC VIDEOS 
Video Producer 

Large Selection of Equipment 
Can Work With Any Budget 

Specializing in 
— Location & Studio Shoots — 

FINCH CO. 
Call For Info 

Christopher Fenney 
(818) 769-4061 

$69 
VIDEO DEMOS 

FOR TV SHOWS LIKE STAR SEARCH 
SINGERS—HUNDREDS OF SOUND 

TRACKS TO CHOOSE FROM 
ACTORS AND COMICS TOO 

CLOSET STARS 

213-461-2020 818 506-5541 

8 & 16 TRACK RECORDING 
DIGITAL MIXDOWN • 1BL 
TASCAN • DESER • DBX 
APHEX • MXR • SYNTHS 

MASTERCARD 

••• 

1— t 
• • • • • • • 

(213) 371-5793 

REHEARSAL STUDIO 
• Large 14-Channel RA. 
• Stage Lights 
• Complete Wet Bar! 
• $5.00/HR 

VISA 

*Gifted lyricist sks top caliber composer Mark 
213-478-2249 

•SongwrIter avail, lyrics in English 8. Spanish, orie-ped gospellyrics no HM serious only Alexander 

818-993-4531 

COMPUTERIZED MIDI 
8-TRACK STUDIO 

• DX7 & JX3P 
• DX Drums With Chips 
• 16-Track Sequencer 
And Much More! 

$15/Hour Including Engineer 
* MIDI & DX7 Instruments * 
* & Programming Available * 
Air Conditioned • West L.A. 

(213) 203-0572 

LONG HAIR 
ROCKS! 

Attention, Band Managers 
Band Members 

We cut Rock— 
the Exotic & Unusual (in long hair). 
Cut to your wishes with precision. 

WIII trade cuts for promo considerations 

Natural Hair Caro— Permanent VVaves 
FREE CONSULTATION 

robert p riehleigh 
rocks you! 

795-1272 

*Unger/songwriter/composer would like io be kncrem 
Own ong style, have demo, will sell or do songs whop 
acts Theo 213-694-2557 
*Inexperienced lyricists skng collab for words & 

213-866-4777 

VIDEO TAPING 
WITH STAGING EVALUATION 
BY QUALIFIED PROFESSIONAL 

$80 
CALL G.W. PRODUCTIONS 

(213) 684-6104 
ALSO RECORDING & 
REHEARSAL FACILITIES 

AVAILABLE 
4-TRK RECORDING $7/HR + 
REHEARSAL W/P.A. $5/HR 

AUDITIONS 
FOR ALL GIRL 

POP ROCK BAND 

SERIOUS MUSICIANS ONLY 
MUST PLAY & LOOK GREAT 

FOR PROFESSIONAL 
RECORDING CONTRACT 

FOR INFO CALL: 
MIRACLE MANAGEMENT 

(213) 856-9332 
LEAVE MESSAGE FOR MARY ALOE 

COMMERCIAL & 
PROMOTIONAL 
PHOTOGRAPHY 

Showcase Theatre & Photo 
Studio Rental Space 

JIA II 
III 1 1 IN .4kA 

(213) 650-6493 
7956 FOUNTAIN AVE. 

WEST HOLLYWOOD. CA 90046 

pho!o by Kristen AnthDny Dahltne 

Cariefilik 

• 

6640 Sunset Blvd., Suite 201, Hollywood, CA 90028 

CI ONE YEAR $25 
(25 ISSUES) 
SAVE 825 

D TWO YEARS $45 
(50 ISSUES) 
SAVE 855 

OUTSIDE U S ADD $ 10 (U S. CURRENCY) PER YEAR 

MAKE CHECK OR MONEY ORDER PAYABLE TO: 

MUSIC CONNECTION MAGAZINE 
PLEASE ALLOW 4-T0-6 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY 

NAME:   

COMPANY NAME:   
TYPE OF CO.: D RECORD COMPANY 

D RECORDING STUDIO 
Ill MUSIC PUBLISHER 

OThiER  

ADDRESS: 

CITY:   STATE. ZIP: 

Payment Enclosed D Charge My CI Visa 0 MasterCard E American Express 

Exp. Date 

Card No. 

Cardholder's Name 

MUSIC CONNECTION, AUGUST 19 — SEPTEMBER 1 

(Plea« Print) 

45 



ODDS 

ENDS 

D.B. SOUND 
$8410-$12-$15/HR REHEARSAL 
DAY & LATE-NIGHT DISCOUNTS 
PA RENTAL $40/NIGHT AND UP 
GLENDALE LOCATION OPENING 

SEPTEMBER 1ST! 
(818) 504-0494 OR (818) 989-9498 
WE BUY USED EQUIPMENT 

I Awesome, 16-Channel IA Effect,' 
A/C. Massive Concert Drum Riser 

Plus Private Studio Parking $5.-$6 hi 
Professional Stage lighting 

GROUND ZERO 
REHEARSAL STUDIO 

2131978-1903 
"Radio Activity Begins Here" 

REHEARSAL STUDIOS 
PRIVATE • SECURE 
24 HR. ACCESS 

MONTHLY RENT FROM $200 
INCLUDING UTILITIES 

(213) 589-7028 

REHEARSAL STUDIOS AND 
MUSICAL EQUIPMENT RENTAI. 
( 8 I 8 ) 341-1330 

ELECTRIC BASS 
LESSONS 

EDDIE CORY ELL 
'SWITCHBOARDS- PRODUCT 

SPECIALIST 
(818) 982-5190 

Tee 

Cli)Nils1° "" 
FOR INFO CALL 
(818) 996-2611 

8-TRACK 
Attention Bands & Mxalists & Songwriter, 

All Your Reccading Needs 
Under One Roof' 

DUBMASTER PRODUCTIONS 
(818) 989-6004 

NEW AMPEX 456 TAPE 

All Sizes • Sale Price•, 

Also Microphone Sales 
PA. Rental $39 & Up 
Production Assistance 

(SIS) 509-1072 

KEEP YOUR AD COST 
— DOWN — 
Primary Series 
Available Soon 
(213) 462-5772 

vISA • MASTERCARD • AMERICAN EXPRESS 

REHEARSAL HALL 
2500 SQ. FT. • 30 FT. CEILING 
2000 WATT PA. • ROOMY STAGE 
BOOTH W/P.A. • STORAGE 

STARTING AT $5/HR 
(818) 908-9262 

SINGERS/ SONGWRITERS 
Develop Your Talents 

with MUSICIAN/ARRANGER 
with 8 tracks plus 

DMX drums, Chroma synth, 
played or rented out. 

George (213) 856-9180 

J.E. SOUND 
PRODUCTIONS 

16 & 8 TRACK RECORDING 
OTARI 1" • TRIDENT 

All Instruments & Engineer Included 
Air Conditioning!! Much More 

(213) 479-7653 

THE DEMO LAB 
8-TRACK RECORDING STUDIO 

ORIGINAL RECORDING FOR 
THE SERIOUS ARTIST 
CORTACT WES/KITTY 

(818) 334-7691 
HOME OF MIRAJ 

'DISCOUNT RATES TO SERIOUS ARTISTE, 

SOUND STATION 

REHEARSAL STUDIO 
AIR CONDITIONING 

(818) 989-2299 

EXCELLENT P.A. 
AND PRO AUDIO (; 1-: % R 

AVAILABLE FOR YOUR NI \ I Till, 
t'A S>Nteill Sers.es, includine . 

& engineering. ,stc-ot th,,•• . 

Check oui nUI 

PRECISION SI( IBII . 1 st 1)10 
1818) 957-049X • 1111111 763-3535 

BRRECORDERS 
cOMPLETE RECORDING SERVIC 

24 TRACK/ VOICE-OVERS/ 
CASSETTE DUPLICATION 

(81 8) 995-0427 

MR. SPEED 
Cassette Duplication 

Lilla114 I II Spic'd 

Ci BANI lape .11 
• 11!--.1 l'i ii 

ill 111181 76-Speed 
\rid \. 1, for Mr. Spi•i•il 

RECORDING 
.>.-•AND REHEARSAL 

STUDIOS 

(818) 353-712' 

THE NOTE FACTORY 

Andy 

8-Track — $15/Hour 
Includes: 

DX7, Digital Drums 
& Programming 
Engineer & More! 

(818) 508-9873 

ENGINEER BILLS 
16-TRACK 2" 30 i.p.s. 
$15/HR SPECIAL 

Digital Reverts DBX 160X Ciomp/LimiteT Synths. 
Digital Delay. Harmonizer, and Engineer Included 
Also Avaiable Linn, DX7, Emulator IL PPG Wave, Linn 
9000 CMI Fairlight. Kurzweil. Prophet 5 and More' 

18181180-3146 

ECHO SOUND STUDIOS 
16 1RK RECORDING SPECIAL $21/HR 
8 IRK RECORDING SPECIAL $15/HR ' 
Linn/Simmons Drums • DX7 • Juno 60 • Rhodes 

dbx • lexicon • Orban • Otan 1/2-Trh 16x8x2 
(213) 662-5291 2900 Los Feliz Blvd., LA 

THIS SPACE 
AVAILABLE 

(213) 462-5772 

PUBLICITY BIOS 
Pie, hits. Photos. Pie, 

Pies I- cperien, v.Ith A i.. 
Santana. Great White. King 
Dann> Spawn.. Ictudne,...111M (.. 1; 

('HS Records " 

siu Simone 114051 49H 503 

RA. FOR RENT 
LAR(,1 ( Il It SYSTEM 

113),1110, 

Cel, NV. Croon 

O'sd/.. 51 ‘\ sYSTL 
Setup A. , .. nn InclinE, 
III% OFF TOM LIVE (; leis 

\ 2131 372-9197 (818) 905-)I722 

aM us 
CABOBITI MIES 

SO MRS I 
ALSO GREAT PRICES ON TAPE 

PACIFICA STUDIOS 
(213) S59-9095 

PRODUCER WITH 
8-TRACK STUDIO 

si.ith DX drum. 
tin Ineli qua.111, 

.11,1cnil comfortable annosphen 

Patrick 213-379-0343 

REHEARSAL SPACE 

Discriminating Professional 

DHU-RON STUDIOS 

(213) 461-3380 

MUSIC CONSULTATION 
"I Service People Daily 
How to Start a Band 

Organization & Planning 
Career Direction & Goals 

How a Do What You Want to Doe 

(213) 864-5920 

NEIL RECORDERS 
8 8i 16 TRACK STUDIO 

$15/HR 8-TRACK 
$24/HR 16-TRACK 

OUALITY ARRANGING-PRODUCING 
IN PASADENA 

JIM NEIL (818) 798-2956 

THE BEST 
CASSETTE COPIES 

$1CIEZ) 
/713, 451-5559 

REAL 

TIME 

• • 

THE OUTPOST 
DEMO STUDIO 

IN 

WESTWOOD 
PROFESSIONAL. CREATIVE AFFORIMBIt 

8 TRACKS $10.00/HR 

u213) 474-28 33 

A Singers Dream Come True 
SING THE HITS AND SAVE WITH OUR 

VOCAL ELIMINATOR 
REMOVES LEAD VOCALS FROM RECORDS 
SEND 849.95 PLUS $2 POSTAGE TO 

DRAGOINILLEPO BOX 452/LAVERNE, CA 91705 
FOR DEMO CALL 1714) 5068205 6 AM 10 3 PM 

QUALITY 

CASSETTE 
COPIES 

Audio $ 1" Video $5" 
(213) 666-3003 

VIDEO 
PRODUCTION SERVICES 

3/4:' 1,2" FORMATS 
REASONABLE RATES 

(213) 482-4948 

t
T OP L.A. PROGRAMNIf U 
LINN 9000 

Drum Computer • Keyboard Recorder 
With Dig Drive • Trigger Interface 
— ON CALL 24 HOURS — 

BEST RFNT.AI RATEs 
!MID RAVEN 18181 44 1-11i S.! 

1  
0 COMPLETE 

CONCERT PA. SYSTEMS 
With 

FULL PRODUCTION SERVICES 
For Any Size Event 

818-997-6209 

RA. RENTAL 

GOLDSOUND 
200 WATT PA $40 PER NITE 

12-CH. $175 & UP / 16-CH. $225 & UP 
MONITORS—EO—LIMITING—EFX 

ENGINEER / SET-UP INCL. 
1213i 827-3540 24 HRS. 

IE 

RECORDING ENGINEER! 
CLASSES FORMING NM 
(.A11, THE INSTITUTE 

1213) 666-3003 

DR. DEMO 
Summer Special 

$75 FULL BAND DEMO 
All Styles 

Mark (213) 664-9727 



MIDI CLINIC: AUGUST 31 
Santa Barbara 

PC COMPUTER CONTROL 
Professional Live Presentation 

with 

DR. GEORGE SHAW, L.A. Studio Performer 
Professor, Long Beach Community College 

Presentations to include 

MIDI BASICS AND DEFINITIONS 

MIDI DEVICES AND COMPUTER CONTROL 

MIDI APPLICATIONS 

Performing — Scoring — Arranging 
Recording — Composition 

SATURDAY AUGUST 31, 1985 
EL ENCANTO CONFERENCE CENTER 

SANTA BARBARA 

FOR:Musicians, Educators, Audio/Video 
Technicians, Composers, Arrangers 
and just plain interested Techno-types 

DATA 3A N < (805)962-8489 
MIDI SYSTEMS CENTER 

YOUR MIDI CONNECTION 

PROCUCTION 

THE 

N.Aollywood, CA. ( 213) 469-SONG 

32 CHANNELS OF AUTOMATION 
1/2 " MASTERING—OTARI 

LINN DRUM & LEXICON REVERE, 
EMULATOR H & DX-7 PROGRAMMER AVAILABLE 

AUTOMATION • FASTER • EASIER • COS7S LESS • MORE ACCURATE 

Let's say you ve just listened to that -kil er mix - you did last month 
but realized you need more "crack" on the snare or maybe vocals 
in the 2nd chorus were too low in volume after all. It happens to 
the best of us! Now, with "AUTOMATION," the computer memory 
recalls and reads the last mix, you hit "update," set your new level, 
and you're out the door HIT RECORD TIME on your master pro-
ductions from albums to jingles and serious demo projects. 

(213) 469-SONG (818) 765-1151 

DEMO TAPE OR GOLD RECORD 

IrOSTIM HAS THE ANSWER 

FOSTEX M80 8TRACK, 11450 MIXER FIND 
FIK755 MONITORS 

FOSTEX 8-10 AND LS3B MONITORS & 
SOUNDTRFICS M SERIES CONSOLE 

FILM1lEili NM IRMO 
143 E ARROW 1111111IY 

SON RIMAS, CU. 91773 

714-592-2848 818-339-0081 



Cria 
COMPLETE 

RECORD PACKAGES 

HIGHEST 
QUALITY 
PRODUCT 

L.P.'s 
1,000 12 L.P.'s 

with full color jackets 
$1,699.00 

300 12 L.P.'s 
with jackets 
$1,045.00 

500 12 L.P.'s 
with jackets 
$1,299.00 

INCLUDES: 
STEREO MASTERING, METAL PROCESSING, 
TEST PRESSING, LABELS, PURE VINYL 

RECORDS, PRINTING, AND FABRICATION. 

SINGI iES 
500 45's 
8380.00 

FOR APPOINTMENT — 

(213) 850-7751 

ADDITIONAL SERVICES 
AVAILABLE 

HAVE WORKED 
WITH 

MAJOR 
LABELS 

INDEPENDENT 
LABELS 

SOLO ARTIS'TS 

CASSETTES 
1000 CASSETTES 

with full color inserts 

1,000 45's $899.00 

$475.00 

INCLUDES: STEREO MASTERING, METAL PROCESSING, 
TEST PRESSINGS, LABELS, PURE VINYL RECORDS, 

AND SLEEVES. 

RECORDS PRESSED THROUGH CBS 




